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PAC 730.8.A.05/2007-03        September 4, 2007 
 
Ms. Laura Auletta 
Cost Accounting Standards Board 
Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
725 17th Street, NW, Room 9013 
Washington, DC  20503 
 
SUBJECT:  CAS-2007-02S 
 
Dear Ms. Auletta: 
 
 We are providing our comments on the Staff Discussion Paper (SDP) – Harmonization of 
Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) 412 and 413 with the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA), 
published in the July 3, 2007 Federal Register.  The SDP requests public comments on what 
revisions to CAS 412/413, if any, are required to ensure harmonization with the PPA. 
 
 As elaborated below, we do not believe that the pension cost measurement, assignment, 
and allocation rules in CAS 412/413 merit revision in the name of harmonization with funding 
requirements of the PPA.  In our view, harmony on the funding differences already exists in the 
form of pre-payment credits.  We believe that adopting the PPA funding rules will compromise 
the CAS statutory objectives of uniform and consistent accounting linking costs with cost 
objectives on the basis of causal or beneficial relationships. 
 
 1.  As the SDP stated, basic conceptual differences exist between the PPA and CAS.  
CAS is based on the going-concern basis; that is, it assumes the company and its pension plan 
will continue in operation.  PPA, on the other hand, uses a settlement approach to value pension 
plan assets and liabilities.  While the purpose of the PPA is to protect employees’ benefit security 
as well as to assure the solvency of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC), the 
purpose of CAS is to assure the proper measurement and assignment of cost based on the 
beneficial or causal relationship between costs and cost objectives. 
 
 2.  The PPA establishes a minimum funding requirement and imposes a funding limit for 
tax purposes, but, as noted by the SDP, it does not establish accounting practices for pension 
costs.  CAS, on the other hand, establishes accounting practices for pension costs for Government 
contracts and establishes criteria for assigning cost to the appropriate period.  The CAS statute, 
P.L. 100-679 as codified at 41USC 422(f), grants the CAS Board exclusive authority to 
promulgate cost accounting rules governing measurement, assignment and allocation of costs to 
Government contracts.  For the CAS Board to adopt the PPA funding requirement, which does not 
prescribe accounting practices, into the CAS would mean that the Board would abdicate its 
responsibility and authority provided under the statute.  We believe that the CAS Board should 
continue to promulgate accounting rules to achieve uniformity and consistency in cost 
measurement, assignment and allocation, and to link costs with Government contracts on an 
objective causal or beneficial relationship basis. 
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 The CAS 413 Preambles1 discuss the primary goal of cost accounting in assigning cost to 
the benefiting period as well as fundamental differences between cost accounting and tax policy: 


“The purpose of the Board in promulgating its Standards on pension cost is to establish 
the criteria for measuring the proper amount of pension cost to be assigned to cost 
accounting periods for subsequent allocation to negotiated Government contracts.  
ERISA establishes, among other things, minimum funding Standards for pension plans 
and provisions affecting deductibility of pension cost for tax purposes.  Although there is 
some commonality between the funding provisions of ERISA and the Standard being 
promulgated today, ERISA does not provide for the measurement of pension costs for 
assignment among cost accounting periods or for the subsequent allocation of such 
costs to contracts.”  (Emphasis added). 


 3.  Adoption of PPA to contract costing would introduce an unpredictable volatility to 
pension costs from year to year.  Because the Department of Defense awards a significant 
number of firm-fixed price contracts based on estimated costs, the unpredictable volatility would 
make it extremely difficult to agree on reasonable prices at contractor locations where pension 
cost is a significant element of the proposed costs.  This added difficulty and uncertainty 
associated with pension cost estimates will result in a prolonged contract negotiation causing a 
delay in contract award. 
 
 4.  Congress did not undertake a review of CAS 412/413 and did not mandate that the 
CAS rules must be revised because of the PPA.  Nor did Congress provide a definition for 
“harmonization.”  Harmonization occurs when the PPA’s purpose and the CAS statute’s 
purposes are both accomplished.  Therefore, we consider harmonization to have been achieved to 
the extent that current CAS 412/413 does not undermine the purpose of the PPA, which is to 
protect employees’ benefit security as well as to assure the solvency of the PBGC. 
 
 5.  We believe that CAS 412/413 is compatible with the goals of the PPA.  We are not 
aware of any CAS 412/413 provisions that are in conflict with the PPA funding requirement.  
We believe that CAS is already in harmony with the PPA in that CAS provides for the 
appropriate accounting treatment of any annual funding differences between the CAS measured 
amount and the PPA funding requirement as well as for the pension benefit settlement when such 
events occur. 


 
Our responses to some of the specific questions in the SDP are as follows: 


 
1 Preamble to Original Publication, 6-2-76
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Question 1:  Should the Board apply any revisions to all cost-based contracts and other 
Federal awards that are subject to full CAS coverage, or only to “eligible Government 
contractors” as defined in Section 106? 
 
We believe any revisions made to CAS 412/413 should apply uniformly to all cost-based 
contracts subject to full CAS coverage. 
 
Question 2:  Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the Congressional intent 
of the PPA to protect retirement security, to strengthen funding and ensure PBGC solvency? 
 
Yes.  We believe that Government contractors who have substantial CAS-covered contracts and 
are subject to the CAS and FAR pension funding requirements rarely, if ever, contribute to 
PBGC claims nor do they represent the high-profile bankruptcies that trigger PBGC claims.  We 
do not expect that these Government contractors will experience the financial distress that may 
lead to bankruptcy. 
 
According to the PBGC, the top ten firms presenting claims during the period 1975-20002 
included four airlines; four steel companies; one insurance firm; and one aluminum company.  
We did not identify “PPA-eligible” contractors on this list or recognize Government contractors 
with significant, if any, CAS-covered contracts. 
 
According to Global Insight economic forecasters, U.S. corporate bankruptcies in 2007 are 
projected to “occur in the metals, mining and energy sectors, as well as in real estate and closely 
related industries, such as mortgage banking and residential construction.”3  Again, we do not 
find that these predictions relate to “PPA-eligible” contractors or other Government contractors 
with CAS-covered contracts.  Likewise, our review of the largest public company bankruptcies for 
the years 2004-20074 did not indicate the inclusion of contractors with CAS-covered contracts. 
 
With regard to financial strength, it appears that earnings for defense firms have risen steadily in 
recent years because of sizeable spending increases on defense programs and equipment.5  The 
defense industry also appears to be proactively positioning itself for other markets and, thereby, 
safeguarding its financial health.  According to the Center for Strategic and International Studies, 
expected increasing revenue for the defense industry over the next few years will allow 
“strategic breathing room to develop coping strategies for a flat-to-down environment.”   


 
2 www.pbgc.gov/docs/2005databook.pdf  Table S-5 page 32 
 
3 http://www.prnewswire.com/cgi-bin/stories.pl?ACCT=104&STORY=/www/story/12-04-
2006/0004484690&EDATE= 
 
4www.bankruptcydata.com/research/Ch11_2007.htm 
 
5 http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2007/01/25/ap/business/mainD8MSFFR00.shtml 
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In addition to the lack of Government contractors contributing to PBGC claims in the past and in 
the future expectation, we believe that the Government contractors’ defined benefit pension 
plans are adequately funded.  Further, while CAS measures and assigns pension costs on an on-
going concern basis, it provides for a pension cost adjustment on a termination basis when the 
plan obligation is being settled.  Accordingly, the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet 
the Congressional intent of the PPA to protect retirement security, to strengthen funding and 
ensure PBGC solvency. 
 
Question 3:  Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the relationship of the PPA 
minimum required contribution and the contact cost determined in accordance with 
CAS 412 and 413? 
 
As noted above, we believe current CAS 412/413 is already in harmony with the PPA funding 
requirements. 
 
Question 4(a) Accounting Basis:  For Government contract costing purposes, should the 
Board (i) Retain the current “going concern” basis for the measurement and assignment of 
the contact cost for the period, or (ii) revise CAS 412 and 413 to measure and assign the 
period cost on the liquidation or settlement cost basis of accounting? 
 
The Board should retain the current “going concern” basis for the measurement and assignment 
of the contract cost for the period.  The “going-concern” approach reflects the financial, long-
term reality associated with pension plans.  In order to verify the “going-concern” nature of 
defined benefit pension plans, we confirmed, with use of the Internet application “FreeErisa”6 
that the majority of defined benefit pension plans of the “eligible Government contractors” date 
back to the 1940s and 1950s.  In the attachment to this letter, we have summarized the long-term 
existence of these contractor plans. 
 
Contract costs should represent actual cost that the contractor is reasonably expected to incur.  
Settlement basis does not reflect the likely situation.  If in rare instances where a plan 
termination occurs, CAS 413.50(c)(12) provides for the true-up of any underfunded amount 
calculated based on the PPA settlement basis. 
 
Question 4(b) Actuarial Assumptions:  For contract cost measurement, should the Board 
(i) Continue to utilize the current CAS requirements which incorporate the contractor’s 
long-term best estimates of anticipated experience under the plans, or (ii) revise the CAS to 
include the PPA minimum required contribution criteria, which include interest rates 
based on current corporate bond yields, no recognition of future period salary growth, and 
use of a mortality table determined by the Secretary of the Treasury? 
 


 
6 www.freeerisa.com 
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We believe the Board should continue to utilize the CAS requirements that incorporate the 
contractor’s, long-term, best estimate for all assumptions.  Pension plan accounting must 
necessarily be on a long-term basis since the duration of time from employee accruals of 
benefits, up until final payout of the benefits earned, extends over a long period.  Long-term 
estimates, considering factors such as historical experience, the contractor’s investment strategy 
and long-range economic forecasts, represent the best estimate of actual pension costs. 
 
The ultimate goal of pension cost accounting is to match assets (that eventually will pay 
retirement benefits) with the pension obligation.  The long-term nature of a defined benefit 
pension plan, coupled with sound cost accounting practices, dictates continued use of the long-
term assumptions, including use of the expected rate of return on plan assets to measure the 
pension obligation and the pension cost to be assigned to each accounting period.  The May 1992 
Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASB) Statement of Objectives, Policies, and Concepts 
described the goals of sound cost accounting and acknowledged that these objectives may differ 
from financial accounting or tax policy (Emphasis added): 


 
“The basic premise of good cost accounting is that the measurement, assignment, and 
allocation of costs to cost objectives be based on the beneficial or causal relationship 
between those costs and the cost objectives.” 
 
“As an ideal, each item should be assigned to the cost objective that was intended to 
benefit from the resource represented by the cost, or, alternatively, that caused incurrence 
of the cost.” 
 
“The Board will give careful consideration to the pronouncements affecting financial and 
tax reporting and, in the development of Cost Accounting Standards, it will take those 
pronouncements into account to the extent it can do so in accomplishing its objectives.” 
 


The CAS Board has taken a global and long-term view of pension costs for the simple reason 
that it is trying to best link those costs with productive work on Government contracts.  It thus 
requires use of long-term best estimates of anticipated experiences.  We believe that current 
requirements for use of the contractor’s long term best estimates of anticipated experiences will 
best achieve matching costs (or resources purchased at cost) with the performance of work on 
Government contracts.  The Government does not receive a varying measure of value of the 
pension component of an employee’s efforts simply because the amount required to be funded 
under PPA may vary from year to year. 
 
Questions 4(c)(d)and (e):  Specific Assumptions regarding (i) Interest Rate; (ii) Salary 
Increases; (iii) Mortality/(d) Period Assignment (Amortization) and Asset Valuation 
 
As we stated above, we do not support use of any actuarial assumptions that are not based on the 
contractor’s long-term best estimates of anticipated experience, as currently required by CAS 
412/413. 
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Question 5:  To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS to include special 
funding rules for “at risk” plans? 
 
We do not believe that most Government contractors’ defined benefit pension plans are at risk on 
a going-concern basis.  To evaluate the extent of any underfunding of “PPA-eligible” contractor 
plans, we compared the actuarial value of assets with the actuarial liability reported for tax 
purposes (FreeErisa) of the plans previously discussed in our response to Question 4a and listed 
in the Enclosure.  We found that only three of the plans indicated an actuarial liability in excess 
of assets and that the difference (“underfunding”) was relatively minor (1-2%) when compared 
to the liability: 


 


Contractor Plan Name 
AVA less AAL Percent of  


AAL 
Lockheed Martin LM Corp Retirement Income Plan  $    (79,261,313) 1 % 
Lockheed Martin LM Retirement Plan for Certain Hourly Employees $    (15,412,046) 1 % 
Raytheon Raytheon Non-bargaining Retirement Plan  $    (69,475,071) 2 % 


 
Therefore, we believe that the current CAS 412/413 requirement for contractors to fund 
assignable pension cost in order for such cost to be allowable, has adequately provided for 
sufficient funding of defined-benefit pension plans.  We conclude that maintaining current 
CAS 412/413 will not undermine the PPA goal to improve the funded status of defined benefit 
plans and protect the solvency of the PBGC. 
 
However, if it is evidenced that Government contractors’ plans are significantly underfunded on 
a going-concern basis, then the CASB may wish to consider an additional provision incorporated 
in CAS 412/413 that would provide an accelerated amortization of the significant unfunded 
actuarial liability, e.g., underfunding in excess of 20% of the actuarial liability. 
 
Question 6:  Cash Flow Considerations 
 
We believe that CAS 412 already accommodates situations wherein ERISA funding requirements 
for an accounting period exceed the measured amount of pension costs under CAS 412.  
Specifically, CAS 412.50(a)(4) provides that any funding accomplished per ERISA that exceeds 
the amount required by CAS 412 be treated as a prepayment credit that can be applied to the 
future-period funding of pension costs.  Any “negative cash flow,” i.e., PPA required funding in 
excess of CAS measured pension cost should be considered an investment, similar to a savings 
account, that will earn guaranteed earnings at the assumed rate of return, even if the investment 
actually incurs a loss.  Any such “negative cash flow” will be mitigated to the extent the 
contractor will be able to reduce its income tax liability resulting from increased deductions for 
PPA funding. 
 
This “negative cash flow” is similar to acquisition of capital assets, e.g., buildings, land, 
equipment, etc., for which the contractor must finance the acquisition but, in accordance with 
CAS 409, measures for contract costing purposes only a portion of the asset resource consumed 
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in each accounting period as depreciation cost.  The wide variance between immediate cash 
outlay for the acquired asset and the amortized cash recovery over time is mitigated by 
recognition of CAS 414 “cost of money” for the undepreciated value of the asset.  CAS 414 
“cost of money,” which is an imputed interest on the not-yet-recovered cash outlay, is equivalent 
to the earnings on prepayment credits at the assumed rate of return provided in CAS 412. 
 
The CAS 413 Preambles described the treatment of prepayment credits available to the contractor: 


 
“The Board has previously emphasized that the amount of pension cost assignable to a 
cost accounting period is not necessarily the same as the amount funded for that period.  
If the amount required to be funded exceeds the amount calculated, the excess amount 
funded is subject to the provisions of 4 CFR Part 412 (412.50(c)(1)) which states that 
“Amounts funded in excess of the pension cost computed for a cost accounting 
period pursuant to the provisions of this Standard shall be applied to pension costs 
of future cost accounting periods.”  (Emphasis added) 
 


Question 7:  Volatility in Contract Cost Projections 
 
We agree that adoption of PPA to contract costing would introduce an unpredictable volatility to 
pension costs from year to year.  Because the Department of Defense awards a significant 
number of firm-fixed price contracts based on estimated costs, the unpredictable volatility would 
make it extremely difficult to agree on reasonable prices at contractor locations where pension 
cost is a significant element of the proposed costs.  This added difficulty and uncertainty 
associated with pension cost estimates will result in a prolonged contract negotiation causing a 
delay in contract award. 
 
Question 8:  Segment Closing 
 
Current CAS 413.50(c)(12) adequately addresses the adjustment to previously determined 
pension costs in the event of a segment closure, a plan curtailment, or a plan termination.  As we 
commented in response to Question 5, we have not found that Government contractors’ defined 
benefit pension plans are significantly underfunded on a going-concern basis. 
 
For a plan curtailment or a segment closure, CAS 413 provides for an adjustment calculated on a 
going-concern basis, not on a settlement basis.  We believe this is appropriate unless the 
contractor actually goes out of business, thereby terminating its pension plan.  The pension cost 
adjustment for a plan curtailment or a segment closure on a going-concern basis is appropriate 
because the contractor continues its business and its pension plan, thereby reflecting true 
circumstances under which pension costs will continue.  If the contractor’s plan is terminated, 
then the current CAS 413 provides for a pension cost adjustment on a settlement basis. 
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 We appreciate your consideration of our comments.  Please direct any questions regarding 
this memorandum to Ms. Fran Cornett, Chief, Accounting and Cost Principles Division (PAC) at 
(703) 767-3250. 
 
 
 
 /Signed/ 
 Kenneth J. Saccoccia 
 Assistant Director 
 Policy and Plans  
 
Enclosure: 
 “PPA-Eligible” Contractor Pension Plans 
 







 


 
 


“PPA-ELIGIBLE” CONTRACTOR PENSION PLANS 
 


Contractor Plan Name 
Actuarial Accrued 


Liability  
Valuation 


Date 
Effective Plan 


Date 


Lockheed Martin 
LM Corp Retirement Plan for 
Certain Salaried Employees  $    7,265,990,154  1/1/2005 12/31/1942 


Lockheed Martin LM Corp Retirement Income Plan   $    6,195,398,443  1/1/2005 7/1/1943 
Lockheed Martin LM Retirement Income Plan III  $    3,556,801,187  1/1/2005 1/1/1963 


Lockheed Martin 
LM Retirement Plan for Certain 
Hourly Employees  $    2,430,662,988  12/25/2004 12/31/1942 


The Boeing 
Company 


Boeing Company Employee 
Retirement Plan (BCERP)   $    9,812,152,557  1/1/2005 1/1/1955 


The Boeing 
Company 


Boeing North American Retirement 
Plan (BNA)  $    4,643,928,537  1/1/2005 10/1/1945 


The Boeing 
Company 


The Boeing Company Pension 
Value Plan  $    5,216,488,541  1/1/2002 1/1/1999 


The Boeing 
Company 


Employee Retirement Income Plan 
of MDC – Salaried  $    2,591,318,917  1/1/2005 12/1/1942 


Northrop Grumman Northrop Grumman Pension Plan  $    9,631,595,027  1/1/2005 1/1/2000 
Northrop Grumman TRW Salaried  $    2,701,176,740  1/1/2001 12/1/1953 


Northrop Grumman 
Northrop Grumman Retirement 
Plan B  $    1,597,757,830  1/1/2005 10/1/1978 


General Dynamics  
General Dynamics Corp 
Retirement Plan Government  $       594,930,341  1/1/2003 10/1/1956 


General Dynamics  
General Dynamics Corp 
Retirement Plan Commercial  $       634,463,425  1/1/2005 10/1/1956 


Raytheon 
Raytheon Company Pension Plan 
for Salaried Employees  $    4,498,600,949  1/1/2005 1/1/1950 


Raytheon 
Raytheon Non-bargaining 
Retirement Plan   $    3,950,464,266  1/1/2005 12/17/1997 


 
Source:  “FreeErisa.com” 
 


ENCLOSURE 








INSPECTOR GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE


400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-4704


SEP 042007


Office of Federal Procurement Policy
ATTN: Laura Auletta
725 17th Street, NW. , Room 9013
Washington, DC 20503


REF: Office of Federal Procurement Policy, Cost Accounting Standards Board,
Case CAS-2007-02S


Dear Ms. Auletta:


We reviewed the Staff Discussion Paper on the harmonization of Cost Accounting
Standards (CAS) 412 and 413 with the Pension Protection Act of2006 (PPA). We are
providing input with respect to Question 9 (a) Prepayment Credits: Should prepayment
credits be adjusted based on the CAS valuation rate or the PPA requirement to use the
pension fund's actual "return on plan assets" for the period?


Contractors should adjust prepayment credits based on the pension fund's actual
"return on plan assets. " Otherwise, inequities can occur. The following is an example of
how inequities can occur using the CAS valuation rate when a contractor uses segment
accounting in tracking its pension costs.


In this example, the government segment has a large surplus that is not projected
to come out of full funding status in the near future. The commercial segment is under
funded. The contractor does not distinguish prepayment credits from other assets when
calculating gains or losses and allocating them to segments, All plan assets earn the Saine
rate of return. CAS requires prepayment credits to be adjusted for interest at the
valuation rate; therefore, the difference between the valuation rate and the actual rate of
return generates a gain or loss attributable to the prepayment credits. The contractor
allocates the pension plan gains or losses attributable to the prepayment credits based on
segment to total asset values, net of prepayment credits. This method allows all segments
to receive gains or losses attributable to the prepayment credits. While this benefits the
Government when gains occur, Government segments will share in the losses as well.
The Government should not share in this risk because it has no ownership interest in the
prepayment credit assets.







The CAS valuation rate is based on the actuarial best estimate of the rate of return.
Actuarial gains and losses are not foreseeable and result from the element of risk inherent
in the investment market. It is not prudent for the government to assume risk associated
with assets that it does not own. The gains and losses attributable to prepayment credits
should not influence the pension asset balances of any segment. Therefore, we
recommend using the actual "return on plan assets."


In addition, the CAS Board should address the subject of the management fees
attributable to the prepayment credits. Currently, the fees can be allocated to a segment
that has no ownership interest in the credits . The gains, losses, and investment fees
attributable to the prepayment credits should remain tied to the prepayment credits until
they are required for funding of a specific segment.


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed rule. If you have any
questions, please contact Ms. Mary McBarron at (216) 706-0074, or by e-mail at
Mary.McBarron@dodig.lnil.


~B:rr~
Acting Assistant Inspector General


Audit Policy and Oversight
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1225 17th Street, Suite 2200 
Denver, CO 80202-5854 
303 376 5902  Fax  303 376 0087 
Don.Fuerst@mercer.com 
www.mercerHR.com 


 


September 4, 2007
 
Cost Accounting Standards Board, Attention: Laura Auletta 
Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
725 17th Street, NW 
Room 9013 
Washington, DC 20503           Via email: casb2@omb.eop.gov


Subject: 
CAS-2007-02S 


We would like to thank the Cost Accounting Standards Board and its staff for the opportunity to 
comment on the issues related to harmonization of the Pension Protection Act and CAS 412 and 
413. The staff discussion paper provides an excellent starting point for the consideration of the 
many complex issues involved.  
 
The comments expressed in this letter represent the consensus of several consultants in our firm 
who work frequently with clients who are subject to the PPA and CAS 412 and 413. Our views 
are not necessarily the same as those of our clients or our firm. 
 
Background 
In developing our thoughts, paramount is achieving the purpose stated by the Board in 1992: to 
“achieve (1) An increased degree of uniformity in cost accounting practices among Government 
contractors in like circumstances, and (2) consistency in cost accounting practices in like 
circumstances by individual Government contractors over periods of time.”  
 
The staff paper points out that rules governing pension costs for financial accounting, ERISA 
and CAS were developed for different purposes. We observe that the best thinking about how to 
attain these purposes has evolved dramatically during the past 30 years.  
 
ERISA was the first comprehensive legislation to address mandatory funding of pension plans. 
ERISA allowed pension sponsors to choose among six different permitted funding methods. 
Financial accounting at that time was governed by Accounting Principles Board Opinion #8, 
which also allowed a choice of methodology. 
 
In 1985, Statement of Financial Accounting Standards #87 substantially improved the 
comparability of financial accounting for pension sponsors by requiring one method, the 
projected unit credit method, for measuring and reporting pension costs. The FASB observed 
that pension accounting was still in an evolutionary stage and that Statement #87, while a 
worthwhile and significant step, was unlikely to be the final step. 


   
 



mailto:casb2@omb.eop.gov
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In fact, financial accounting for pensions has continued to evolve. Pension sponsors in the US 
are now required to recognize on their financial statements the liability for pensions on a mark-
to-market or current value basis. Assets and liabilities must be measured on a current value basis 
and the net amount is reflected in the sponsor’s financial statements. International accounting is 
changing even more rapidly, with standards requiring expense recognition on a current value 
basis also. 
 
Legislation regarding funding of pension plans has followed a similar track. Laws enacted in the 
1980s and 90s used a single measure, current liability, and required additional funding if the 
current liability funding ratio fell below certain levels. 
 
The PPA continued this trend by requiring one measure of liability for all plan sponsors 
(although this measure is modified for certain “at-risk” plans). Liabilities and assets are 
measured at market rates, with only limited smoothing techniques allowed.  
 
These similar changes in financial accounting and legislated funding levels are not coincidental. 
They represent the evolution of the best thinking concerning the appropriate measurement, 
reporting and funding of pension obligations. This evolution is driven by the increased incidence 
of underfunded plans partially caused by smoothing mechanisms that respond inadequately to 
market volatility. 
 
CAS 412 and 413, written in the 1970s, were originally quite similar to ERISA rules. However, 
the CAS rules were only modestly changed in 1995 to avoid a dilemma introduced by the OBRA 
87 legislation.  
 
The Congressional mandate to harmonize CAS rules with the PPA minimum required 
contribution presents the CASB with the opportunity to update CAS rules to reflect the evolution 
of thought surrounding pension plans and the best measurement of obligations and costs. We 
urge the Board to seize this opportunity to revise CAS 412 and 413 and assure uniformity and 
consistency among contractors in the recognition of these obligations. 
 
During the Congressional debate leading to the passage of the PPA, Mercer proposed significant 
changes to funding policy. Our paper, available here, presents many concepts that could be 
helpful to the CASB in developing uniform and consistent methods for determining pension 
costs. 



http://www.mercerhr.com/referencecontent.jhtml?idContent=1189810
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Question 1: Should the board apply any revision to all cost-based contracts and other 
Federal awards that are subject to full CAS coverage, or only to “eligible government 
contractors” as defined in Section 106. 
 
Providing separate standards for eligible and non-eligible government contractors would 
seriously compromise the Board’s goal of achieving uniformity and consistency among 
contractors. Separate standards would introduce serious difficulties in evaluating the bids of 
proposed contractors that might be in like circumstances other than eligible/non-eligible status. 
Contractors might move between eligible and non-eligible status causing significant 
discontinuity. Government personnel, contractors, accountants, actuaries, and all others dealing 
with these plans would likely need to learn two sets of rules. In addition to negatively affecting 
uniformity and consistency, this would also promote inefficiencies and increase the likelihood of 
error, all of which leads to higher cost. 
 
We urge the Board to adopt one set of harmonized rules for all government contractors. 
 
Question 2:  Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the Congressional intent 
of the PPA to protect retirement security, to strengthen funding and ensure PBGC 
solvency? 
 
In our view, CAS 412 and 413 do not substantially meet these standards. The adjustment in CAS 
413 referenced in the discussion paper is used only in specific situations, and does not help 
ongoing pension plans at all. Further, the adjustments do not necessarily protect the participants’ 
interests in the pension plans, but are designed to protect the government and the contractor.  
CAS 412 and 413 generally do not reflect the evolution of thought about the measurement of 
pension obligations over the past 30 years.  
 
The Congressional intent can best be accomplished by measuring pension obligations at market 
rates and targeting funding levels to attain and maintain funding ratios that secure these benefit 
promises. The current CAS 412 and 413 rules do not attain this goal. 
 
Question 3: Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the relationship of the PPA 
minimum required contribution and the contract cost determined in accordance with CAS 
412 and 413? 
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CAS harmonization must, at a minimum, address the discontinuity between PPA minimum 
required contributions and reimbursement under CAS 412 and 413. However, we urge the Board 
to go further and reflect the evolution of thought about pension obligations and costs in the 
harmonized rules. Under current CAS rules there still can be significant differences in the 
recognition and reimbursement of pension costs among contractors that are otherwise in similar 
circumstances. Adoption of market based measurement techniques as are used in the PPA rules 
and the evolving financial accounting standards will promote uniformity and consistency among 
contractors. 
 
(3)(a) Do the measurement and assignment provisions of the current CAS 412 and 413 
result in a contractor incurring a penalty under ERISA in order to receive full 
reimbursement of CAS computed pension costs under Government contracts? 
 
The current rules can result in significant differences in cash flows for contractors. The new PPA 
rules will often require contributions that are not immediately reimbursable. While theoretically 
the contractor may ultimately recoup these amounts, the time frame under which this might be 
accomplished is not what most contractors will consider reasonable. In some circumstances the 
ultimate recovery can be deferred indefinitely. These are exactly the situations Congress 
intended to change by requiring harmonization. 
 
(3)(b) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise CAS 412 and 413 to harmonize with 
the contribution range defined by the minimum required contribution and the tax-
deductible maximum contribution? 
 
PPA allows a pension sponsor wide discretion in funding a plan. While required to make at least 
the PPA minimum contribution, a sponsor can choose to fund a much greater amount. Funding 
greater amounts can reduce ultimate pension costs and provide significant tax savings. This wide 
discretion and the related tax benefit is provided to encourage sponsors to fund more than 
minimum amounts, thus further increasing benefit security and allowing sponsors to attain more 
predictable cash flows. 
 
CAS rules have a different purpose – to promote uniformity and consistency among contractors. 
Uniformity and consistency is not enhanced by providing wide discretion in reimbursable costs. 
The Board should retain the concept of CAS 412 and 413 that provides a specific assignable cost 
for an accounting period. Contributions in excess of this amount should continue to result in 
prepayments and contributions less than this amount can be reimbursed to the extent previous 
prepayments are available. 
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CAS 412 and 413 should be revised to provide that the assignable cost for a period is the sum of 
the normal cost plus amortization (as defined under Question 7) subject to a minimum of the 
amount the sponsor is compelled to fund (the PPA minimum) and subject to a maximum of the 
maximum deductible contribution. Assignable cost for a period should never be less than the 
minimum required contribution and should never be greater than the maximum deductible 
contribution. 
 
(3)(c) To what extent, if any, should ERISA credit balance (carryover and prefunding 
balances) be considered in revising CAS 412 and 413? 
 
ERISA credit balances do not have a current role in CAS accounting and should not have a role 
in harmonized CAS accounting. The CAS prepayment credits provide a comparable concept and 
should be maintained in harmonized CAS accounting. 
 
(3)(d) To what extent, if any, should revision to CAS be based on the measurement and 
assignment methods of the PPA? 
 
The measurement and assignment methods of the PPA reflect the evolution of thought 
concerning pension cost recognition. The PPA also reflects the compromises that are often 
necessary in the legislative process. The PPA rules are not perfect, but they represent a 
significant improvement over past practice in many respects, particularly measuring obligations 
and assets at or very close to market values.  
 
We urge the Board to adopt the basic measurement approach of the PPA. Specifically, this 
means measuring liability using the accrued benefit concept and market interest rates, or the 
“target liability” as it is called in the PPA. The cost of benefits earned during the accounting 
period should be the “target normal cost” as measured in PPA.  
 
The use of a single measurement and attribution method will: 
 
 Enhance uniformity and consistency. The arbitrary choice of a cost attribution method as 


allowed under current CAS rules and as originally allowed under ERISA should be 
eliminated to promote uniformity and consistency. 
 


 Provide greater efficiency by basing CAS and PPA calculations on the same fundamental 
measurements of liability and cost. The liability and normal cost reported on the Schedule B 
would be the basic building blocks of determining the CAS reimbursable cost, if combined 
with using the same assumptions as PPA. This would promote efficiency, help eliminate 
errors and reduce the cost of preparing CAS results. 
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(3)(d)(i) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS based on rules established 
to implement tax policy? 
 
Tax policy should not be a concern of the Board except to the extent that the CAS rules should 
not contravene established tax policy. For example, Congress significantly raised the maximum 
deductible contribution to most pension plans. This change by itself should not have any effect 
on the rules the Board establishes to determine the assignable cost except that the assignable cost 
should not be greater than the maximum deductible contribution. This principle was embraced by 
the Board in 1995 and should be retained in harmonized CAS rules. 
 
(3)(d)(ii) To what extent, if any, should the Board consider concerns with the solvency of 
either the pension plan, or the PBGC? 
 
The CAS rules should be concerned with the solvency of the pension plan. We believe current 
CAS rules only partially address this concern and harmonized CAS rules that measure 
obligations and assets at market rates will do a better job of assuring plan solvency. 
 
Assuring the solvency of the PBGC seems beyond the scope of the Board’s responsibilities. 
Harmonized CAS rules should make it clear that PBGC premiums and costs incurred with 
respect to required PBGC filings are reimbursable expenses. Beyond this, we see little need for 
the Board to consider issues related to the PBGC. 
 
(4)(a) Accounting Basis. For Government contract costing purposes, should the Board (i) 
Retain the current “going concern” basis for the measurement and assignment of the 
contract cost for the period, or (ii) revise CAS 412 and 413 to measure and assign the 
period cost on the liquidation or settlement cost basis of accounting? 
 
We disagree with the discussion paper regarding the statement that PPA measurements are based 
on liquidation or settlement cost basis. Liquidation or settlement often involves significant costs 
that are not recognized by PPA. Liquidation or settlement can involve additional shutdown 
benefits, can increase costs due to the immediate recognition of all future administrative 
expenses, and can lower the interest rate used to calculate liabilities. Further, PPA allows limited 
smoothing, amortization of unfunded amounts rather than immediate funding, and anticipation of 
future turnover and retirement assumptions based on expected patterns, not most valuable 
benefits. 
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We prefer to refer to the PPA method as a liability driven cost method. PPA measures the benefit 
participants have earned based on their current service and compensation. This benefit is not 
enhanced for any termination benefits. The present value of this benefit is determined based on 
market rates, which are often somewhat higher than the rates used in an actual settlement.  
 
Liability driven methodology based on market rates is the direction that financial accounting and 
legislated funding are moving. The Board should revise CAS 412 and 413 to embrace this 
methodology. 
 
(4)(b) Actuarial Assumptions. For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) 
Continue to utilize the current CAS requirement which incorporate the contractor’s long-
term best estimates of anticipated experience under the plan, or (ii) revise the CAS to 
include the PPA minimum required contribution criteria, which include interest rates 
based on current corporate bond yields, no recognition of future period salary growth, and 
use of a mortality table determined by the Secretary of the Treasury? 
 
The current CAS rules reflect historical thinking about the measurement of pension obligations. 
Long term best estimates of anticipated experience work well with respect to generally non-
volatile assumptions such as mortality. They are less effective regarding volatile assumptions 
such as interest rates and investment returns. 
 
Interest rates often change in very long term cycles and have volatile counter moves within those 
cycles. Most “estimates” of long-term experience prove to be inaccurate. Market driven rates 
reflect economic reality – they are based on the rates at which liabilities and assets are actually 
exchanged in an active market place. 
 
Investment returns are more problematic because of the equity risk premium. Using an 
anticipated rate of return for a diversified portfolio usually involves adding a substantial equity 
risk premium to the rate of return generally available on less risky assets. Anticipating this risk 
premium before it is earned generally understates the value of liabilities (or overstates the value 
of assets). Diversified portfolios can earn greater rates of return, but that does not change the 
value of liabilities. This is a major change in conventional thinking about pension plans over the 
past 30 years. We feel that the Board needs to recognize and adopt this thinking. 
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Future salary growth is not an element of a liability driven cost method except to the extent it 
affects the benefits accruing in the current year - the “target normal cost.”  Assumptions 
regarding salary growth beyond the current year do not affect existing liabilities and should not 
be part of the assumptions used to determine current cost. 
 
(4)(c) Specific Assumptions. Please comment on the flowing specific assumptions: 
 
(4)(c)(i) Interest Rate: (1) For measuring the pension obligation, what basis for setting 
interest rate assumptions would best achieve uniformity and/or the matching of costs to 
benefits earned over the working career of plan participants? 
 
Requiring all contractors to use the same basis for setting the interest rate will provide the most 
uniformity. Current CAS rules allow contractors to use their “best estimate.” This results in a 
range of assumptions for contractors that are often in similar circumstances. Using the PPA 
methodology will reflect the duration of each contractors actual obligation, thus providing 
greater uniformity and consistency than current methodology. Using a high quality yield curve to 
determine the rate also provides a meaningful and consistent measure of obligations that 
conforms with broadly accepted measures of establishing current value of future cash flows. 
 
(4)(c)(i) Interest Rate: (2) To what extent, if any, should the interest rate assumption reflect 
the contractor’s investment policy and the investment mix of the pension fund? 
 
The interest rate should be independent of the investment policy or investment mix of the 
portfolio. Two contractors with identical pension plans and identical workforces have the same 
pension obligation. The magnitude of the pension obligation is determined by the benefits due 
participants and the cost of settling similar obligations in the market place. A contractor cannot 
change the amount of pension liability by changing the investment policy or investment mix. 
 
(4)(c)(ii) Salary Increases: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, 
permit or require recognition of future period salary increases? 
 
For plans in which the pension benefits are based on compensation, the Board should require 
reasonable estimates of the effect of salary increases on the current period benefit obligation – 
the “target normal cost.” In a liability driven cost method, there is no need to assume salary 
increases beyond the current year. Increases in benefit obligations due to future salary increases 
will be fully recognized in each year’s target normal cost. 
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(4)(c)(iii) Mortality: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, permit, 
or require use of a (1) Standardized mortality table, (2) company-specific mortality table, 
or (3) mortality table that reflects plan-specific or segment-specific experience? 
 
Mortality experience can vary significantly based on the type of workforce. Mortality risk is not 
a risk that can be easily settled or measured in the market place as interest rate risk can be. We 
suggest the Board allow any of these methods for measuring the pension obligation, provided the 
contractor and actuary can certify that this measure is reasonable for the benefits being 
measured. 
 
In particular, the Board should allow the use of generational tables. Generational tables can 
reflect improving mortality trends and can reflect the difference this makes on contractors with 
workforces of different age profiles. The PPA methodology of using a static table and adjusting 
the projection periodically does not properly reflect different age profiles and increases the 
likelihood of actuarial losses when the mortality projection is modified. This will, however, 
result in liability and normal cost that differ from those reported on the Schedule B. 
 
(4)(d) Period Assignment (Amortization): For contract cost measurement, should the 
Board (i) Retain the current amortization provisions allowing amortization over 10 to 30 
years (15 years for experience gains and losses), (ii) expand the range to 7 to 30 years for all 
sources including experience gains and losses, (iii) adopt a fixed 7 year period consistent 
with the PPA minimum required contribution computation, or (iv) adopt some other 
amortization provision? 
 
In the interest of uniformity and consistency, the ability of a contractor to select an amortization 
period should be eliminated. All contractors should be required to amortize liabilities over the 
same fixed period. There should be no distinction based on the source of the liability, i.e., 
experience gains or losses and other sources of liability should be amortized over the same 
period.  
 
Congress chose 7 years as the amortization period for minimum contributions. This selection was 
a compromise among various interests that wanted longer and shorter periods. We do not believe 
there is a theoretically correct answer, but in the interest of simplicity and uniformity, we urge 
the Board to adopt 7 years for amortization. 
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(4)(e)(i) Asset Valuation: For contract cost measurement, should the Board restrict the 
corridor acceptable actuarial asset values to the range specified in the PPA (90% to 110% 
of the market value)? 
 
In the interest of uniformity and consistency among contractors, we are tempted to suggest using 
only market value (no range). However, we recognize that using a 10% corridor can provide 
some reduction in volatility of pension cost and can simplify compliance by using the same 
method as PPA. We think the loss of uniformity and consistency is minor and is worth the 
advantage of using the same methodology as PPA with some reduction in volatility. We support 
the 90% to 110% range. 
 
(4)(e)(ii) Asset Valuation: For contract cost measurement, should the Board adopt the 
PPA’s two year averaging period for asset smoothing? 
 
Again, in the interest of uniformity and consistency among contractors, we are tempted to 
suggest using only market value (no averaging). However, we recognize that using two year 
averaging can provide some reduction in volatility of pension cost and can simplify compliance 
by using the same method as PPA. We think the loss of uniformity and consistency is minor and 
is worth the advantage of using the same methodology as PPA with some reduction in volatility. 
We support the two year averaging period for asset smoothing. 
 
Question 5: To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS to include special 
funding rules for “at risk” plans? 
 
The objectives of uniformity and consistency among contractors can best be obtained by not 
making any special adjustment to the liability determination and cost recognition methods. 
However, the assignable cost for the period should not be less than the amount that a sponsor is 
compelled by law to contribute. 
 
Question 6(a): To what extent, if any, should the measurement and assignment provisions 
of CAS 412 and 413 be revised to address contractor cash flow issues? 
 
The Congressional mandate to harmonize CAS 412 and 413 with the PPA presents the 
opportunity to revise the measurement and assignment provisions of CAS 412 and 413 to 
conform with the evolution of best practices concerning pension funding and cost recognition. 
Such changes will enhance the CASB objectives of increasing uniformity and consistency – 
objectives that are not attained under the current standards that allow significant discretion on the 
selection of methods and assumptions. 
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Adopting a liability driven cost method as PPA uses with comparable assumptions and 
amortization periods should eliminate the majority of cash flow issues. However, we think 
Congressional intent is to eliminate all negative cash flow issues regarding pension cost 
reimbursement for contractors. This can be accomplished by adding a provision that the 
assignable cost for a period will not be less than the amount a contractor is compelled by law to 
fund. 
 
Question 6(b): To what extent, if any, do the current prepayment provisions mitigate 
contractor cash flow concerns? 
 
The current provisions are quite inadequate in this regard. Many contractors are required to 
contribute significantly more than they are reimbursed. Often it will be many years before the 
prepayments can be recovered, many times beyond the length of current contracts. This is not a 
fair and equitable method. 
 
In answer to this question and question 10, we have attached a sample projection for an 
anonymous client that shows the likely development of substantial prepayment credits in the 
years following the adoption of the PPA.  
 
Question 6(c): To what extent, if any, should the prepayment credit provision be revised to 
address the issue of potential negative cash flow? 
 
If the assignable cost is not less than the PPA minimum required contribution, there is no need to 
revise the prepayment credit provisions. A contractor that chooses to make a prepayment 
(perhaps for cash flow or tax planning reasons) would be able to be reimbursed in a subsequent 
year under the current provisions. 
 
Question 7(a)(i): To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA 
provisions impact the volatility of cost projections? 
 
Adopting all provisions of the PPA for cost measurement and cost projections would increase 
volatility and is not advisable. Minimum contributions required by PPA will be most volatile as a 
plan moves in and out of full-funding. No contribution might be required one year and the next a 
full “target normal cost” plus some amortization. 
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The PPA effectively amortizes any surplus over one year. As a result, if a plan is modestly 
overfunded, no contribution may be required. Despite modest overfunding, the plan sponsor still 
incurs cost as participants accrue more benefits.  
 
Question 7(a)(ii): Are there ways to mitigate this impact? 
 
As proposed in the Mercer funding proposal (available here), the Board should adopt a 
symmetrical method of cost recognition. The assignable cost for a period should be defined as 
the target normal cost plus a 7 year amortization of the difference between the target liability and 
the plan assets (adjusted for prepayments). If a plan has a surplus, the assignable cost should be 
the target normal cost less a 7 year amortization of the surplus. The assignable cost will be zero 
only if the 7 year amortization of surplus exceeds the target normal cost. This symmetric 
treatment of deficits and surplus will greatly mitigate volatility of assignable cost. 
 
Volatility could be further reduced by adopting a Volatility Limit (as defined in the Mercer 
proposal). A Volatility Limit would limit the change in the assignable cost from one period to the 
next by a Maximum Allowed Change based on the previous year normal cost or target liability. 
Our paper suggests specific values for these limits, but the Board might consider other values 
that mitigate volatility. 
 
Question 7(b): To what extent, if any, should the CAS assignable cost limitation be revised 
as part of the efforts to harmonize the CAS with the PPA? 
 
 The assignable cost limit should not be less than the PPA minimum contribution and not greater 
than the maximum deductible contribution. 
 
Question 7(c): To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address negative 
pension cost in the context of cost volatility? 
 
Pension cost would be negative if the 7 year amortization of a surplus exceeded the target normal 
cost. Pension costs must be funded to be reimbursable. Since a negative pension cost cannot be 
funded, it should be treated as zero. Pension cost would remain zero until the target normal cost 
exceeds the 7 year amortization of the surplus, or if the surplus changes to a deficit. 
 



http://www.mercerhr.com/referencecontent.jhtml?idContent=1189810
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Question 8(a): To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA provisions 
affect the measurement of a segment closing adjustment in accordance with CAS 
413.50(c)(12)? 
 
If the Board adopts the liability driven method of PPA and comparable assumptions, there should 
be little or no need for further settlement adjustments, other than if annuities are purchased or 
termination benefits are provided. 
 
Question 8(b): To what extent, if any, should the CAS 413 criteria for a curtailment of 
benefits be modified to address the PPA mandatory cessation of benefits accruals for an “at 
risk” plan? 
 
The CAS 413 criteria should be amended to provide that a curtailment that is compelled by law 
should not be treated as a curtailment for CAS purposes if the contractor affirms that it is their 
intention to continue funding of the plan and restore benefit accruals at the first opportunity. We 
further recommend that the CAS 413 curtailment of benefits rule be amended to eliminate the 
one-time settlement adjustment as is consistent with current DCMA thinking. A curtailment of 
benefits under CAS 413 does not necessarily indicate that a contractor has ended its contracting 
relationship with the government.  
 
Question 9(a): Prepayment Credits. Should prepayment credits be adjusted based on the 
CAS valuation rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension fund’s actual “return on 
plan assets” for the period? 
 
Crediting the current valuation rate on prepayments is comparable to the government giving the 
contractor interest on a risk-free loan and a rate that is currently consistent with high risk assets. 
This is not a bargain for the government. 
 
If the valuation rate is changed to the PPA interest rate, this inequity is lessened. If the interest 
crediting rate is changed to the actual return on plan assets, any inequity (in either direction) is 
eliminated. We support changing this rate to the actual return on plan assets. This will also be 
consistent with the goal of harmonizing with PPA. 
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Question 9(b): Contributions Made After End of Plan Year. Should the interest adjustment 
for contributions made after the end of the plan year be computed as if the deposit was 
made on the last day of the plan year or on the actual deposit as now required by the PPA? 
 
We would all like to have an account that credits interest months before we deposit funds. We 
have not been able to find a financial institution willing to do this for us. PPA eliminated this 
anomaly from pension funding. The CAS Board should do the same. 
 
Question 9(c)(i): Collectively Bargained Benefits. To what extent, if any, should the CAS be 
revised to address the PPA provision that allow the recognition of established pattern of 
collectively bargained benefits?  
 
Deferred recognition of bargained increases in pension plans and subsequent amortization of 
these obligations over long time periods (up to 30 years) is a fundamental cause of the significant 
underfunding of some collectively bargained plans. The PPA changes are a substantial 
improvement and take a large step toward requiring stronger and more appropriate funding of 
these plans. We urge the board to adopt comparable provisions. 
 
Question 9(c)(ii): Collectively Bargained Benefits. Are there criteria that should be 
considered in determining what constitutes an established pattern of such changes? 
 
We believe the criteria adopted by the PPA are adequate and we urge the Board to adopt 
comparable criteria. 
 
Question 10: The Board would be very interested in obtaining the results of any studies or 
surveys that examine the pension cost determined in accordance with the CAS and the PPA 
minimum required contributions and maximum tax-deductible contribution. 
 
We agree that such information would be useful. We have included an Exhibit that shows the 
increase in prepayment balance following the adoption of the PPA for an anonymous client who 
has managed to avoid prepayments under past rules.  
 
Over approximately 7 years the prepayment credit would grow to well over $100 million. This 
represents approximately 25% of this contractor’s current assets. This contractor would be 
unable to finance such a prepayment and would likely be forced to suspend pension accruals. 
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Question 11: In light of the changes to the PPA, should the Board consider including 
specific requirement in CAS 412 and 413 regarding the records required to support the 
contractor’s proposed and/or claimed pension cost? 
 
We are not aware of any additional records that would be necessary to support contractor’s 
pension costs. 
 
Summary 
The Staff Discussion Paper is an excellent starting point for consideration of these issues. We 
would again like to thank the Board and the staff for the opportunity to submit these comments. 
We would be pleased to answer any follow-up questions you may have concerning these issues. 
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Example - Current CAS Rules
Prepayment Credit Accumulated Under Pension 
Protection Act


Prepayment Credit


Scaling Factor: $1,000,000
As of 9/30 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Median CAS Prepay 0.0 0.0 2.9 4.9 13.7 36.7 62.6 93.7 136.5 174.3
Median Return n/a 8.5% 7.6% 6.8% 7.7% 7.0% 7.8% 7.5% 6.7% 7.2%
Contract Amount 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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August 29, 2007 


 
 


FILED ELECTRONICALLY
 
Cost Accounting Standards Board 
Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
725 17th Street, N.W., Room 9013 
Washington, D.C.  20503 
Attn: Laura Auletta 
 
 RE:  CAS-2007-02S
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
We are writing on behalf of Financial Executives International (“FEI”)’s Committee on Benefits 
Finance and Committee on Government Business to comment on the Staff Discussion Paper by 
the Office of Federal Procurement Policy, Cost Accounting Standards Board (“Board”) in 72 
Fed. Reg. 36,508 (July 3, 2007).  FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on 
Government Business welcome the opportunity to present their views in response to the Staff 
Discussion Paper.   
 
FEI’s membership is composed of 15,000 individuals who serve as executives in public and 
private companies of all industries and sizes.  FEI plays an active role in monitoring and 
participating in the development of emerging issues, and in turn passes this information along to 
its members for implementation in the business world as a whole.  Many of FEI’s members work 
for companies that are directly affected by the changes enacted in the Pension Protection Act of 
2006 (“PPA”) and the resultant changes needed to harmonize the Cost Accounting Standards 
with the new minimum funding rules governing pension plans.  The comments below reflect the 
views of FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business 
members who have had extensive experience with those issues.   
 







Section 106 of the PPA directs the Board to harmonize Cost Accounting Standards 412 and 413 
(together, “CAS 412 and 413”) with the minimum required contribution provisions of the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”) and the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1986 (the “Code”), as amended by the PPA (collectively, the “minimum funding rules”).   
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business strongly believe 
that the Board must revise CAS 412 and 413 in light of the changes enacted in the PPA.   
 
The PPA reflects congressional ratification of the growing international consensus that pension 
obligations and assets should be measured to the extent possible on a mark-to-market basis.   
CAS 412 and 413 now must be updated to reflect that reality.  At the same time, and fully 
consistent with the PPA changes, it is important that revisions to CAS 412 and 413 be 
promulgated in a manner that ensures that government contractors are equitably reimbursed for 
their pension costs; are treated uniformly relative to each other; and are allowed to recover 
charges attributable to a contract as they are incurred.  Those underlying principles should dictate 
the Board’s consideration of changes to CAS. 
 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance’s and Committee on Government Business’ views are 
expressed in more detail below, maintaining the question-and-answer format utilized by the Staff 
Discussion Paper. 
   


Question 1: Should the Board apply any revisions to all cost-based 
contracts and other Federal awards that are subject to full CAS 
coverage, or only to “eligible government contractors” as defined in 
Section 106?   


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business strongly believe 
that all revisions should be applied to all contractors, regardless of status under PPA section 106.  
Because the main impetus behind the Staff Discussion Paper is to create “harmonization” 
between the PPA and CAS 412 and 413, it seems counterproductive to impose different systems 
depending on the characteristics of a contractor or government plan.  If a contractor has revenues 
of less than $5 billion dollars, it will not be considered an “eligible government contractor.”  
Some contractors may not be sure if they qualify as an eligible government contractor until the 
start of the year has already passed in which case they would not have been able to prospectively 
identify which accounting rules they will be subject to.  This lack of predictability could cause 
administrative difficulties for the contractor or plan. 
 
More importantly, having a different, more lenient accounting rule for large contractors provides 
the large contractors with unfair, competitive advantages over smaller contractors.  Larger 
contractors will be able to get reimbursed for PPA required costs more fully than will smaller 
contractors.  Two sets of rules, one for large contractors and one for small contractors, will be 
difficult to administer and inherently unfair.  PPA does not provide for different levels of 
contributions to benefit plans based on the size of the contractor.  Rules that provide for 
reimbursement for these congressionally mandated, PPA required contributions should not 
provide for two levels of reimbursement.   
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Question 2: Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the 
Congressional intent of the PPA to protect retirement security, to 
strengthen funding and ensure PBGC solvency?   
 


As currently drafted, CAS 412 and 413 as a whole do not align with the purposes embedded in 
the PPA or with the equitable treatment of government contractors under the new plan funding 
regime in the PPA.  The PPA section 106 harmonization mandate reinforces this opinion, and 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business believe that the 
final CAS harmonization rule should bring CAS 412 and 413 into conformance with the PPA.  
Harmonization that ensures full, fair and timely reimbursement of government contractors will 
further the fundamental policies underlying the enactment of  PPA --  improving plan funding 
and thereby providing greater assurance that plan participants will receive all their promised 
benefits while also minimizing risks to the PBGC. 
 


Question 3: Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the 
relationship of the PPA minimum required contribution and the 
contract cost determined in accordance with CAS 412 and 413?   


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business believe that the 
PPA section 106 harmonization mandate generally requires that CAS 412 and 413 be reformed 
to embody the concepts of the PPA.  Since its inception, however, CAS 412 and 413 have 
generally focused on balancing the minimum required contribution under ERISA and the 
“recovery” of pension contributions made by contractors.  FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance 
and Committee on Government Business support retention of this basic concept in formulating 
revisions to CAS 412 and 413.   
 


Question 3(a): Do the measurement and assignment provisions of the 
current CAS 412 and 413 result in a contractor incurring a penalty 
under ERISA in order to receive full reimbursement of CAS 
computed pension costs under Government contracts?   


 
In a number of cases, minimum funding requirements as revised by the PPA can be expected to 
mandate pension contributions in excess of pension costs under CAS 412 and 413.  This could 
result in substantial and potentially very troublesome cash flow problems for some contractors.  
In no event should the revised CAS 412 and 413 result in required contributions that result in the 
imposition of excise taxes and that rule should be explicitly retained.   
 


Question 3(b): To what extent, if any, should the Board revise CAS 
412 and 413 to harmonize with the contribution range defined by the 
minimum required contribution and the tax-deductible maximum 
contribution?   


 
Generally, changes in the contribution range would not be required to the extent CAS 412 and 
413 are modified to more closely resemble a mark-to-market methodology.  CAS 412 and 413 
currently provide that pension costs cannot be greater than the sum of the maximum deductible 
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amount and prepayment credits.  FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on 
Government Business support the notion that this limit be retained. 
 


Question 3(c): To what extent, if any, should ERISA credit balances 
(carryover and prefunding balances) be considered in revising CAS 
412 and 413?   


 
Credit balances are one aspect of the PPA minimum funding rules that should not be imported 
wholesale into CAS 412 and 413.  While the general PPA approach to credit balances is similar 
in many ways to CAS prepayment credits and should be carefully considered in modifying CAS, 
the rules governing prepayments must also be tailored to the unique government cost accounting 
context.  
 


Question 3(d): To what extent, if any, should revisions to CAS be 
based on the measurement and assignment methods of the PPA?   


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business believe that 
revisions to CAS 412 and 413 should operate largely to bring it into conformance with the 
measurement and assignment methods of the PPA.  This will help eliminate confusion and 
facilitate the interplay between CAS and the PPA.  The concepts and terminology of the PPA 
should be substituted for the parallel concepts and terminology found in CAS 412 and 413.  This 
will help with the harmonization process and to eliminate confusion for parties trying to comply 
with both procedures.   
 


Question 3(d)(i): To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the 
CAS based on rules established to implement tax policy? 


 
As discussed above, FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government 
Business believe that harmonization is appropriate for a number of reasons.  This view is not 
affected by the tax, retirement or other federal policies that underlie the PPA.   
 


Question 3(d)(ii): To what extent, if any, should the Board consider 
concerns with the solvency of either the pension plan, or the PBGC?   


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business do not believe 
that the Board should be concerned with the solvency of either the pension plan or the PBGC.  
This is not the purview of the Board. 
 


Question 4(a): For Government contract costing purposes, should the 
Board (i) retain the current “going concern” basis for the 
measurement and assignment of the contract cost for the period, or 
(ii) revise CAS 412 and 413 to measure and assign the period cost on 
the liquidation or settlement cost basis of accounting?   


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business believe that the 
CAS method of measurement and assignment should be brought into line with those of the PPA.  
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From a practical perspective, if CAS retains its present measurement and assignment method, 
then it is inevitable that significant additional costs and confusion would result.  Costs would 
increase because two different types of training and technology would be required for one 
evaluation of the measurement and assignment of the contract cost.  Moreover, no other regulator 
requires use of the CAS “going concern” method and it is clear that this is an outdated mode of 
valuation.   
 


Question 4(b): For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) 
continue to utilize the current CAS requirements which incorporate 
the contractor’s long-term best estimates of anticipated experience 
under the plan, or (ii) revise the CAS to include the PPA minimum 
required contribution criteria, which include interest rates based on 
current corporate bond yields, no recognition of future period salary 
growth, and use of a mortality table determined by the Secretary of 
the Treasury? 


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business believe that the 
Board should revise CAS 412 and 413 to adopt the PPA minimum required contribution criteria.  
A contractor should have to use the same assumptions with respect to CAS as it uses for 
purposes of the minimum funding rules.   
 


Question 4(c)(i)(1): For measuring the pension obligation, what basis 
for setting interest rate assumptions would best achieve uniformity 
and/or the matching of costs to benefits earned over the working 
career of plan participants?  


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business believe that CAS 
412 and 413 should utilize the same interest rates that are adopted by the PPA.  This will help 
achieve uniformity between the two procedures.  If a system of uniform interest rates is adopted, 
then the relationship between costs and benefits should be more easily observed over the course 
of a plan participant’s career.  
 


Question 4(c)(i)(2): To what extent, if any, should the interest rate 
assumption reflect the contractor’s investment policy and the 
investment mix of the pension fund?   


 
CAS 412 and 413 should adopt the interest rates employed by the PPA.  If so adopted, CAS 
interest rate assumptions do not need to take into account either (i) the contractor’s investment 
policy or (ii) the investment mix of the pension fund.   
 


Question 4(c)(ii): For measuring the pension obligation, should the 
CAS exclude, permit or require recognition of future period salary 
increases?   
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The PPA generally disregards the effects of future salary increases in determining minimum 
required contributions.  FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government 
Business feel that CAS 412 and 413 should take a similar approach.  
 


Question 4(c)(iii): For measuring the pension obligation, should the 
CAS exclude, permit or require use of a (1) standardized mortality 
table, (2) company-specific mortality table, or (3) mortality table that 
reflects plan-specific or segment-specific experience?   


 
CAS 412 and 413 should adopt the limited flexibility that the PPA allows with respect to 
mortality tables, including use of a substitute mortality table, if appropriate. 
 


Question 4(d): For contract cost measurement, should the board (i) 
retain the current amortization provisions allowing amortization 
over 10 to 30 years (15 years for experience gains and losses), (ii) 
expand the range to 7 to 30 years for all sources including experience 
gains and losses, (iii) adopt a fixed seven year period consistent with 
the PPA minimum required contribution computation, or (iv) adopt 
some other amortization provision?   


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business suggest that the 
Board adopt a fixed seven year period consistent with the PPA.   
 


Question 4(e)(i): For contract cost measurement, should the Board 
restrict the corridor of acceptable actuarial asset values to the range 
specified in the PPA (90% to 110% of the market value)?   


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business believe that the 
Board should accept actuarial asset values that fall within the corridor of market values that is 
prescribed by the PPA (generally, 90% to 110% of the market value).  
 


Question 4(e)(ii): For contract cost measurement, should the Board 
adopt the PPA’s two year averaging period for asset smoothing?   


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business believe that the 
Board should adopt the PPA’s two year averaging period for asset smoothing.   
 


Question 5: To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS 
to include special funding rules for “at risk” plans?   


 
The at risk rules address an entirely different set of concerns than CAS 412 and 413 and FEI’s 
Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business strongly believe that 
the Board should not provide special rules for “at risk” plans.  Instead, the Board should impose 
the funding rules used under the PPA with respect to all plans, whether at risk or not.   
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Question 6(a): To what extent, if any, should the measurement and 
assignment provisions of CAS 412 and 413 be revised to address 
contractor cash flow issues?   


 
One of the primary goals of harmonization is to minimize the extent of negative cash flow that 
contractors would suffer due to PPA minimum funding requirements exceeding assignable costs 
under the current CAS 412 and 413.  So long as harmonization is maximized, no special 
provisions should be required in CAS 412 and 413. 
 


Question 6(b): To what extent, if any, do the current prepayment 
provisions mitigate contractor cash flow concerns?   


 
The current prepayment provisions mitigate cash flow concerns only to the extent the concerns 
are “temporary” rather than permanent.  The problem with the current rules, however, is that 
“temporary” could mean many years or even decades.  For many contractors, such a definition of 
“temporary” is barely distinguishable from “permanent.”   
 


Question 6(c): To what extent, if any, should the prepayment credit 
provision be revised to address the issue of potential negative cash 
flow?   


 
No revisions to the current prepayment provisions should be needed to address potential negative 
cash flow as long as harmonization is maximized.   
 


Question 7(a)(i): To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all 
of the PPA provisions impact the volatility of cost projections?   


 
As a general matter, it is clear that the PPA’s minimum funding requirements will increase the 
volatility of minimum required contributions.  However, volatility is a concept that is distinct 
from predictability and FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government 
Business believe that the PPA’s provisions will provide contractors with the ability to somewhat 
better predict future volatility and therefore future costs.  However, fair treatment of all parties 
will still require a mechanism that addresses potential windfalls or shortfalls resulting from the 
inability to predict precisely pension costs.  These requirements and outcomes have been 
mandated by Congress through PPA for contributions contractors must make.  Failure to 
harmonize CAS 412 and 413 will only exacerbate the volatility for the contractors and 
ultimately, for the government.   
 


Question 7(a)(ii): Are there ways to mitigate this impact?  Please 
explain.   


 
As discussed above, the key issue is not volatility but rather predictability.  FEI’s Committee on 
Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business believe that contractors will be able to 
model future costs under the PPA’s minimum funding system and therefore budget for future 
costs.  
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Question 7(b): To what extent, if any, should the CAS assignable cost 
limitation be revised as part of the efforts to harmonize the CAS with 
the PPA?   


 
After harmonizing with the PPA, the assignable cost limitation does not require further 
modification. 
 


Question 7(c): To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to 
address negative pension costs in the context of cost volatility?   


 
CAS pension costs should be funded and, as such, those costs should not be permitted to be 
below zero.  In this regard, once funded, the contractor would be effectively unable to take a 
reversion under current law.   
 


Question 8(a): To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all 
of the PPA provisions affect the measurement of a segment closing 
adjustment in accordance with CAS 413.50(c)(12)?   


 
The PPA funding target (determined without regard to the at risk rules) should be used as the 
segment closing liability under CAS 413.50(c)(12).   
 


Question 8(b): To what extent, if any, should the CAS 413 criteria for 
a curtailment of benefits be modified to address the PPA mandatory 
cessation of benefit accruals for an “at risk” plan?   


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business are of the 
opinion that the PPA mandatory cessation of benefit accruals for an “at risk” plan should not be 
subjected to the curtailment procedures under CAS 412 and 413.   
 


Question 9(a): Should prepayment credits be adjusted based on the 
CAS valuation rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension fund’s 
actual “return on plan assets” for the period?   


 
Prepayment credits should be adjusted based on the pension fund’s actual “return on plan assets” 
for the relevant period.  This is one area where the PPA rules governing credit balances are 
appropriate to prepayments.   
 


Question 9(b): Should the interest adjustment for contributions made 
after the end of the plan year be computed as if the deposit was made 
on the last day of the plan year or on the actual deposit as now 
required by the PPA?   


 
Interest adjustments should be calculated based on the actual deposit, since that is the method 
used by the PPA.   
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Question 9(c)(i): To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to 
address the PPA provision that allows the recognition of established 
patterns of collectively bargained benefits?   


 
CAS 412 and 413 should be revised to fully conform to the PPA provision permitting the 
recognition of established patterns of collectively bargained benefits.   
 


Question 9(c)(ii): Are there criteria that should be considered in 
determining what constitutes an established pattern of such changes?   


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business encourage the 
Board to adopt revisions fully conforming CAS 412 and 413 and the PPA with respect to the 
recognition of established patterns of collectively bargained benefits.   
 


Question 10: The Board would be very interested in obtaining the 
results of any studies or surveys that examine the pension cost 
determined in accordance with the CAS and the PPA minimum 
required contributions and maximum tax-deductible contribution.   


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business agree that this 
analysis should be an important aspect of developing revisions to CAS 412 and 413.  To 
accomplish this goal, FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government 
Business recommend that the Board tentatively resolve the major issues affecting harmonization 
in its deliberations prior to publishing an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking.  By 
narrowing the range of possibilities, it will be much easier for industry to model the 
consequences associated with proposed revisions and thereby provide the Board with actionable 
information.  Although FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government 
Business understand the need for a rapid promulgation process in order to meet the effective 
dates imposed by section 106 of the PPA, sufficient time will be needed to complete a robust 
modeling effort.  For this reason, once the Board publishes its initial thoughts on harmonization, 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business recommend an 
extended comment period (i.e., at least 120 days) to allow industry sufficient time to digest the 
proposed approach, undertake modeling, analyze the results of the modeling, and provide 
suitable feedback to the Board.   
 


Question 11: In light of the changes to the PPA, should the Board 
consider including specific requirements in CAS 412 and 413 
regarding the records required to support the contractor’s proposed 
and/or claimed pension cost? 


 
FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business believe that any 
recordkeeping requirements that are required or useful under the PPA with respect to a 
contractor’s proposed and/or claimed pension cost should be adopted by the Board in its 
harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 and the PPA.   
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* * * 
 
 


FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on Government Business very much 
appreciate the opportunity to offer its comments with respect to the formation of the CAS 
Pension Harmonization Rule.  FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance and Committee on 
Government Business look forward to ongoing conversations regarding this topic. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
 
Elliott Friedman 
Chairman, FEI’s Committee on Benefits Finance 
 
 
 


 
 
Dale Wallis 
Chairman, FEI’s Committee on Government Business 
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Watson Wyatt & Company 


Suite 1400 
950 Seventeenth Street 
Denver, CO 80202-2831 


Telephone 303 298 7878 
Fax 303 623 5633 September 4, 2007 


Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
725 17th Street, NW - Room 9013 
Washington, DC 20503 
 
ATTN: Laura Auletta 
 
RE: CAS-2007-02S 
 
We have prepared this letter in response to the request for public comments by the Cost 
Accounting Standards Board (“the Board”) as posted in the Federal Register on July 3, 
2007.1  We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments to the Board as it reviews 
and revises the current Cost Accounting Standards to develop the CAS Pension 
Harmonization Rule required under the Pension Protection Act (PPA) of 2006. 
 
Watson Wyatt Worldwide is a global human capital and financial management consulting 
firm specializing in employee benefits, human capital strategies and technology solutions. 
Founded in 1878 as an actuarial consulting firm, Watson Wyatt combines human capital 
and financial expertise to deliver business solutions that drive shareholder value. Watson 
Wyatt has more than 6,000 associates in 88 offices in 30 countries and corporate offices 
in Arlington, Virginia and Reigate, England. 
 
Our main comments and recommendations are summarized in this letter.  In Appendix A, 
we provide specific responses to the questions posted in the Staff Discussion Paper. 
 
The legislative intent of the PPA should be adhered to and reflected in defining the 
CAS Pension Harmonization Rule. To paraphrase the prelude to Question 6 in the 
Federal Register notice, CAS, if not properly harmonized with the PPA, “may create a 
disincentive for government contractors to continue their defined benefit plans if the 
pattern of cash outlays for pension contributions are not matched by the reimbursements 
for pension costs under Government contracts.”  
                                                 
1 Federal Register: July 3, 2007 (Volume 72, Number 127), pp. 36508-36511. 
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By incorporating Section 106 in the PPA, we believe that the legislative intent for 
requiring the CAS Pension Harmonization Rule is to avoid creating a disincentive for 
government contractors to maintain their defined benefit plans. The Administration 
proposed, Congress passed, and the President signed landmark pension reform legislation 
to make participants’ benefits more secure and to establish a stable and more supportive 
environment for the sponsorship of defined benefit retirement plans than existed under 
prior law. We believe the Board should implement a CAS Pension Harmonization Rule 
consistent with these goals. Creating a disincentive for defined benefit plan sponsorships 
would be inconsistent with Congress and the Administration’s goal of protecting 
retirement security. 
 
The Financial Account Standards (FAS) and funding rules now have a common view 
of the  basis for measuring pension plan liabilities. It is appropriate for CAS to reflect 
the view now shared by the FAS and funding rules.   For funding and accounting of 
their defined benefit pension plans, government contractors have to follow the IRS 
pension funding rules, FAS, and CAS.  
 
Since the 1980’s, measuring pension liabilities under FAS has required the use of 
discount rates based on current yields for high quality corporate bonds.  The Financial 
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has believed that the selection of discount rates 
should be based on current prices for settling the pension obligation, and that if two 
employers have made the same benefit promise, “the present value of the [pension] 
obligation should be the same even if one expected to earn an annual return of 15 percent 
on its plan assets and the other had an unfunded plan”2.  In other words, the value of 
pension liabilities has nothing to do with expectations on plan asset returns.   
 
In contrast, prior to the PPA, the discount rate used for valuing liabilities under the IRS 
pension funding rules reflected the expected long-term rate of return on plan assets.  
Those funding rules resulted in liabilities that were farther from the amount at which the 
liabilities could be currently settled than liabilities measured under the FAS approach. 
 
While the IRS funding rules have diverged from the FAS perspective in the past, funding 


                                                 
2 See Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 87, paragraph 198. 
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under the PPA now reflects a similar view of valuing pension liabilities. Given that the 
IRS funding rules and FAS now have similar views, valuation discount rates based on 
high quality corporate bonds, such as prescribed under the PPA, are also appropriate for 
CAS purposes. 
 
We recommend that the Board develop a CAS Pension Harmonization Rule that would 
ensure that the differences between the minimum required contributions and the 
contract costs are reconciled within a reasonable period of time. While there have been 
some differences, historically, CAS 412 has closely mirrored the minimum funding 
requirements.  This is an indication that the Government has recognized that it is 
appropriate for the Government to reimburse at least the amounts it is requiring all 
defined benefit plan sponsors to put into their plans. While pension funding rules have 
changed with the enactment of the PPA, this principle of equity – where the Government 
does not excuse itself from requirements it is imposing on all plan sponsors – remains. 
 
Thus, revisions to CAS under the CAS Pension Harmonization Rule should lead to 
minimizing the differences between the PPA minimum required contributions and CAS 
assignable costs, and ensuring that any differences are reconciled within a reasonable 
period of time. 
 
As it is today, Prepayment Credits3 are common. In a recent survey4 we have conducted, 
16 out of 19 contractors (84%) reported having Prepayment Credits. Prepayment Credits 
are the result of one or both of the following: (1) the direct result of minimum funding 
requirements exceeding CAS assignable costs; or (2) the contractor making voluntary 
contributions in excess of current minimum funding requirements to lessen future 
funding requirements. 
 
In Appendix B, we present both deterministic and stochastic projections of Prepayment 
Credits and CAS assignable costs for plans at different funded levels. In our projections, 


                                                 
3 The Prepayment Credit represents the accumulation of amounts funded in excess of the pension cost 


assigned to a cost accounting period. The Prepayment Credit is carried forward for future cost recognition. 


In other words, the Prepayment Credit represents deferred reimbursements. 
4 See Appendix C. 
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we assume that the contractor will contribute to its pension plan no more than the 
minimum required to satisfy both the PPA pension funding rules and CAS. 
 
The projections indicate that the discrepancies between the funding requirements and 
CAS assignable costs can be significant.  The projections also show that unless current 
CAS is changed, it could take many years for Prepayment Credits to be fully recovered 
(i.e., for Prepayment Credits to become zero). 
 
Note that even if CAS 412 and 413 are fully harmonized with the PPA funding 
requirements, it is still possible for Prepayment Credits to remain non-zero, though at 
substantially reduced levels compared to levels that would result if current CAS 412 and 
413 are not modified. 
 
The CAS Pension Harmonization Rule should apply uniformly to all government 
contractors subject to CAS 412 and 413.  Section 106 of the PPA requires the Board to 
harmonize the PPA funding requirements and CAS assignable costs only for certain 
“eligible contractors.” Eligible contractors are defined to be those whose primary source 
of revenues is Department of Defense contract awards and with at least $5 billion in 
revenues from such awards.   
 
Because equity, uniformity and consistency in cost accounting practices are fundamental 
CAS principles, we believe the CAS Pension Harmonization Rule should apply to all 
CAS-covered government contractors.  
 
Due focus needs to be given to setting transition rules and the CAS Pension 
Harmonization Rule should be implemented sooner than later.  The Staff Discussion 
Paper did not include any comments or questions about “transition.” Because CAS 
assignable costs could significantly increase, and recognizing that such increases could be 
hard to absorb “overnight,” we believe it is extremely important for the Board to come up 
with transition rules that would ease the impact of the PPA funding requirements on 
contractors, and the impact to the Government of higher CAS assignable costs.  The PPA 
includes several significant transition rules that ease its impact on plan sponsors.  The 
CAS Pension Harmonization Rule should provide for a similar transition.  It is also 
important to address equitable adjustments under existing contracts.  
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While the Board is not required to come up with the CAS Pension Harmonization Rule 
until January 1, 2010, we recommend that the Board come up with the rules sooner rather 
than later. When done in conjunction with transition rules, this will allow contractors and 
the Government to plan for the implications earlier.  In addition, government contractors 
that are not “eligible contractors” will be affected by the difference between CAS and the 
PPA beginning in 2008.  The longer it takes to issue the new rules, the bigger the issues 
that need to be addressed will become, and the more expensive it might be for the 
Government overall.  In addition, inevitable equitable adjustments would be higher the 
greater the number of contracts entered prior to the rule being issued. 
 
Constraints and issues facing contractors differ. Companies with significant revenues 
coming from government contracts, and those whose sole (or primary) source of revenue 
is government contracts, will be burdened the most. Some contracts and some contractors 
can withstand the resulting cash flow issues longer than others.  As such, we recommend 
that the Board offer options or alternatives regarding allowable transitions.  
 
However, we note that “voluntary” actions on the contractor’s part could invalidate their 
ability to ask for equitable cost adjustments. Because transition alternatives would be 
beneficial for both contractors and the Government, we believe transition alternatives 
should not be construed as voluntary actions that would prevent equitable adjustments for 
existing contracts. 
 
Once again, we appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments and 
recommendations. 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
Gene Wickes 
Global Practice Director - Benefits Consulting Group 
 
cc: Judy C. Ocaya
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Question 1: Should the Board apply any revisions to all cost-based contracts and 
other Federal awards that are subject to full CAS coverage, or only to “eligible 
government contractors” as defined in Section 106? 
 
As indicated in our letter, we believe that the CAS Pension Harmonization Rule should 
apply to all contracts and contractors subject to CAS 412 and 413 considering that equity, 
uniformity and consistency in cost accounting practices are fundamental CAS principles. 
 
There would be significant administrative issues and complexities if different standards 
apply to those who are eligible and those who are not eligible. For example, 
 
 What standards would apply when a contractor goes in and out of eligibility? 
 What standards would be applied for forward pricing purposes considering potential 


changes in eligibility status?  
 What standards would apply to companies that are subcontractors to both eligible 


contractors and non-eligible contractors? 
 What if the business mix of a current eligible contractor changes due to increased 


commercial business, would the contractor become ineligible though revenues from 
government contracts continue to exceed the $5 billion dollar threshold? 


 
 
Question 2: Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the Congressional 
intent of the PPA to protect retirement security, to strengthen funding and ensure 
PBGC solvency? 
 
Current CAS 412 is closely tied to pre-PPA minimum funding rules.  Congress and the 
Administration overhauled and strengthened the pension funding rules as they were 
deemed insufficient for protecting retirement security and PBGC solvency. Thus, if CAS 
412 remains to be based on pre-PPA funding rules, it will likely not substantially meet 
the Congressional intent. 
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The prelude to this Question 2 states the following: 
 


“CAS 413.50(c)(12) currently provides for an adjustment of previously 
determined pension cost in the event of a segment closing, a plan termination, or 
a curtailment of benefits. The adjustment is computed as the difference between 
the market value of the assets and the actuarial accrued liability for the segment. 
If there is a pension plan termination, the actuarial accrued benefit is measured 
as the amount paid to irrevocably settle all benefit obligations or paid to the 
PBGC. In this way, it could be argued that CAS 413–50(c)(12) already satisfies 
the purpose of the PPA to protect employee retirement security or to ensure the 
PBGC solvency, at least for the contractor’s segments that perform Government 
contracts.” 


 
This line of reasoning must not be considered as it could unnecessarily lead to situations 
that could be disadvantageous to participants, the contractor and the Government.  
Relying solely on CAS 413.50(c)(12) will not meet Congressional intent.  If a segment 
closing occurs, the segment closing adjustment will be based on ongoing valuation 
assumptions unless the plan is terminated and the liabilities are settled or turned over to 
the PBGC.  To eliminate future risks, it will be to the contractor’s financial advantage to 
terminate the plan, incur the higher costs of terminating a plan and charge those higher 
costs to the Government as such costs are allowable. To rely on CAS 413.50(c)(12) for 
“harmonizing” CAS and the PPA would imply that the Board encourages government 
contractors to terminate plans and stop defined benefit coverage for their participants, 
which is contrary to the intent of the PPA.  No one wins in this situation: participants’ 
would lose plan coverage, the contractor would get “bad press” for terminating the plan, 
and the Government would incur the higher costs associated with a plan termination.  
 
It should be noted that, with the PPA, funding rules moved towards a “termination 
approach” only for plans that are “at risk” (i.e., plans that are very poorly funded).  For 
all other plans, the funding rules moved toward a “settlement approach” to determine 
pension plan liabilities. Liabilities under a “termination approach” are significantly 
higher than liabilities under the “settlement approach.”  This difference is due to more 
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conservative assumptions and profit/expense loads charged by annuity and insurance 
companies.  
 
It should also be noted that, while the PPA moved the funding rules towards a 
termination approach for poorly funded plans and a settlement approach for all other 
plans, actual termination and settlement liabilities would be higher than those measured 
under the PPA. We elaborate on this point in our response to question 4(a). 
 
 
Question 3: Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the relationship of the 
PPA minimum required contribution and the contract cost determined in 
accordance with CAS 412 and 413? 
 
For equity between the contractor and the Government, CAS harmonization should result 
in ensuring that the differences between the PPA minimum required contributions and the 
contract costs are reconciled within a reasonable period of time.   
 
Certain restrictions would apply to nonqualified pension plans when a qualified pension 
plan of the employer becomes “at risk.”  Interest, taxes and penalties would apply to any 
amounts used to fund nonqualified benefits.  CAS needs to recognize such restrictions 
with respect to nonqualified pension plans accounted for on an accrual basis. Compliance 
with CAS should not lead to penalties under the tax law. 
 
 
Question 3(a): Do the measurement and assignment provisions of the current CAS 
412 and 413 result in a contractor incurring a penalty under ERISA in order to 
receive full reimbursement of CAS computed pension costs under Government 
contracts?  
 
If a contractor funds only the CAS assignable cost and the CAS assignable cost is lower 
than the minimum required contribution after taking into account any existing Credit 
Balance, then the contractor would incur penalties under ERISA.
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Current CAS does not require funding higher than the maximum deductible contribution, 
so in this regard the contractor would not incur penalties under ERISA. 
 
 
Question 3(b): To what extent, if any, should the Board revise CAS 412 and 413 to 
harmonize within the contribution ranges defined by the minimum required 
contribution and the tax-deductible maximum contribution? 
 
It is appropriate for CAS to continue to cap CAS assignable costs by reference to the tax-
deductible maximum contribution; compliance with CAS should not lead to penalties due 
to another legal requirement.  Note that PPA significantly increased the tax-deductible 
limit to make it less likely for CAS assignable costs to be limited by the tax-deductible 
maximum. Nonetheless, the Assignable Cost Deficit concept under the current CAS, 
which addresses situations when the computed CAS cost exceeds the maximum 
deductible contribution, should be retained. 
 
The Board does not need to ensure that the CAS assignable costs are at least as much as 
the PPA minimum required contribution. However, it is equitable for differences between 
CAS assignable costs and the minimum required contribution to be reconciled in a 
reasonable period of time.  To help achieve this, the Board could consider imposing a 
limit to the level of Prepayment Credits that are a direct result of minimum funding 
requirements in excess of CAS assignable costs. For example, if the Prepayment Credits 
exceed 1% of assets, then the excess Prepayment Credits could be amortized over 7 years 
and the amortization amount would be included in the CAS assignable cost for the year. 
 
 
Question 3(c): To what extent, if any, should ERISA credit balances (carryover and 
prefunding balances) be considered in revising CAS 412 and 413? 
 
Credit Balances represent amounts funded in excess of minimum required contributions 
and unrelated to CAS assignable costs. Just as Credit Balances were neither considered 
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nor reflected in CAS prior to the PPA, CAS should continue to not take into account 
Credit Balances under the PPA.  
 
 
Question 3(d): To what extent, if any, should revisions to CAS be based on the 
measurement and assignment methods of the PPA? 
 
To minimize differences between minimum funding requirements and CAS assignable 
costs, CAS should reflect the measurement and assignment methods under the PPA as 
much as possible.  This includes recognizing the target liability and normal cost as 
defined under the PPA as the CAS actuarial liability and normal cost, respectively, and 
adopting the seven-year period for amortizing the unfunded liability. 
 
 
Question 3(d)(i): To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS based on 
rules established to implement tax policy? 
 
As indicated in our letter, for government contractors, there are three sets of pension rules 
to consider – pension funding rules (i.e., what the Staff Discussion Paper implies as the 
“rules established to implement tax policy”), FAS and CAS. Pension funding rules and 
FAS now both have the same view of the basis for measuring pension plan liabilities. We 
believe CAS should move to same view and be consistent with the two other standards. 
 
Also, while pension funding rules are established to implement tax policy and the Board 
should not concern itself with tax policy, it would be inappropriate for the Government to 
exempt itself from paying pension costs it is imposing upon plan sponsors. 
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Question 3(d)(ii): To what extent, if any, should the Board consider concerns with 
either the solvency of either the pension plan or the PBGC? 
 
The Board should not concern itself with the solvency of either the pension plan or the 
PBGC.  The PPA addresses these issues and government contractors will have to abide 
by the PPA rules.  The PPA requires the Board to come up with harmonizing the PPA 
and CAS. We believe that a “do nothing” approach (i.e., essentially staying with current 
CAS 412 and 413) would not be in accordance with the PPA Section 106 mandate. 
 
 
Question 4(a): For Government contract costing purposes, should the Board (i) 
retain the current “going concern” basis for the measurement and assignment of the 
contract cost for the period, or (ii) revise CAS 412 and 413 to measure and assign 
the period cost on the liquidation or settlement cost basis of accounting? 
 
While the funding rules under PPA moved towards a termination approach for poorly 
funded plans and a settlement approach for all other plans, the PPA is not requiring plan 
sponsors to fund their plans on a termination or settlement basis.  The funding rules 
continue to recognize pension plans as “going concerns.” Under the PPA,  
 
 The minimum required contribution reflects a normal cost component. The PPA 


recognizes normal costs, i.e., the cost of benefits that will be accrued in the coming 
year. Thus, the PPA recognizes pension plans as “going concerns.” 


 Unfunded liabilities are amortized.  If the PPA was based on a liquidation or a 
settlement cost basis, there would be no amortizations of underfunded liabilities. Any 
underfunding would immediately be required to be funded. 


 Smoothing of assets is allowed.  If the PPA was based on a liquidation or a settlement 
cost basis, smoothing of assets would not be allowed. Assets would reflect current 
market values. 


 Discount rates are based on average yields on corporate bonds over a two-year 
period. If the PPA was based on a liquidation or a settlement cost basis, averaging 
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over historical yields would not be allowed. Discount rates would have to reflect only 
the current yields on corporate bonds.  


 Decrements reflecting an ongoing plan will continue to be required. While there are 
certain assumptions required for at-risk plans, rates of retirement and termination 
suitable for an ongoing plan will continue to be reflected. 


 
All these features point to the fact that the PPA has not required companies to fund their 
benefits on a liquidation basis.  As such, it would not be appropriate for CAS to require 
the use of a liquidation basis. 
 
When a plan is “at risk,” the PPA requires the plan to be treated as a plan that has a 
likelihood of no longer being a going concern and is about to be terminated.  As a result, 
the minimum funding requirements are higher to reflect the higher costs associated with 
plan termination.  However, it should be noted that while the funding rules under PPA 
moved towards a termination approach for poorly funded plans, actual termination costs 
would be higher than those measured under the PPA. And for plans that are not poorly 
funded, while the funding rules moved towards a settlement approach, actual settlement 
costs would be higher than those measured under the PPA. 
 
For the measurement and assignment of government contract costs, the Board should 
reflect the same basis under the PPA. This basis reflects a “going concern” view of 
measuring pension plan costs. 
 
 
Question 4(b): For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) continue to 
utilize the current CAS requirements which incorporate the contractor’s long term 
best estimates of anticipated experience under the plan, or (ii) revise the CAS to 
include the PPA minimum required contribution criteria, which include interest 
rates based on current corporate bond yields, no recognition of future period salary 
growth, and use of a mortality table determined by the Secretary of the Treasury? 
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For measurement of plan liabilities and costs, option (ii) is appropriate given our opinion 
that CAS harmonization should lead to a reconciliation of CAS assignable costs and PPA 
minimum funding requirements in a reasonable amount of time.   
 
It should be noted that by adopting these PPA provisions, consistency and uniformity in 
cost accounting would be enhanced given that contractors will use essentially the same 
key valuation assumptions (i.e., interest rate, mortality rates and non-reflection of future 
salary increases) and the same actuarial cost method (i.e., the Unit Credit Cost method). 
 
In a survey of government contractors6, we have found a spread of 150 basis points 
between the lowest and highest valuation interest rates used by the contractors for CAS 
purposes.  In contrast, the spread is only 65 basis points under FAS. As previously 
mentioned, FAS valuation interest rates are based on corporate bond yields. Under the 
PPA, valuation interest rates would be based on corporate bond yields as well. By 
adopting PPA assumptions, the differences in CAS valuation interest rates among 
contractors should be less than under FAS and definitely lesser than under current CAS. 
 
For plan assets, in forward pricing we believe that it is appropriate for the contractor to 
reflect the expected asset return based on the contractor’s long-term asset mix, and not 
corporate bond yields.  
 
We note that if current CAS rules are not changed, government contractors could get 
close to aligning the PPA funding requirements to the current CAS rules by adjusting 
their asset mix.  Since the current CAS requires contractors to set the CAS valuation 
interest rate based on the long-term asset mix of the plan, a plan sponsor could adopt a 
much more conservative asset mix (e.g., move from a 70% equity/30% fixed income 
asset allocation to a 30% equity/70% fixed income asset allocation) and thus justify the 
use a lower valuation interest rate.  This would result in a long-term cost increase for the 


                                                 
6 See Appendix C. 
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Government (over what would happen if the asset mix was unchanged), because the plan 
would likely have less actual investment return to offset future costs. 
 
 
Question 4(c)(i)(1): For measuring the pension obligation, what basis for setting the 
interest rate assumptions would best achieve uniformity and/or matching costs to 
benefits earned over the working career of plan participants? 
 
Uniformity will be achieved by having all contractors abide by the same methodology 
and the same basis for setting assumptions.  If CAS adopts the PPA methodology and 
basis for setting the assumptions for valuing liabilities, uniformity will be enhanced, if 
not ensured.  
 
Note that contractors will not have the same valuation discount rates. Under the PPA 
methodology, the discount rate will reflect the timing of benefit payouts which will vary 
according to the participant demographics and provisions of each plan. 
 
With respect to matching the incurrence of costs to benefits earned, to the extent that 
contractors fund towards an amount closer to the cost for settling the obligation at 
retirement (as under the PPA) and then actually settles the liability (e.g., allow lump sum 
payouts), then costs would be close to matching the benefit accrual.  If the plan doesn’t 
settle the liability, though it funds toward the settlement liability, any future asset gains or 
losses will respectively decrease or increase the plan’s future costs.  
 
 
Question 4(c)(i)(2): To what extent, if any, should the interest rate assumption 
reflect the contractor’s investment policy and the investment mix of the pension 
fund? 
 
As mentioned above, for forward pricing purposes the rate used to project plan assets 
should reflect the contractor’s investment policy and investment mix. However, for 
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valuing pension liabilities, the interest rate should reflect the market rates for valuing 
long-term obligations (i.e., the discount rate under the PPA). 
 
These assumptions are consistent with current economic and financial views of pension 
plan assets and liabilities.  
 
 
Question 4(c)(ii): For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, 
permit, or require recognition of future period salary increases? 
 
Consistent with our response to Question 4(b), CAS should exclude recognition of future 
period salary increases, as is the case under the PPA. 
 
 
Question 4(c)(iii) For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, 
permit, or require use of a (1) standardized mortality table, (2) company-specific 
mortality table, or (3) mortality table that reflects plan-specific or segment-specific 
experience? 
 
Most plan valuations are based on standardized mortality tables, except for very large 
plans with credible experience.  The PPA recognizes this by providing a “safe harbor” 
mortality table that all companies can use, but allowing larger plans to use a mortality 
table based on their own experience.  For consistency and simplification, the Board 
should allow companies to use the same mortality table that is used for determining 
minimum required contributions under the PPA.   
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Question 4(d) For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) retain the 
current amortization provisions, (ii) expand the range from 7 to 30 years for all 
sources including experience gains or losses, (iii) adopt a fixed 7 year amortization 
period consistent with the PPA, or (iv) adopt some other amortization provisions? 
 
We recommend that the Board adopt a fixed period amortization for all sources that is 
sufficiently short to align the incurrence of cost with the assignment of costs.  A 7-year 
amortization would meet this requirement and be consistent with the PPA. 
 
 
Question 4(e)(i) For contract cost measurement, should the Board restrict the 
corridor of acceptable actuarial asset values to the range specified in the PPA (90 to 
110% of market value)? 
 
The range the PPA provides, i.e., 90% to 110%, allows for a sufficient amount of 
variance. For consistency and to avoid unnecessary complexity, we recommend for the 
Board to use the same corridor. 
 
 
Question 4(e)(ii) For contract cost measurement, should the Board adopt the PPA’s 
two year averaging method for asset smoothing? 
 
For consistency and to avoid unnecessary complexity, the Board should allow contractors 
to use the asset smoothing method allowed under the PPA.   
 
 
Question 5: To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS to include 
special funding rules for “at-risk” plans? 
 
We note that a plan can have a funded status under the PPA different from the funded 
status reflecting CAS assets.  As such, a plan that is “at risk” for minimum funding 
purposes may not necessarily be “at risk” under CAS.   The “at risk” rules are in the PPA 
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to make sure that poorly funded plans are funded sufficiently.  CAS does not need to 
address it in the same way that CAS did not have provisions similar to the “deficit 
reduction contribution” requirements under pre-PPA funding rules.  
  
“At risk” provisions could cause costs to spike up temporarily. Ongoing CAS costs 
should have additional stability if “at risk” provisions are not reflected. 
 
In lieu of incorporating “at risk” provisions for ongoing CAS costs, the Board should 
consider including a cost element that would limit the level of Prepayment Credits 
resulting from minimum required contributions in excess of CAS costs. For example, the 
components of the annual CAS assignable cost would be (a) the Normal Cost, (b) the 7-
year amortization of the unfunded target liability, and (c) a 7-year amortization of any 
Prepayment Credit greater than 1% of assets (or some other threshold). Such an 
additional cost component would address the increased difference in funding 
requirements over CAS assignable costs for “at risk” plans. 
 
However, if a contractor has a formal resolution to terminate the plan in the very near 
future, and has formal plans to settle plan liabilities or turn over the liabilities to the 
PBGC, then reflecting the PPA “at risk” liability provisions could ease the inevitable 
segment closing adjustment. 
 
 
Question 6(a): To what extent, if any, should the measurement and assignment 
provisions of CAS 412 and 413 be revised to address contractor cash flow issues? 
 
Contractor cash flow issues should be taken into account.  Otherwise, companies that are 
primarily government contractors and that sponsor defined benefit plans will be in a 
worse cash flow position than companies that are primarily non-governmental or do not 
sponsor a defined benefit plan.  This could affect the competitiveness of some contractors 
and the desirability of providing goods and services to the Government. 
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Question 6(b): To what extent, if any, do the current prepayment provisions 
mitigate contractor cash flow concerns? 
 
Prepayment Credits mitigate contractors’ cash flow concerns to a limited extent.  While 
Prepayment Credits take into account the funding contributions in excess of currently 
assignable costs so that such excess contributions could be reimbursed in the future, the 
excess contributions deferred into future years may not have eligible contracts to charge 
the costs against. Our projections show that Prepayment Credits could grow indefinitely 
into the future; it could take many years before they could be recovered.  
 
The current Prepayment Credit provisions are insufficient in aligning the incurrence of 
cost with the assignment of costs.   
 
 
Question 6(c): To what extent, if any, should the prepayment credit provision be 
revised to address the issue of potential negative cash flow? 
 
As mentioned in our response to Question 5, we recommend that the Board consider 
including a cost element that would limit the level of the Prepayment Credit. The 
example we provided previously is as follows: The components of the annual CAS 
assignable cost would be (a) the Normal Cost, (b) the 7-year amortization of the 
unfunded target liability, and (c) a 7-year amortization of any Prepayment Credit greater 
than 1% of assets (or some other threshold).  
 
Such a component would ensure that the differences between the minimum required 
contributions and the contract costs are reconciled within a reasonable period of time. 
 
We note that, even if CAS reflects the assumptions, actuarial cost method, and 
amortization period under the PPA, Prepayment Credits could exist indefinitely unless an 
additional cost element to address the level of the Prepayment Credits is incorporated in 
CAS.  This has occurred under pre-PPA rules even though CAS mirrored the minimum 
funding rules, but did not set the CAS cost equal to the minimum funding requirement. 
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Question 7(a)(i) and 7(a)(ii): To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of 
the PPA provisions impact the volatility of cost projections? Are there ways to 
mitigate this impact?  Please explain. 
 
Adopting the PPA provisions would generally lead to more volatile CAS assignable 
costs. Primarily, the PPA interest rate will increase the volatility of costs as the interest 
rates will vary each valuation date subject to changes in yields on corporate bonds. Also, 
as explained in our response to question 7(b), the PPA formula for overfunded plans will 
increase the volatility of cost projections for plans that are near full-funding. 
 
It is important to note that there is fundamental volatility in cost projections for pension 
plans that cannot be managed through accounting (CAS and FAS) or funding rules. 
Contractors can reduce the volatility of costs through investment policy (e.g., by adopting 
liability-driven investment approaches) and through plan design (by changing plan design 
features that contribute to volatility). 
 
 
Question 7(b): To what extent, if any, should the CAS assignable cost limitation be 
revised as part of the efforts to harmonize the CAS with the PPA? 
 
We note that the CAS assignable cost limitation7 (ACL) is built-in under the PPA 
minimum funding formula for overfunded plans. For plans where assets exceed the sum 
of the Actuarial Liability and Normal Cost, the minimum required contribution would be 
the ACL as defined under current CAS.  We illustrate this in the following example:   


                                                 
7 The Assignable Cost Limitation is the excess, if any, of the actuarial accrued liability plus the current 


normal cost over the actuarial value of the assets of the pension plan. 
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(1) Assets $112,000,000 


(2) Actuarial Liability $110,000,000 


(3) Unfunded Actuarial Liability (UAL), (2) – (1) None 


(4) 7-Year Amortization of UAL None 


(5) Normal Cost $5,000,000 


(6) Minimum funding requirement, (5) minus (1) – (2) $3,000,000 


 
Note that the ACL is $3,000,000, i.e., equal to the minimum funding requirement. 
 
The ACL is restrictive and contributes to the volatility of costs. Plans at or near full 
funded status have volatile CAS costs because of the ACL.  As such, we recommend that 
the Board eliminate or modify the ACL. If stability of costs is desired, CAS should allow 
for the amortization of surplus, just as deficits (or unfunded actuarial liabilities) are 
amortized. 
 
We illustrate this by example below. By adopting the PPA formula for overfunded plans 
(in essence retaining the current definition of the ACL), in we have: 
 


 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 


(1) Assets $110,000,000 $118,000,000 $118,000,000 


(2) Actuarial Liability $110,000,000 $115,000,000 $120,000,000 


(3) UAL or Outstanding Deficit, (2) – (1) None None $2,000,000 


(4) 7-Year Amortization of UAL None None $360,000 


(5) Additional UAL, (2) – (1) – (3) None None None 


(6) 7-Year Amortization of Additional UAL None None None 


(7) Normal Cost $5,000,000 $5,000,000 $5,000,000 


(8) Assignable Cost Limitation, (2) + (7) – (1) $5,000,000 $2,000,000 $7,000,000 


(9) CAS Assignable Cost, (4) + (6) + (7) $5,000,000 $2,000,000 $5,360,000 
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The CAS costs would be $5 million in year 1, significantly reduced to $2,000,000 in year 
two, then jumps up to $5,360,000 in year 3.  
 
As CAS adopts many of the PPA principles for measuring pension liabilities, we expect 
that more plans would get close to and hover around a fully funded status a few years 
after reflecting the new rules. If the ACL concept is not eliminated and the PPA formula 
for overfunded plans is adopted for CAS, we expect CAS costs to be more volatile and 
forward pricing “surprises” to increase for plans at or near full-funding. 
 
If surpluses are amortized just as deficits are amortized and the ACL concept is 
eliminated, here are the resulting CAS costs:  
 


 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 


(1) Assets $110,000,000 $118,000,000 $120,460,0008 


(2) Actuarial Liability $110,000,000 $115,000,000 $120,000,000 


(3) Outstanding deficit/(surplus) None ($3,000,000) ($2,460,000) 


(4) 7-Year Amortization of deficit/(surplus)  None ($540,000) ($540,000) 


(5) Additional deficit/(surplus), (2) – (1) – (3) None None $2,000,000 


(6) 7-Year Amortization of additional 


deficit/(surplus) 


None None $360,000 


(7) Normal Cost $5,000,000 $5,000,000 $5,000,000 


(8) Assignable Cost Limitation eliminated eliminated eliminated 


(9) CAS Assignable Cost, (4) + (6) + (7) $5,000,000 $4,460,000 $4,820,000 


 
The CAS assignable costs would be $5 million in year 1, then $4,460,000 in year 2, then 
$4,820,000 in year 3. Clearly, the CAS assignable costs under this example are less 
volatile than in the first example. 
 


                                                 
8 Because the CAS assignable cost for year 2 is $2,460,000 higher than the first example ($4,460,000 


versus $2,000,000), we assume that the assets at the beginning of year 3 is $2,460,000 higher. 
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It is also clear that in the short period shown, the total CAS assignable cost in the second 
example is higher than in the first example. However, we believe that in the long run, the 
total CAS assignable cost for the second example would be about equal, if not less, than 
in the first example.  
 
Alternatively, instead of totally eliminating the ACL concept, it could be modified. For 
example, it could be changed  
 


 from (Accrued Liability plus Normal Cost), less Assets;  
 to [ 110% x (Accrued Liability plus Normal Cost) ], less Assets. 


 
 
Question 7(c): To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address negative 
pension costs in the context of cost volatility? 
 
Unless pension assets revert to the contractor, a floor of zero should be maintained for 
CAS costs. The otherwise-negative CAS cost should be set as an Assignable Cost Credit 
as under current CAS. 
 
 
Question 8(a): To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA 
provisions affect the measurement of a segment closing adjustment in accordance 
with CAS 413.50(c)(12)?   
 
We believe that it is appropriate and equitable for the PPA liability, as defined for plans 
that are not at-risk, to be reflected in segment closing adjustments. We note that the 
Government (or the PBGC) itself would accept no less, and in fact require more, than the 
PPA liability as payment for taking over a pension plan.   
 
If the contractor is terminating the plan, and settling plan liabilities or turning over the 
liabilities to the PBGC, then the actual termination liability should be used in segment 
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closing adjustments (consistent with current CAS) and roughly equal to the PPA “at-risk” 
liability provisions.   
 
 
Question 8(b): To what extent, if any, should the CAS 413 criteria for a curtailment 
of benefits be modified to address the PPA mandatory cessation of benefit accruals 
for an “at risk” plan? 
 
Pension assets do not revert to the contractor upon curtailment of benefits and plans do 
not necessarily cease to exist when benefits are curtailed. Thus, the cessation of benefit 
accruals, whether voluntarily or because the plan becomes “at risk” under the PPA, 
should not trigger segment closing adjustments under CAS 413 unless the cessation of 
benefit accruals is in conjunction with (a) a plan termination; or (b) contract termination 
and there are no other applicable contracts to which future costs can be assigned.  
 
 
Question 9(a): Should prepayment credits be adjusted based on the CAS valuation 
rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension fund’s actual “return on plan 
assets” for the period? 
 
If CAS adopts the PPA basis for setting valuation rates for liabilities, it would be 
inappropriate to adjust Prepayment Credits with rates designed for measuring liabilities 
as Prepayment Credits are not liabilities. 
 
Prepayment Credits are part of total plan assets.  We believe it is appropriate for 
Prepayment Credits to be adjusted using the actual return on total plan assets.  
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Question 9(b): Should the interest adjustment for contributions made after the end 
of the plan year be computed as if the deposit was made on the last day of the plan 
year or on the actual deposit as now required by the PPA? 
 
Considering the time value of money and basic financial mathematics, contributions 
should be adjusted for interest and should reflect the actual contribution dates.  In 
addition, the interest adjustment should be made on a compound basis (rather than on a 
simple interest basis). 
 
 
Question 9(c)(i): To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address the 
PPA provision that allows the recognition of established patterns of collectively 
bargained benefits? 
 
While companies are able to reflect an established pattern of benefit increases for 
collectively bargained benefits in measuring plan liabilities under FAS, we are not aware 
of similar provisions under the PPA.  
 
We believe that CAS should continue to follow the IRS funding rules that allow 
companies to reflect negotiated benefit increases in their liabilities, but not allow patterns 
of increases to be reflected in the liabilities. 
 
 
Question 9(c)(ii): Are there criteria that should be considered in determining what 
constitutes an established pattern of such changes? 
 
Since we do not believe that these benefits should be reflected, there is no need to 
establish the criteria. 
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Question 10: The Board would be very interested in obtaining the results of any 
studies or surveys that examine the pension cost determined in accordance with the 
CAS and the PPA minimum required contributions and maximum tax-deductible 
contributions. 
 
In Appendix B, we have included various cost projections assuming no harmonization 
(i.e., no changes in the current CAS) and assuming full harmonization (i.e., CAS is 
modified to adopt most of the PPA minimum funding provisions).    
 
 
Question 11: In light of the changes to the PPA, should the Board consider including 
specific requirements in CAS 412 and 413 regarding the records required to support 
the contractor’s proposed and/or claimed pension cost? 
 
Our CAS reports will continue to provide details that support the development of the 
CAS assignable costs, liabilities, assets and Prepayment Credits. We are not aware of any 
specific PPA provisions that would necessitate records to support the contractor’s 
proposed and/or claimed pension cost other than documentation currently provided by 
contractors. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 


 


Government contractors must follow the Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) in measuring pension 
plan1 costs assignable to their government contracts.2  While pension rules under CAS are similar 
to the IRS minimum funding rules, CAS costs are not equal to minimum funding requirements.  
Cashflow and related business issues occur when CAS pension costs differ from funding 
requirements. Such issues may or may not be material to the contractor depending on the 
magnitude of the disparity.  


With the enactment of the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA), there is concern that the 
disparity between CAS pension costs and PPA funding requirements will significantly increase. 
Under Section 106 of Title I of the PPA, the law requires the Cost Accounting Standards Board 
(CASB) to come up with a CAS Pension Harmonization Rule.  While the PPA did not define 
“harmonization,” the range of possibilities is bound by two extremes: 


 effectively no harmonization, i.e., there will be no changes to current CAS; and  
 full harmonization, i.e., CAS rules will be modified to match assumptions, methods and 


amortization periods under the PPA minimum funding rules. 


In this paper, we present a comparison of CAS pension costs and PPA funding requirements 
under the two extreme scenarios of no harmonization and full harmonization.  While the costs 
presented are based on hypothetical plans, the illustrations should help the reader have a better 
understanding why contractors are concerned and/or have a significant interest in the 
harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 with the PPA minimum funding requirements. 


                                                 
1 For purposes of this paper, we use the term “pension plan” to mean a qualified defined benefit pension 
plan. 
2 Some contracts/contractors are exempt from CAS requirements. For example, if the contract award is less 
than $7.5 million or the contract price is set by law or regulation. 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY AND ILLUSTRATED SCENARIOS 


 


Deterministic and Stochastic Forecasts 


In this paper, we present deterministic as well as stochastic projections of pension costs over a 
10-year period, 2007 thru 2016 inclusive. 


Under a deterministic method, costs are forecasted under one single investment and economic 
scenario.  There is no randomness assumed with respect to asset returns, discount rates and 
economically-related factors such as cost-of-living increases, increases in taxable wage bases, 
growth in salaries, etc.  For example, in a deterministic forecast, it will be assumed that the asset 
return will be exactly 8% each year and there will be no liability gains or losses. Though 
inherently unrealistic, the deterministic method is the most commonly used method for budgeting 
for future costs, including forward pricing of government contract costs. 


The assumptions we used for the deterministic forecasts in this paper are as follows: 


 “Actual” return on assets     8.0% 
 Pre-PPA discount rate     7.5% 
 PPA effective discount rate     6.0% 


The stochastic approach is in direct contrast to the deterministic approach. Instead of assuming 
only one possible set of economic factors (e.g., asset returns, discount rates, etc.), multiple 
possibilities are considered. For example, one scenario might reflect an 8% asset return for year 
one, 0% return for year 2, 6% for year 3 and so on. Because asset returns are related to real rates 
of return, which are in turn related to cost-of-living, varying growths in salaries are also assumed.  


The results for the five thousand scenarios modeled are then sorted in increasing magnitudes and 
grouped into percentiles which indicate the likelihood of a particular result happening.  For 
example, the 50th percentile would indicate that there is an equal likelihood that the actual result 
will be higher than that 50th percentile as it could be lower. The 95th percentile would indicate that 
the actual result has a 95% likelihood of being lower than the 95th percentile, and 5% likelihood 
of being higher than that percentile.  


The stochastic method is typically used in asset and liability modeling (ALM) studies when 
investment policy is being set. It is also used to evaluate potential risks and setting policy to 
withstand such risks. 


Liabilities, Assets and Contribution Policy 


The liabilities modeled in our forecasts reflect liabilities for actual plan participants in an actual 
plan.   


With respect to assets, we assumed that there will be no changes in the investment policy mix 
during the forecast period; the mix is 60% equities and 40% fixed income. In reality, plan 
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sponsors conduct periodic ALM studies and the investment policy mix could vary within the 10-
year forecast period that we have reflected. However, studying investment policy is not within the 
scope of this particular paper. 


With respect to the contribution policy, we assumed that the contractor’s policy is to deposit the 
minimum amount required to satisfy PPA minimum funding standards as well as CAS funding 
requirements. 


CAS Harmonization 


We modeled no CAS harmonization (i.e., current CAS will not be changed) as well as full CAS 
harmonization. For purposes of this paper, by full CAS harmonization, we assumed the following 
in projecting the CAS assignable costs: 


 Actuarial Liabilities and Normal Costs will be measured using the PPA discount rates, i.e., 
reflecting yields on corporate bonds. 


 Future salary increases will not reflected. 
 Mortality rates will be based on a standard table. 
 Unfunded liabilities will be amortized over seven years. 
 CAS assignable costs will be equal to the following: 
 if CAS assets are equal to or less than the Actuarial Liability, the CAS cost is equal to the 


Normal Cost plus the amortization bases; 
 if CAS assets exceed the Actuarial Liability, the CAS cost is equal to the Normal Cost, 


offset by the excess of the Assets over the Actuarial Liability. 
o The PPA target liability phase-in percentages for the years 2008 through 2010 would be 


reflected in determining CAS costs 


For simplification, we assumed that the CAS asset valuation method sets the CAS assets equal to 
the market value of assets less any Prepayment Credits. Also, we assumed that Prepayment 
Credits will be adjusted using the actual return on the plan assets.3  


We assumed that CAS harmonization will be effective as of January 1, 2008. We did not reflect 
any transition provisions for CAS (other than the phase-in of the target liability) but we have 
reflected the transition provisions for PPA minimum funding purposes. 


                                                 
3 Under current CAS, the Prepayment Credit is adjusted for interest reflecting the CAS valuation discount 
rate. 
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Scenarios Illustrated 


We describe below the various projections we performed, specifying plan values as of January 1, 
2007 (amounts in millions).  Accrued Liabilities and Normal Costs in 2007 are based on the Entry 
Age Normal cost method at 7.5% discount rate. 


Scenario 1 – 100% Funded, No Prepayment Credit 


 Market Value of Assets      $4,875 
 Accrued Liability      $4,875  
 Normal Cost       $84 
 Prepayment Credit      none 


Scenario 2 – 100% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit 


 Market Value of Assets      $4,875 
 Accrued Liability      $4,875  
 Normal Cost       $84 
 Prepayment Credit      $146 


Scenario 3 – 120% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit 


 Market Value of Assets      $5,850 
 Accrued Liability      $4,875  
 Normal Cost       $84 
 Prepayment Credit      $175 


Scenario 4 – 80% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit 


 Market Value of Assets      $3,900 
 Accrued Liability      $4,875  
 Normal Cost       $84 
 Prepayment Credit      $117 


In three out of the four scenarios we modeled, we reflected existing Prepayment Credits because 
we believe actual Prepayment Credits are common.  In a recent Watson Wyatt survey, 16 out of 
19 contractors (84%) reported having Prepayment Credits.  


For each scenario, we present the projected Prepayment Credits and CAS assignable costs 
showing the following: 


1. Assuming no harmonization 
2. Assuming full harmonization 
3. Comparing 50th percentile and 95% percentile results under no harmonization and full 


harmonization  
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Descriptions of Graphs 


There are two different graphs shown. The first type of graph (e.g., Exhibit 1A-1) is a floating bar 
chart that is typically used to present results of a stochastic analysis.   


The green bar represents the range of results between the 5th and 25th percentiles for that given 
year.  In other words, if we sorted from lowest to highest the resulting 2009 Prepayment Credits 
for the 5,000 scenarios, the top of the green bar would be the 1,250th result (25% of 5,000) and 
the bottom of the green bar would be the 250th result (5% of 5,000).   


The blue bar represents the range of results between the 25th percentiles and the 50th percentiles. 
The yellow bar represents the range of results between the 50th and the 75th percentiles. And 
finally, the pink bar represents the range of results between the 75th and 95th percentiles. 


It is important to note that each bar is determined independently.  As a result, the scenario that 
produced the 95th percentile result in 2008 is not likely the same scenario that produced 95th 
percentile result in the following year. 


With each of the floating bar graphs is a line that represents the results from the deterministic 
forecast.  As mentioned previously, a deterministic forecast is the methodology most commonly 
used for forward pricing forecasts. 


The second type of graph (e.g., Exhibit 1A-3) shows a comparison of the 50th and 95th percentile 
results for both the “No Harmonization” and “Full Harmonization” scenarios.  The “filled-in 
boxes” represent the results under “Full Harmonization”.  The “empty boxes” represent the 
results under “No Harmonization”.  The red boxes represent the 95th percentile results and the 
blue boxes represent the 50th percentile results.   
 
In this second type of graph, we show the 50th percentile results because there is a 50/50 chance 
that actual results will be higher or lower than these percentile results. We also show the 95th 
percentile because, while highly unlikely, in the last decade we have experienced “95th percentile-
like” economic scenarios. As such, it is conceivable for a 95th percentile event to occur in the next 
decade as well. We are highlighting the 95th percentile as a caution; for plan sponsors to ask 
themselves questions such as:  


 “If this result occurs, can I withstand it and its implications?” 
 “What options are available to me now to mitigate such result?” 
 “If this result occurs, what alternative courses of action would I be willing to consider taking 


at that time?” 
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III.  OBSERVATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 


 


In this section we present our observations based on the graphs that begin on page 14. 


Deterministic vs. Stochastic Results 


There are more instances when the deterministic result is lower than the 50th percentile. For 
example, in Exhibit 1A-1, in six out of ten years the deterministic result is lower than the 50th 
percentile result. Only two out of the ten years is the deterministic result higher than the 50th 
percentile result. 


When a deterministic result is lower than the 50th percentile, it has less than 50% likelihood of 
occurring.  This implies that deterministic forecasts may be on the aggressive side, and results 
that are worse than forecasted or budgeted should be expected. 


Prepayment Credits 


Without any changes in CAS, higher PPA-required contributions will result in the build-up of 
significant Prepayment Credits.  As can be seen in Exhibits 1A-1, 2A-1, 3A-1 and 4A-1, in 
general Prepayment Credits continue to grow from their original levels. Only in the best case 
scenarios (5th percentiles) do the Prepayment Credits become lower than their original levels at 
the end of the forecast period.  


In Scenario 1, while there is no existing Prepayment Credit in the beginning of the forecast 
period, by the end of the forecast period the Prepayment Credit would range from $229 million to 
$1.6 billion in the “more likely range” of scenarios, i.e., between the 25th to 75th percentiles. 
Based on the deterministic forecast, the Prepayment Credit will exceed $0.5 billion by year 2016. 
(See Exhibit 1A-1) 


Scenario 2 differs from Scenario 1 in that there is an existing Prepayment Credit in year 2007.  
However, the results are quite similar for these scenarios. By 2016, the Prepayment Credit would 
range from $286 million to $1.7 billion in the “more likely range” of scenarios and the 
deterministic forecast also shows that the Prepayment Credit will exceed $0.5 billion. (See 
Exhibit 2A-1) 


The above results suggest that, all other things being equal, the initial level of Prepayment Credits 
does not have a significant impact on the ultimate level of the Prepayment Credits if the CAS 
rules are not harmonized with PPA.  


Scenario 3 differs from Scenario 2 in that the plan in Scenario 3 is 120% funded in 2007, while 
the plan in Scenario 2 is 100% funded. In both scenarios, at the beginning of the forecast period a 
Prepayment Credit exists equal to 3% of assets. Thus, the Prepayment Credit under Scenario 3 
starts out higher since assets are greater.  However, the Prepayment Credits under Scenario 3 end 
up lower. By 2016, under the 50th percentile the Prepayment Credit would be $559 million under 
Scenario 3 compared to $876 million under Scenario 3. Under the deterministic forecast, by 2016 
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the Prepayment Credit would be $336 million in Scenario 3 compared to $538 million in Scenario 
2. (See Exhibit 3A-1 compared to Exhibit 2A-1) 


Scenario 4 differs from Scenario 2 in that the plan in Scenario 4 is 80% funded in 2007. In both 
scenarios, at the beginning of the forecast period a Prepayment Credit exists equal to 3% of 
assets. Thus, the Prepayment Credit under Scenario 4 starts out lower since assets are lower.  
However, the Prepayment Credits under Scenario 4 end up higher. By 2016, under the 50th 
percentile the Prepayment Credit would be slightly above $1 billion under Scenario 4 compared 
to $876 million under Scenario 3. Under the deterministic forecast, by 2016 the Prepayment 
Credit would be $535 million in Scenario 4 but in the preceding years, the Prepayment Credit 
grew to over $1 billion.  In comparison, under Scenario 2 the Prepayment Credit in year 2016 is 
$538 million and the Prepayment Credit in each of the years before this was lower.  (See Exhibit 
4A-1 compared to Exhibit 2A-1) 


The above results suggest that, all other things being equal, a better funded plan may ultimately 
have lower Prepayment Credits than a less funded plan.  This is due to the fact that better funded 
plans will have lower PPA contribution requirements and, as a result, will not have the large 
disparity between CAS costs and PPA required contributions that are the cause of the Prepayment 
Credits in these forecasts. 


Considering all four scenarios, under the 50th percentile the Prepayment Credits will range from 
about $500 million to about $1 billion after 10 years. Under the 95th percentile, Prepayment 
Credits can grow to over $3 billion.  It will take many years, perhaps decades, to be able to 
recoup Prepayment Credits of these magnitudes.   


In contrast to the significant Prepayment Credits that develop under the “No Harmonization” 
scenarios, the “Full Harmonization” scenarios result in only modest Prepayment Credits. Under 
the 50th percentile for all scenarios, the Prepayment Credits grow in the intermediate years but 
subsequently decrease in the out years.  (See Exhibits 1A-2, 2A-2, 3A-2 and 4A-2) 


It should be noted that the Prepayment Credits do not become zero by 2016 in any of the four 
scenarios considering the 50th percentile.  This does occur (i.e., the Prepayment Credits become 
zero after 10 years) in the best of situations, i.e., considering the 5th percentile results.  


These results imply that, if there is no change to the CAS rules, contractors who sponsor pension 
plans could be subject to significant cashflow issues.  Exhibits 1A-3, 2A-3, 3A-3 and 4A-3 show 
the magnitude of the disparity in Prepayment Credits under “No Harmonization” and “Full 
Harmonization.” In all cases, the Prepayment Credits without harmonization are significantly 
higher than with harmonization considering the 50th percentile results and enormously higher 
considering the 95th percentile results. 


Due to changes brought on by the PPA, contractors will be forced to increase their funding to 
their plans, but will not be able to recover these costs for a significant period of time under the 
current rules.  Changes in CAS are necessary to close the gap between the incurrence of costs and 
the assignment of such costs. 
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CAS Assignable Costs 


The CAS assignable costs with harmonization are much higher than without harmonization, as 
can be expected, particularly in the earlier years. In the later years, the CAS assignable costs with 
harmonization could be lower than without harmonization. This can be seen by looking at the 50th 
percentile results for all four scenarios, as shown in Exhibits 1B-3, 2B-3, 3B-3 and 4B-3. In each 
of these cases, the 50th percentile results under Full Harmonization drop below the 50th percentile 
results for No Harmonization between years 2012 and 2013. 


Also note that the 50th percentile CAS assignable cost goes to zero quicker under the “Full 
Harmonization” scenarios; in all four scenarios, the 50th percentile CAS assignable cost in year 
2016 is zero.  Only in Scenario 3, where the plan starts out 120% funded, does the 50th percentile 
result become zero in 2016 without harmonization.   


That costs are lower in the later years under Full Harmonization is a logical outcome.  By putting 
more money into the plan earlier, the plan becomes “fully funded” sooner. 


Exhibits 1B-3, 2B-3, 3B-3 and 4B-3 illustrate the fact that the CAS assignable costs dramatically 
increase when switching from “No Harmonization” to “Full Harmonization” considering the 
worst cases, i.e., at the 95th percentile.  What can also be seen is that under the worst case 
scenarios, the general trend of the CAS cost under the “No Harmonization” graphs are increases 
in costs at a faster pace than is seen under “Full Harmonization.”  


Another observation from these forecasts is that the CAS assignable costs under the current CAS 
rules are more stable than under “Full Harmonization,” in that the range of more likely results are 
narrower. For example, in Exhibit 4B-1 the spread between the 25th percentile and 75th percentile 
CAS costs for 2008 and 2009 is very small, i.e., $14 million and $36 million, respectively.  Under 
“Full Harmonization,” that corresponding spreads are $154 million and $193 million, 
respectively, as shown in Exhibit 4B-2.   


A key reason behind this is that current CAS allows contractors to smooth assets over a 5-year 
period and then smooth overall gains and losses over 15 years.  This means that it will take 20 
years for an asset gain or loss to be fully reflected in the pension costs.  Under “Full 
Harmonization,” assets will be averaged over a two-year period and overall gains and losses will 
be amortized over seven years. Thus, asset gains and losses will be recognized quicker. 


We would like to note that there is a higher variability in asset returns than the variability in CAS 
discount rates under “Full Harmonization.” On the following page, we show the distribution of 
asset returns and the distribution of CAS discount rates under “Full Harmonization” beginning in 
2008 that were used in our forecasts. 
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Return on Plan Assets


Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic 8.00%  8.00%  8.00%  8.00%  8.00%  8.00%  8.00%  8.00%  8.00%  8.00%  
5th -8.39%  -8.54%  -8.55%  -8.48%  -8.79%  -8.75%  -9.03%  -8.76%  -8.87%  -8.55%  
25th 1.46%  1.09%  1.21%  1.07%  1.22%  0.90%  1.14%  1.05%  1.18%  1.03%  
50th 7.90%  7.66%  7.89%  7.68%  7.73%  7.71%  7.76%  7.75%  7.64%  7.70%  
75th 14.34%  14.57%  14.61%  14.70%  14.71%  14.56%  14.67%  14.47%  14.56%  14.72%  
95th 24.53%  25.32%  25.09%  25.07%  25.18%  25.37%  25.24%  25.49%  25.15%  25.39%   


CAS Valuation Discount Rate


Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic 7.50%  6.00%  6.00%  6.00%  6.00%  6.00%  6.00%  6.00%  6.00%  6.00%  
5th 7.50%  4.27%  3.81%  3.54%  3.27%  3.15%  3.09%  3.02%  3.04%  3.00%  
25th 7.50%  5.28%  5.06%  4.95%  4.85%  4.78%  4.74%  4.70%  4.62%  4.61%  
50th 7.50%  5.96%  5.97%  5.94%  5.96%  5.95%  5.94%  5.95%  5.93%  5.89%  
75th 7.50%  6.65%  6.82%  6.97%  7.06%  7.12%  7.14%  7.13%  7.16%  7.19%  
95th 7.50%  7.71%  8.16%  8.48%  8.65%  8.83%  8.89%  9.04%  9.14%  9.23%   


 
Thus, while CAS discount rates will be more volatile under “Full Harmonization,” as they will be 
based on yields on corporate bonds, the volatility in CAS assignable costs could be driven more 
by the shorter period for recognizing asset (as well as liability) gains and losses. 


Limitations 


We have prepared our analysis for four hypothetical scenarios. These forecasts show the 
difference in results for plans at different funded levels and comparing a plan with an existing 
Prepayment Credit to one without.  There are a number of other factors that also need to be taken 
into account but are not considered in this study given its limited scope. Below we discuss some 
of the other factors that will affect the results. 


Credit Balances.  Our scenarios assume that plans do not have any Credit Balances as of the 
beginning of the forecast.  Contractors with Credit Balances (that will convert to carryover 
balances under the PPA) will have a temporary reprieve from the higher PPA contributions.  
However, that is likely to be a temporary condition and when the carryover balances are 
exhausted, the Prepayment Credits would likely begin to accumulate. 


Segment Accounting.  Our scenarios are based on a plan that consists of a single segment.  Plans 
with multiple segments, especially those with commercial segments that are funded at a different 
level than the government segments, can be affected in different ways.  For example, for an actual 
plan of one contractor, the increase in the maximum deductible contribution due to PPA has 
resulted in sudden, unanticipated CAS assignable costs. In this situation, while the government 
segments were underfunded, the commercial segments were very well-funded and the plan as 
whole was well funded.  The plan’s maximum deductible contribution under the pre-PPA rules 
was $0, which resulted in zero CAS assignable costs for the underfunded government segments.  
When PPA increased the maximum deductible contribution, the plan’s maximum deductible 
contribution became greater than zero and this resulted in CAS assignable costs for the 
government segments.  
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Transition.  It will be important to have transition rules to help contractors shift from the current 
CAS rules to the new CAS rules.  Our analysis does not include any transition rules other than the 
PPA’s phase-in of the target liability.  The transition rules, assuming they would result in a phase-
in of the higher contributions, would result in additional build-up of Prepayment Credits. 


Effective Date.  Our analysis used a January 1, 2008 effective date for Full Harmonization.  Any 
delay in the effective date would results in a build-up on Prepayment Credits. 


We would recommend that contractors and the government – in its efforts to develop the CAS 
Pension Harmonization Rule required under the Pension Protection Act (PPA) of 2006 – consider 
such factors in cost projections.
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Scenario 1: 100% Funded, No Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) -- No Harmonization ($M)
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5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 


 


Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $0              $17            $106          $204          $240          $337          $403          $450          $496          $538          
5th $0              $17            $38            $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $0              $17            $38            $34            $44            $70            $120          $159          $197          $229          
50th $0              $17            $93            $153          $253          $376          $505          $613          $722          $804          
75th $0              $17            $110          $385          $613          $831          $1,043       $1,245       $1,424       $1,592       
95th $0              $17            $126          $776          $1,212       $1,682       $2,087       $2,466       $2,785       $3,065       







EXHIBIT 1A-2 
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Scenario 1:  100% Funded, No Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) -- Full Harmonization ($M)
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5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $0              $17            $38            $19            $3              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
5th $0              $17            $31            $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $0              $17            $36            $6              $6              $0              $1              $0              $0              $0              
50th $0              $17            $40            $18            $33            $15            $24            $17            $19            $16            
75th $0              $17            $47            $47            $55            $54            $55            $56            $59            $63            
95th $0              $17            $60            $67            $75            $83            $93            $103          $119          $135          







EXHIBIT 1A-3 
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
No Harmonization - 50th percentile -$          17$            93$            153$          253$          376$          505$          613$          722$          804$          
Full Harmonization - 50th percentile -$          17$            40$            18$            33$            15$            24$            17$            19$            16$            
No Harmonization - 95th percentile -$          17$            126$          776$          1,212$       1,682$       2,087$       2,466$       2,785$       3,065$       
Full Harmonization - 95th percentile -$          17$            60$            67$            75$            83$            93$            103$          119$          135$          


Scenario 1:  100% Funded, No Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) ($M)
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EXHIBIT 1B-1 
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Scenario 1:  100% Funded, No Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Cost -- No Harmonization ($M)
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 Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $136          $126          $92            $0              $0              $36            $49            $48            $48            $35            
5th $136          $103          $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $136          $117          $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
50th $136          $125          $94            $6              $10            $40            $59            $57            $27            $4              
75th $136          $134          $119          $91            $118          $143          $177          $211          $246          $220          
95th $136          $147          $150          $143          $196          $238          $297          $353          $420          $388          
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Scenario 1:  100% Funded, No Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Cost -- Full Harmonization ($M)


$0


$100


$200


$300


$400


$500


$600


$700


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


   Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $136          $226          $181          $95            $67            $62            $56            $49            $43            $32            
5th $136          $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $136          $55            $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
50th $136          $219          $174          $165          $152          $107          $24            $0              $0              $0              
75th $136          $300          $305          $306          $311          $305          $297          $292          $271          $253          
95th $136          $510          $532          $565          $584          $586          $605          $604          $600          $550          
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
No Harmonization - 50th percentile 136$          125$          94$            6$              10$            40$            59$            57$            27$            4$              
Full Harmonization - 50th percentile 136$          219$          174$          165$          152$          107$          24$            -$          -$          -$          
No Harmonization - 95th percentile 136$          147$          150$          143$          196$          238$          297$          353$          420$          388$          
Full Harmonization - 95th percentile 136$          510$          532$          565$          584$          586$          605$          604$          600$          550$          


Scenario 1:  100% Funded, No Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Cost ($M)


$-


$100


$200


$300


$400
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


No Harmonization - 50th percentile Full Harmonization - 50th percentile


No Harmonization - 95th percentile Full Harmonization - 95th percentile
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Scenario 2:  100% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) -- No Harmonization ($M)


$0


$1,000


$2,000


$3,000


$4,000


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


  Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $146          $138          $234          $315          $300          $351          $402          $450          $496          $538          
5th $146          $138          $55            $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $146          $138          $75            $50            $114          $165          $210          $242          $272          $286          
50th $146          $138          $221          $252          $368          $478          $609          $718          $807          $876          
75th $146          $138          $237          $476          $713          $936          $1,147       $1,340       $1,514       $1,653       
95th $146          $138          $253          $892          $1,323       $1,796       $2,173       $2,560       $2,865       $3,113       
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Scenario 2:  100% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) -- Full Harmonization ($M)


$0


$1,000


$2,000


$3,000


$4,000


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $146          $138          $152          $164          $22            $77            $22            $0              $0              $0              
5th $146          $138          $40            $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $146          $138          $61            $52            $38            $24            $18            $11            $7              $4              
50th $146          $138          $107          $117          $93            $79            $71            $60            $57            $52            
75th $146          $138          $162          $162          $162          $156          $152          $147          $150          $155          
95th $146          $138          $213          $236          $255          $273          $293          $315          $335          $357          
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
No Harmonization - 50th percentile 146$          138$          221$          252$          368$          478$          609$          718$          807$          876$          
Full Harmonization - 50th percentile 146$          138$          107$          117$          93$            79$            71$            60$            57$            52$            
No Harmonization - 95th percentile 146$          138$          253$          892$          1,323$       1,796$       2,173$       2,560$       2,865$       3,113$       
Full Harmonization - 95th percentile 146$          138$          213$          236$          255$          273$          293$          315$          335$          357$          


Scenario 2:  100% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) ($M)
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Scenario 2:  100% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Costs -- No Harmonization ($M)


$0


$100


$200


$300


$400


$500


$600


$700


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $156          $146          $118          $57            $50            $50            $49            $48            $48            $35            
5th $156          $123          $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $156          $137          $41            $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
50th $156          $146          $118          $60            $80            $90            $96            $95            $83            $47            
75th $156          $154          $139          $94            $127          $155          $204          $258          $324          $247          
95th $156          $167          $170          $148          $205          $251          $321          $399          $490          $424          
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Scenario 2:  100% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Cost -- Full Harmonization ($M)


$0


$100


$200


$300


$400


$500


$600


$700


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $156          $226          $181          $174          $167          $59            $56            $49            $43            $32            
5th $156          $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $156          $175          $21            $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
50th $156          $229          $190          $189          $184          $157          $88            $0              $0              $0              
75th $156          $318          $327          $329          $333          $323          $315          $306          $285          $258          
95th $156          $533          $554          $591          $603          $603          $621          $621          $610          $556          
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
No Harmonization - 50th percentile 156$          146$          118$          60$            80$            90$            96$            95$            83$            47$            
Full Harmonization - 50th percentile 156$          229$          190$          189$          184$          157$          88$            -$          -$          -$          
No Harmonization - 95th percentile 156$          167$          170$          148$          205$          251$          321$          399$          490$          424$          
Full Harmonization - 95th percentile 156$          533$          554$          591$          603$          603$          621$          621$          610$          556$          


Scenario 2:  100% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Cost ($M)
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Scenario 3:  120% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) -- No Harmonization ($M)


$0


$1,000


$2,000


$3,000


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


  
Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $175          $188          $202          $217          $234          $251          $270          $290          $312          $336          
5th $175          $188          $202          $217          $164          $130          $91            $53            $9              $0              
25th $175          $188          $202          $217          $234          $251          $270          $290          $312          $336          
50th $175          $188          $202          $217          $234          $251          $270          $334          $448          $559          
75th $175          $188          $202          $217          $395          $588          $760          $909          $1,104       $1,247       
95th $175          $188          $202          $716          $1,055       $1,431       $1,733       $2,100       $2,434       $2,719       
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Scenario 3:  120% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) -- Full Harmonization ($M)


$0


$1,000


$2,000


$3,000


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 
Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $175          $188          $203          $219          $237          $256          $276          $299          $322          $348          
5th $175          $188          $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $175          $188          $166          $93            $71            $52            $46            $38            $32            $25            
50th $175          $188          $196          $201          $203          $192          $173          $153          $139          $132          
75th $175          $188          $211          $228          $243          $259          $275          $289          $305          $321          
95th $175          $188          $233          $261          $289          $319          $354          $392          $429          $471          
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
No Harmonization - 50th percentile 175$          188$          202$          217$          234$          251$          270$          334$          448$          559$          
Full Harmonization - 50th percentile 175$          188$          196$          201$          203$          192$          173$          153$          139$          132$          
No Harmonization - 95th percentile 175$          188$          202$          716$          1,055$       1,431$       1,733$       2,100$       2,434$       2,719$       
Full Harmonization - 95th percentile 175$          188$          233$          261$          289$          319$          354$          392$          429$          471$          


Scenario 3:  120% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) ($M)
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Scenario 3:  120% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Cost -- No Harmonization ($M)


$0


$100


$200


$300


$400
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$600


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
5th $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
50th $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
75th $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $94            $111          $125          $137          $152          
95th $0              $0              $0              $110          $155          $198          $231          $262          $285          $319          
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Scenario 3:  120% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Cost -- Full Harmonization ($M)
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 
Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
5th $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
50th $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
75th $0              $0              $157          $175          $213          $212          $214          $216          $208          $195          
95th $0              $335          $421          $467          $494          $499          $528          $537          $543          $504          
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
No Harmonization - 50th percentile -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          
Full Harmonization - 50th percentile -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          -$          
No Harmonization - 95th percentile -$          -$          -$          110$          155$          198$          231$          262$          285$          319$          
Full Harmonization - 95th percentile -$          335$          421$          467$          494$          499$          528$          537$          543$          504$          


Scenario 3:  120% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Cost ($M)
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Scenario 4:  80% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) -- No Harmonization ($M)


$0


$1,000


$2,000


$3,000


$4,000


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $117          $158          $471          $579          $812          $996          $1,147       $1,019       $669          $535          
5th $117          $158          $305          $216          $208          $201          $178          $60            $0              $0              
25th $117          $158          $410          $442          $562          $618          $642          $597          $491          $298          
50th $117          $158          $476          $585          $799          $977          $1,115       $1,156       $1,116       $1,016       
75th $117          $158          $565          $775          $1,122       $1,426       $1,688       $1,848       $1,895       $1,870       
95th $117          $158          $646          $1,130       $1,725       $2,311       $2,783       $3,095       $3,300       $3,331       
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Sceanrio 4:  80% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) -- Full Harmonization ($M)
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$1,000


$2,000


$3,000


$4,000


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $117          $158          $307          $275          $231          $181          $126          $36            $0              $0              
5th $117          $158          $227          $136          $34            $8              $1              $0              $0              $0              
25th $117          $158          $276          $232          $157          $106          $62            $40            $18            $11            
50th $117          $158          $304          $270          $212          $165          $118          $93            $81            $76            
75th $117          $158          $331          $305          $263          $227          $206          $200          $201          $198          
95th $117          $158          $374          $365          $381          $398          $411          $416          $435          $465          
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
No Harmonization - 50th percentile 117$          158$          476$          585$          799$          977$          1,115$       1,156$       1,116$       1,016$       
Full Harmonization - 50th percentile 117$          158$          304$          270$          212$          165$          118$          93$            81$            76$            
No Harmonization - 95th percentile 117$          158$          646$          1,130$       1,725$       2,311$       2,783$       3,095$       3,300$       3,331$       
Full Harmonization - 95th percentile 117$          158$          374$          365$          381$          398$          411$          416$          435$          465$          


Scenario 4:  80% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
Prepayment Credit (BOY) ($M)
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Scenario 4:  80% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Cost -- No Harmonization ($M)
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$900


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 
Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $279          $270          $244          $100          $147          $175          $286          $423          $231          $34            
5th $279          $251          $199          $20            $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $279          $263          $226          $70            $103          $119          $193          $19            $0              $0              
50th $279          $270          $244          $101          $149          $179          $293          $432          $297          $105          
75th $279          $277          $262          $131          $194          $240          $367          $519          $734          $455          
95th $279          $288          $289          $177          $262          $324          $466          $636          $867          $618          
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Scenario 4:  80% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Cost -- Full Harmonization ($M)
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$900


2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


5th-25th percentile 25th-50th 50th-75th 75th-95th Deterministic


 Percentile 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deterministic $279          $431          $372          $351          $335          $316          $211          $49            $43            $32            
5th $279          $228          $177          $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              $0              
25th $279          $372          $295          $263          $211          $19            $0              $0              $0              $0              
50th $279          $437          $378          $360          $346          $316          $243          $155          $76            $0              
75th $279          $526          $488          $481          $482          $468          $442          $403          $302          $278          
95th $279          $691          $710          $738          $746          $743          $750          $722          $601          $560          
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
No Harmonization - 50th percentile 279$          270$          244$          101$          149$          179$          293$          432$          297$          105$          
Full Harmonization - 50th percentile 279$          437$          378$          360$          346$          316$          243$          155$          76$            -$          
No Harmonization - 95th percentile 279$          288$          289$          177$          262$          324$          466$          636$          867$          618$          
Full Harmonization - 95th percentile 279$          691$          710$          738$          746$          743$          750$          722$          601$          560$          


Scenario 4:  80% Funded, 3% Prepayment Credit
CAS Assignable Cost ($M)
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APPENDIX C 
SURVEY OF GOVERNMENT CONTRACTOR ASSUMPTIONS 


 







 


 


Watson Wyatt Government Contractor Assumptions Survey
August 2007


Company


ERISA 
Valuation 


Rate


CAS 
Valuation 


Rate
FAS Discount 


Rate


FAS 
Expected 
Return on 


Assets


Asset Return 
Assumption Used 
for CAS Forward 


Pricing


Basis for Asset Return 
Assumption Used for 
CAS Forward Pricing


Are there 
existing 


Prepayment 
Credits?


Comments on difference between PPA funding and CAS costs under 
current rules


1 8.25% 8.25% 5.65% 8.75% No
2 7.00% 7.00% 6.10% 8.75% 7.00% CAS valuation rate No Segmented; ERISA/CAS costs not easily comparable
3 8.00% 7.75% weighted 8.00% 7.75% CAS valuation rate No
4 8.00% 8.00% 6.30% 8.50% 8.00% CAS valuation rate Yes Contribution policy not driven by CAS costs; plan in surplus
5 8.00% 8.00% 5.75% 8.00% 8.00% CAS valuation rate Yes PPA minimum required contribution and CAS assignable costs equal $0 in 


next three years
6 7.75% 7.75% 5.95% 8.50% 7.75% CAS valuation rate Yes PPA minimum required contribution equals $0
7 8.50% 8.50% 5.875% 8.50% 8.50% CAS valuation rate Yes Funding requirement exceeds CAS cost by over $0.5B by 2011
8 8.00% 8.00% 6.00% 8.00% Yes
9 8.50% 7.75% 5.90% 8.50% 7.75% CAS valuation rate Yes


10 8.00% 8.00% 5.90% 8.00% 8.00% CAS valuation rate Yes
11 8.00% 8.00% 6.00% 9.00% 8.00% CAS valuation rate Yes
12 8.00% 7.50% 5.80% 8.00% 7.50% CAS valuation rate Yes
13 7.25% 7.25% 6.00% 8.50% 7.25% CAS valuation rate Yes
14 7.50% 7.50% 6.00% 8.50% 7.50% FAS EROA Yes Segmented, contributions driven by CAS costs
15 8.00% 8.00% 6.10% 9.00% 8.00% CAS valuation rate Yes
16 8.50% 7.75% 6.00% 8.25% 7.75% CAS valuation rate Yes Prepayment Credit exists. PPA projection shows $0 contributions required. 


CAS costs would be assignable due to Prepayment Credit.
17 7.50% 7.50% 6.25% 7.50% 7.50% CAS valuation rate Yes Company currently funds more than the minimum.  If Company were to 


contribute the minimum, PPA contributions would exceed CAS cost.
18 7.50% 7.50% 6.00% 8.50% 7.50% CAS valuation rate Yes Funding requirement exceeds CAS cost by over $0.5B by 2011
19 8.25% 8.25% 5.75% 8.25% 8.25% CAS valuation rate Yes Prepayment credit exists. PPA projection shows $0 contributions required. 


CAS costs would be assignable due to Prepayment Credit.


Average (Mean) 7.92% 7.80% 5.96% 8.37% 7.76%
Minimum 7.00% 7.00% 5.65% 7.50% 7.00%
Maximum 8.50% 8.50% 6.30% 9.00% 8.50%
Mode (greatest frequency) 8.00% 8.00% 6.00% 8.50% 8.00% CAS valuation rate Yes
Minimum/Maximum Spread 1.50% 1.50% 0.65% 1.50% 1.50%
Distribution
Under 6% 0 0 8 0 0
At least 6.0% but less than 6.5% 0 0 10 0 0
At least 6.5% but less than 7.0% 0 0 0 0 0
At least 7.0% but less than 7.5% 2 2 0 0 2
At least 7.5% but less than 8.0% 4 8 0 1 8
At least 8.0% but less than 8.5% 10 8 0 7 6
At least 8.5% but less than 9.0% 3 1 0 9 1
9.0% and over 0 0 0 2 0
Total 19 19 18 19 17  








 
 
 
 
 
 
August 9, 2007 
 
 
Cost Accounting Standards Board, ATTN:  Laura Auletta 
Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
725 17th Street, NW 
Room 9013 
Washington, DC  20503 
 
Re:  CAS-2007-02S 
 
This letter represents our response to the Staff Discussion Paper issued on July 3, 2007 
by the Cost Accounting Standards Board pertaining to the harmonization of CAS 412 
and 413 with the Pension Protection Act of 2006.   
 
Background and Fundamental Principles  
 
All of the Cost Accounting Standards reflect the intent to maintain: 
 


(1) equity between the government and its contractors,  
 


(2) uniformity among the contractors in how reimbursable expenses are developed 
and when they are charged to the government, and  
 


(3) a timely match between when the charges attributable to a contract are incurred 
and when they become recoverable.   


 
When the two standards that address pension costs, CAS 412 and 413, were first 
developed in the 1970s and then later revised in 1995, the authors did their best to 
reflect the intent described above.  However, over the last twenty years, the financial 
community, including regulators, investors and accountants, have come to view 
pensions very differently than they had in the 1970s, when ERISA and CAS 412 and 
413 were first promulgated.  In particular, most regulators and legislators, both in the 
United States and abroad, have come to view pension obligations and assets as 
market-driven entities that are preferably measured on an immediate, marked-to-market 
basis.  This view differs greatly from the view held 30 years ago, when the long-term 
nature of the obligation made a “smoothed” view of assets and obligations appear 
preferable.  
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This change in view is attributable, at least in part, to the relatively recent history of 
pension defaults, which demonstrated that a smoothed approach works only if the plan 
sponsor remains viable during the most severe downturns.  Other factors that may have 
contributed to the prevailing market-based view include the fact that the pension assets 
and liabilities have grown significantly over the decades, both in absolute dollars and as 
a proportion of the sponsoring companies’ underlying business base, and a general shift 
toward market-based assessments of many types of intangible, non-fungible assets and 
liabilities. 
 
One result of this change in approach is the passage of the Pension Protection Act 
(PPA) and its requirement that CAS 412 and 413 be “harmonized” with the “minimum 
required contributions” determined in accordance with PPA.  This requirement implies 
that the actuarial approach used to determine pension costs under government 
contracts will become less smoothed and more market-based, which will almost 
inevitably result in a more volatile pattern of pension expense. 
 
Even if the expense does become more volatile, the fundamental principles still apply.  
Equity still needs to be preserved: if the government reimburses a contractor for a 
pension cost, there should never be an opportunity to charge the government again for 
that cost.  Conversely, if the contractor incurs a pension cost and meets the criteria for 
reimbursement, then the cost should be reimbursed.  And if the contractor contributes to 
a pension plan an amount in excess of the reimbursable cost, then the excess amount 
remains attributable to the contractor as a prepayment credit until such time as the 
contractor is reimbursed in future years.    
 
The “harmonization” requirement needs to be addressed within the context of the 
changed attitudes regarding pension liabilities and the resulting expense while still 
maintaining the integrity of the three CAS principles cited above.  
 
Harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 with PPA 
 
As noted in the Staff Discussion Paper, “Section 106 of the PPA instructs the Board to 
harmonize the CAS with the minimum required contribution ...”  Before addressing the 
specific questions posed in the Staff Discussion Paper, it is useful to first comment upon 
the overall goal of “harmonization.”   
 
We begin by reviewing the meaning of the term “harmonization.”  Merriam-Webster’s 
Online Dictionary defines “harmonize” as “to bring into consonance or accord.”  Black’s 
Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, offers the following definition:  
 


harmony.  Agreement or accord; conformity <the decision in Jones is in harmony 
with earlier Supreme Court precedent>. – harmonize, vb. 


 
Based on the preceding, we view the goal of “harmonization” to be this:  pension cost 
under CAS 412 should generally “conform” to the definition and calculation of the PPA 
minimum required contribution.  Given the inherent differences between government 
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contract accounting and minimum funding, however, some differences are inevitable, as 
discussed below.  Nonetheless, our comments are generally predicated on the notion 
that CAS 412 and 413 should be modified to bring the two Standards as close to PPA 
as is feasible. 
 
With that background, we now address each of the questions posed in the Staff 
Discussion Paper.  Our responses follow a common theme and hence are 
interdependent; as such, the responses to individual questions should not be 
considered in isolation. 
 
Question 1. Should the Board apply any revisions to all cost-based contracts and 
other Federal awards that are subject to full CAS coverage, or only to “eligible 
government contractors” as defined in Section 106? 
 
The Board should apply any revisions to all contractors for the following reasons: 
 
a. Conceptually, it would make no sense to have two different sets of pension 


accounting rules apply to contractors based on size.  Such a program would be 
confusing to contractors and government personnel alike. 
 


b. Two sets of rules could lead to unintentional negative consequences for the 
contracting parties.  For example, consider a competition between a small and large 
contractor competing for the same contract; if each was subject to different versions 
of CAS 412 and 413, the resulting differences in pension costs could skew the result 
of the competition. 
 


c. One set of pension rules would better meet the Board’s stated goal of achieving 
uniform accounting practices among contractors.   
 


d. Contractors who barely meet or barely miss the sales and/or business thresholds 
under Section 106 of PPA could move in and out of “eligible government contractor” 
status due to periodic swings in their government contracting business activities; in 
such cases it would be difficult or impossible to monitor compliance.  Likewise, 
acquisitions or divestitures could result in changes in status as an “eligible 
government contractor” as the test is formulaic in nature. 


 
Question 2. Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the 
Congressional intent of the PPA to protect retirement security, to strengthen 
funding and ensure PBGC solvency? 
 
At the outset, even a cursory review of the fundamental differences between the current 
CAS and new PPA rules reveals that important and fundamental differences are present 
between the two sets of rules.  In addition, we believe that Congress has expressed its 
intent to “protect retirement security, to strengthen funding and ensure PBGC solvency” 
through the provisions of PPA generally; Section 106 of PPA appears unrelated to these 
matters.  Rather, the purpose of Section 106 seems quite clear – it is to provide equity 
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to government contractors by ensuring they are not required to make cash contributions 
that far exceed the amounts of pension costs that can be allocated to their government 
contracts. 
 
That said, we infer that the real question being posed here is this:  are the current CAS 
412 and 413 already “harmonized” with PPA so that revisions to the Standards are not 
needed?  If that is indeed the question, the answer is “no,” they are not currently in 
harmony.  We note that the statue explicitly states Congress’ intent that revisions to 
CAS 412 and 413 are indeed required to effect “harmonization.”  As the Staff 
Discussion Paper notes: 
 


In Section 106, Congress instructs the Board to: 
 


“ * * * review and revise sections 412 and 413 of the Cost Accounting 
Standards * * * to harmonize the minimum required contribution * * * of eligible 
government contractor plans and government reimbursable pension plan costs 
not later than January 1, 2010.” [emphasis added] 


 
If Congress believed there was a chance that the present CAS were in harmony with 
PPA, it presumably would not have directed the Board to make revisions, but rather 
would have instructed the Board to determine if any revisions were necessary.   
 
Question 3. Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the relationship of the 
PPA minimum required contribution and the contract cost determined in 
accordance with CAS 412 and 413? 
 
CAS harmonization should be focused on determining the annual cost under CAS 412 
and 413 in a manner that meets both the letter and the spirit of Section 106 of PPA.  
The Board that promulgated the original version of CAS 412 in 1975 drew heavily on the 
minimum funding provisions of ERISA, thereby ensuring that contractors could generally 
recover the full amount of their pension contributions.  That same principle – where 
contractors that fund their pension plans at the minimum required contribution level 
should neither gain nor lose from a cash flow perspective – should result from a 
harmonized version of CAS 412 and 413. 
 
    (a) Do the measurement and assignment provisions of the current CAS 412 and 
413 result in a contractor incurring a penalty under ERISA in order to receive full 
reimbursement of CAS computed pension costs under Government contracts? 
 
We are not clear exactly what the Board is asking in this question.  Certainly, the current 
version of CAS 412 and 413 can result in substantial cash flow problems for 
contractors, because minimum funding requirements frequently exceed pension costs 
determined under CAS 412 and 413, and this condition would be exacerbated under 
PPA in the absence of CAS harmonization.  Whether this would be considered a 
“penalty under ERISA” is not clear, however.  Current CAS 412 and 413 do not require 
funding in excess of maximum deductible limits, thereby protecting contractors against 
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the imposition of excise taxes.  We believe that similar provisions should be 
incorporated into the harmonized CAS 412 and 413. 
 
    (b) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise CAS 412 and 413 to 
harmonize with the contribution range defined by the minimum required 
contribution and the tax-deductible maximum contribution? 
 
We first note that Section 106 of PPA mandates CAS Board harmonization with only the 
minimum contribution; accordingly, a focus on the maximum deductible amount seems 
unwarranted.  From a practical perspective, if the Board concurs with the 
recommendations presented in this letter, we believe that it would be unnecessary to 
include a range other than that included in the present CAS 412 and 413 (i.e., that CAS 
pension costs can neither be less than zero nor more than the sum of the maximum 
deductible amount and prepayment credits).  Assuming the Board retains the current 
requirement that CAS pension costs be funded, however, we recommend that the range 
cited in the prior sentence and the current “assignable cost credit” and “assignable cost 
deficit” methodology be retained. 
 
    (c) To what extent, if any, should ERISA credit balances (carryover and 
prefunding balances) be considered in revising CAS 412 and 413? 
 
In our view, ERISA credit balances, which represent cumulative funding in excess of 
ERISA minimum contributions, represent an aspect of PPA that should not be 
harmonized with CAS 412 and 413.  Instead, CAS prepayment credits should be treated 
under CAS 412 and 413 in a manner similar in some ways to the treatment ERISA 
credit balances receive under PPA.  For example, the present CAS 412 and 413 rule 
that requires prepayment credits to be applied to reduce assets, which is similar to the 
treatment required under ERISA, should be retained.  To be clear, if the total assets for 
a plan were $1,000, and CAS prepayment credits were $100, the asset value used for 
CAS purposes would be $900.   
 
At the same time, however, there are fundamental differences between ERISA credit 
balances and CAS prepayment credits.  When ERISA was enacted, Congress intended 
pension plans to become adequately funded over a period of several years, and was 
less focused on the year-to-year variability in funded status.  Accordingly, Congress 
provided plan sponsors with funding flexibility – by funding more than the minimum 
amount in one year, a credit balance would be created that would permit the sponsors 
to pay less than the minimum in another year.   
 
The type of flexibility that was originally provided for ERISA minimum funding purposes 
– where contractors could exercise discretion over the amount of their contributions for 
a year – would be inappropriate for government contracting purposes (that is because 
this type of control would contradict the CAS Board’s goal of “consistency” in cost 
accounting practices).  In addition, prepayment credits represent amounts that a 
government contractor has contributed to a plan but has not yet allocated to 
government contracts as a pension cost.   
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For these reasons, prepayment credits should remain available to fund CAS pension 
costs but should not comprise an element of those costs.  Stated differently, CAS 
pension costs should equal the sum of (1) normal costs (such as the “target normal 
cost” under PPA), plus (2) amortization payments (such as the “shortfall amortization 
charge” under PPA), plus (3) appropriate interest adjustments; prepayment credits 
should not be applied to reduce the amount of the measured and assigned CAS cost.   
 
    (d) To what extent, if any, should revisions to CAS be based on the 
measurement and assignment methods of the PPA? 
 
To meet Congress’ goal of harmonization, as well as to minimize ongoing actuarial fees 
and the potential for disputes, we believe that the revised CAS should utilize the 
actuarial “building blocks” of PPA.  For example, the PPA “funding target” should 
replace the current “actuarial accrued liability” and the “target normal cost” should be 
used in lieu of the present “normal cost.” 
 
    (i) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS based on rules 
established to implement tax policy? 
 
As was the case with our response to question 3(a) above, it is not clear to us exactly 
what this question means.  Because it is our understanding that the Board is revising 
CAS 412 and 413 solely to meet the “harmonization” requirements of Section 106 of 
PPA, it does not seem necessary for the Board to consider such a broad question at 
this juncture.   
 
    (ii) To what extent, if any, should the Board consider concerns with the 
solvency of either the pension plan, or the PBGC? 
 
As was the case in the immediately preceding point, the question posed appears to be 
beyond the mandate of the Board.  The requirements of PPA generally represent 
Congressional intent with respect to the solvency of pension plans as well as the PBGC.  
In our view, the Board need only be concerned with the requirements of Section 106 of 
PPA, which focuses on restoring balance between the PPA minimum contribution and 
pension costs under CAS 412 and 413. 
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Question 4. (a) Accounting Basis. For Government contract costing purposes, 
should the Board (i) Retain the current “going concern” basis for the 
measurement and assignment of the contract cost for the period, or (ii) revise 
CAS 412 and 413 to measure and assign the period cost on the liquidation or 
settlement cost basis of accounting? 
 
Before addressing this question, we first note that the Board seems to mischaracterize 
PPA.  Specifically, the PPA approach to ongoing minimum funding is not a “liquidation 
or settlement” approach.  Although PPA contains many requirements that differ from the 
historical approach to “going concern” accounting (as embodied in the present CAS 412 
and 413), and although some aspects of minimum funding calculations under PPA bear 
similarities to liquidation/settlement methodology, PPA nonetheless contains many 
attributes of ongoing accounting.1  We further note that the question as posed would 
suggest that the continuing evolution in “going concern” financial accounting would 
constitute a “liquidation or settlement” basis which, as a matter of logic, cannot be the 
case.2 
 
With that background, PPA has redefined the meaning of “going concern” minimum 
funding requirements under ERISA.  In our view, it would be absurd for the Board to be 
the only regulatory body requiring the use of “old” actuarial methodology.  For example, 
actuarial software would be required to produce liabilities under methods that would 
apply for CAS purposes only; system maintenance and training for the relatively small 
base of contractors sponsoring defined benefit plans would be expensive and the 
chance for errors would be high.  Audits would become more contentious, as 
government experts would share many of the same challenges that would face 
contractors’ actuaries.  Disputes would be inevitable because accepted industry norms 
(based on surveys conducted by actuarial firms) of “old style” actuarial assumptions 
would no longer exist, and the actuarial assumptions in question would be made for 
CAS purposes only.  The resulting cost and frustration could well encourage contractors 
to exit the defined benefit system.   
 
In summary, it is our view that the Board should adopt the new “going concern” 
paradigm defined by PPA in developing revisions to CAS 412 and 413.  For better or for 
worse, the world (i.e., Congress, the FAS Board and international accounting bodies) 
has adopted a new concept of determining pension costs for a “going concern”; it would 
be ill-advised for the CAS Board to decline to do likewise. 
 


                                                           
1  For example, PPA requires amortization of plan amendments, gains and losses, etc.; under 


settlement accounting, all such factors are recognized immediately.  Similarly, PPA permits asset 
smoothing; for settlement purposes, market values must be used. 


 
2  We recognize that many defined benefit practitioners believe that the recent changes in minimum 


funding and financial accounting requirements are ill-advised.  Any such concerns, however, are 
irrelevant to the task at hand because the new approaches to minimum funding and financial 
accounting represent fundamental “givens” in today’s business world. 
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    (b) Actuarial Assumptions. For contract cost measurement, should the Board 
(i) Continue to utilize the current CAS requirements which incorporate the 
contractor's long-term best estimates of anticipated experience under the plan, or 
(ii) revise the CAS to include the PPA minimum required contribution criteria, 
which include interest rates based on current corporate bond yields, no 
recognition of future period salary growth, and use of a mortality table 
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury? 
 
The Board, in adopting the PPA “building blocks” as described above, should 
simultaneously embrace the PPA actuarial assumptions.  Specifically, the assumptions 
used by a contractor for ERISA purposes should be mandatory for CAS purposes.  We 
note that this approach will ensure a far greater degree of uniformity than has existed 
under either of the prior versions of CAS 412 and 413. 
 
    (c) Specific Assumptions. Please comment on the following specific  
assumptions: 
    (i) Interest Rate: (1) For measuring the pension obligation, what basis for 
setting interest rate assumptions would best achieve uniformity and/or the 
matching of costs to benefits earned over the working career of plan 
participants?  
 
As stated in our response to question 4(b), the PPA interest rates should also be used 
for CAS purposes.   
 
 (2) To what extent, if any, should the interest rate assumption reflect the 
contractor's investment policy and the investment mix of the pension fund? 
 
Consistent with our response to question 4(b), the interest rate assumption would be set 
in accordance with PPA and there would be no need to consider the present investment 
policy and/or mix. 
 
    (ii) Salary Increases: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS 
exclude, permit or require recognition of future period salary increases? 
 
As stated in our response to question 4(b), the PPA assumptions should also be used 
for CAS purposes.  Consistent with the PPA, salary increases would not be permitted 
other than the one-year projection required for the PPA “target normal cost“ as well as 
the determination of the maximum deductible contribution under PPA which, as 
discussed in our response to question 3(b), should continue to be utilized in determining 
the maximum amount of assignable CAS cost. 
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    (iii) Mortality: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, 
permit, or require use of a (1) Standardized mortality table, (2) company-specific 
mortality table, or (3) mortality table that reflects plan-specific or segment-
specific experience? 
 
As stated in our response to question 4(b), the mortality table adopted for PPA 
purposes would also be used for CAS purposes.  Thus, CAS 412 and 413 would not be 
required to deal with mortality assumptions, but rather would incorporate the minor 
degree of flexibility provided for by PPA. 
 
    (d) Period Assignment (Amortization). For contract cost measurement, should 
the Board (i) Retain the current amortization provisions allowing amortization 
over 10 to 30 years (15 years for experience gains and losses), (ii) expand the 
range to 7 to 30 years for all sources including experience gains and losses, (iii) 
adopt a fixed 7 year period consistent with the PPA minimum required 
contribution computation, or (iv) adopt some other amortization provision? 
 
It is difficult to understand how Congress direction to “harmonize” CAS 412 and 413 
with PPA would be served by utilizing any amortization period other than the 7 year 
period contained in PPA; for this reason, we recommend that 7 year amortization be 
extended to CAS purposes.  By eliminating discretion, this approach would also help the 
Board attain increased uniformity.  (In addition, please note the additional 
amortization/smoothing proposal discussed in our response to question 7(a)(i) below). 
 
    (e) Asset Valuation. (i) For contract cost measurement, should the Board 
restrict the corridor of acceptable actuarial asset values to the range specified in 
the PPA (90% to 110% of the market value)? 
 
Yes.  Consistent with the principles described above, we recommend that the total 
actuarial asset value for a plan (prior to adjustment for credit balances and 
prepayments) be identical for CAS and PPA purposes. 
 
    (ii) For contract cost measurement, should the Board adopt the PPA's two year 
averaging period for asset smoothing? 
 
Yes.  As stated in our response to question 5(e)(i), we recommend that the total 
actuarial asset value for a plan (prior to adjustment for credit balances and 
prepayments) be the same for CAS and PPA purposes. 
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Question 5. To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS to include 
special funding rules for “at risk” plans? 
 
In directing harmonization of CAS with PPA minimum funding requirements, Congress 
made no distinction between plans that are “at risk” versus those that are not.  
Accordingly, under the “building block” approach, no special requirements would be 
required for “at risk” plans under CAS (also see our comments on curtailments in our 
response to question 8(b)).  As would be the case generally under our proposal, the 
“building blocks” used under PPA would also be used for CAS purposes, regardless of 
whether the plan is “at risk” or not.   
 
Question 6. (a) To what extent, if any, should the measurement and assignment 
provisions of CAS 412 and 413 be revised to address contractor cash flow 
issues? 
 
It is our understanding that the purpose of Section 106 of PPA was to provide cash flow 
relief to government contractors.  Specifically, the goal of harmonization is to minimize 
the extent of negative cash flow that contractors would suffer due to PPA minimum 
funding requirements exceeding assignable costs under the current CAS 412 and 413.  
 
Under our proposal, no special provisions would be required in CAS 412 and 413 to 
deal with contractor cash flow issues; instead, the recommended symmetry between 
PPA and CAS, coupled with the predictability provisions in our response to question 
7(a)(i), should sufficiently resolve contractor cash flow concerns in a reasonable and 
equitable manner. 
 
    (b) To what extent, if any, do the current prepayment provisions mitigate 
contractor cash flow concerns? 
 
In concept, the current prepayment provisions mitigate cash flow concerns in that cash 
flow shortfalls are presumably temporary rather than permanent.  The problem with the 
current rules, however, is that “temporary” could mean many years or even decades.  
For many contractors, such a definition of “temporary” is barely distinguishable from 
“permanent.” 
 
    (c) To what extent, if any, should the prepayment credit provision be revised to 
address the issue of potential negative cash flow? 
 
Conceptually, no revisions to the current prepayment provisions would be needed under 
our proposal (notwithstanding, a technical point concerning interest on prepayment 
credits is discussed below in our response to question 9(a)). 
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Question 7. (a)(i) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA 
provisions impact the volatility of cost projections? (ii) Are there ways to mitigate 
this impact? Please explain. 
 
At the outset, it is important for the Board to distinguish between volatility and 
predictability, and to identify the precise problems that can result.  Due to the marked-
to-market nature of PPA, with the attendant reduction in smoothing versus the 
traditional ERISA or CAS rules, it is likely that more volatility will exist in the resulting 
calculations.  However, as explained below, it is our experience that the primary 
problem in practice over the last few decades has concerned predictability and the 
consequent impact on negotiated fixed price contracts.  Given the nature of PPA, and 
assuming that funding of pension costs will continue to be required under CAS, we 
believe that it will be difficult to address this issue through traditional means of 
smoothing pension costs.  However, a new CAS accounting concept – essentially a 
“pension cost stabilization account” – might yield a result that could satisfy the interests 
of both parties.  The concept is most easily illustrated through a numerical example.   
 
Suppose a contractor forecasts that its CAS pension costs will annually fluctuate 
between $0 and $100.  Such a result is clearly volatile.  However, further suppose that 
the contractor is able to accurately forecast its pension costs so that the amount of 
actual pension costs allocated to negotiated fixed price contracts is always equal to the 
amount that was forecast through the forward pricing process.  Although volatile, this 
hypothetical contractor’s pension cost would be predictable.  As such, the amount of 
pension costs actually allocated to all negotiated government contracts would be in line 
with expectations, and neither contracting party would gain any advantage due to the 
volatility.  In practice, however, it is the unexpected differences between actual and 
forecasted pension costs that yield what either party might view to be a windfall or 
shortfall on fixed price contracts. 
 
To address this, we propose a two-pronged approach to pension costs.  The first would, 
consistent with historical practice, govern the measurement, assignment and allocation 
of pension costs.  We acknowledge that our proposal to utilize PPA “building blocks” for 
the revised CAS 412 and 413 would likely result in pension costs that are more difficult 
to predict.  Accordingly, the second aspect of our proposal – the “pension cost 
stabilization account” mentioned above – is designed solely to address the predictability 
problem.  In general, we recommend that CAS 412 and 413 permit the parties to identify 
the difference between actual and forecasted pension costs for a year, and to amortize 
the portion of that difference associated with negotiated fixed price contracts over some 
reasonable period.   
 
Again, an example helps to illustrate the concept.  Suppose pension cost for a year is 
forecasted to be $100 but, due to favorable investment performance, is actually only 
$80.  Consistent with long-established principles, the $80 in cost would be assigned to 
the period and, if funded, would be allocated to cost objectives.  In addition, assume 
50% of the $80 pension cost (i.e., $40) is allocated to negotiated fixed price contracts.  
Although it is impossible to determine the amount of pension costs actually embedded 
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in the price of a fixed price contract, assume that 50% of the $100 forecast (i.e., $50) 
was included in the fixed prices.  Under this admittedly simplified view of fixed price 
contracts, the contractor would have recovered $10 more than expected (i.e., expected 
costs of $50 minus actual costs of $40).  Because this differential does not represent an 
element of CAS pension cost, and has not been contributed to the pension fund, it 
would be available to be returned to the government through reductions in the price of 
future negotiated fixed price contracts as explained below.  Note that our proposal 
applies equally if costs were higher than expected (i.e., if pension costs were actually 
$120 versus the $100 forecast, the contractor would be entitled to increased recovery of 
50% of the $20 difference, or $10, again through future negotiated fixed price contracts 
as explained below). 
 
Once the impact of unpredictable differences between actual and forecasted costs has 
been identified for fixed price contracts, we propose that the differences (which would 
be accumulated in a “pension cost stabilization account”) be amortized over a suitable 
period of years.  For example, the $10 differential described in the preceding paragraph 
might be returned to the government (or recovered by the contractor, depending upon 
whether forecasted pension costs were too high or too low) through annual pension 
forecast credits equating to a $2 impact on the prices of negotiated fixed price contracts 
for each of the next 5 years.  By amortizing these charges and credits over a period of 
years, the net amount of charge or credit will tend to be smooth, and favorable and 
unfavorable experience will tend to offset, thereby enhancing predictability of overall 
pension costs.  This same type of approach could also be used to address the 
disposition of a business unit or other segment closing that might require an equitable 
distribution of any unliquidated “pension cost stabilization account” balances then 
remaining. 
 
We recognize that this concept requires further investigation and modeling.  We also 
note that the revised CAS 412 and 413 may require additional direction to enhance 
uniformity and consistency in pension cost forward pricing practices.  Notwithstanding, 
this approach has the twin advantages of (1) permitting the Board to adopt a simplified 
version of CAS 412 and 413 that, by relying on the PPA “building blocks,” would be 
equitable as well as easy to administer and audit and (2) introducing a fair and auditable 
approach to correcting for the unexpected fluctuations in pension costs. 
 
In addition to the predictability issue, at the time any revisions to the CAS become 
effective, there will obviously be some differences between cost that had been 
previously forecasted under the current CAS and the revised cost that reflects any 
changes to the CAS.  These differences will comprise another element of previously 
unpredicted cost variation.  This would suggest that there should be a mechanism 
similar to the smoothing concept outlined above to deal with this transitional situation.   
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    (b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS assignable cost limitation be revised 
as part of the efforts to harmonize the CAS with the PPA? 
 
Other than utilizing the PPA “building blocks,” the assignable cost limitation does not 
require modification. 
 
    (c) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address negative 
pension costs in the context of cost volatility? 
 
Under our proposal, and consistent with current CAS 412, CAS pension costs would be 
required to be funded; as such, those costs should not be permitted to be below zero 
(because, once funded, the contractor would be unable to make a refund under present 
pension law).  Note that the second aspect of our proposed methodology as described 
in our response to question 7(a) above (i.e., the charge or credit resulting from 
variances between actual and forecasted pension costs) could be negative (i.e., could 
result in a credit to the government). 
 
Question 8. (a) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA 
provisions affect the measurement of a segment closing adjustment in 
accordance with CAS 413.50(c)(12)? 
 
As is the case with our proposal generally, we believe that the PPA “building blocks” 
would apply.  Consistent with this approach, the PPA “funding target” would be used as 
the segment closing liability under CAS 413.50(c)(12).  We further note that any other 
result would be inconsistent with a harmonized version of CAS.  Specifically, assume a 
contractor’s experience always tracked its actuarial assumptions; this would result in 
assets at the time of segment closing that would equal the PPA “funding target.”  In 
such a case, it seems clear that the segment closing adjustment should be zero, 
because everything worked out exactly as expected.  In the absence of a plan 
termination (in which case the cost of annuities and lump sum payments should be used 
as the measure of liabilities), the use of any measure of liability other than the PPA 
“funding target” at the time of a segment closing would make no sense.   
 
In addition, please note our comments at the end of our response to Question 7(a), 
 
    (b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS 413 criteria for a curtailment of 
benefits be modified to address the PPA mandatory cessation of benefit accruals 
for an “at risk” plan? 
 
Because a “curtailment” under current CAS 413 represents neither the termination of 
the pension plan nor the termination of the contracting relationship, we recommend that 
the one-time settling up now required in connection with a curtailment be eliminated.  In 
this manner, annual CAS pension costs would continue to be measured, assigned and 
allocated for curtailed plans.   At a minimum, the PPA mandatory cessation of benefit 
accruals for “at risk” plans should be exempted from “curtailment” accounting. 
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Question 9. (a) Prepayment Credits. Should prepayment credits be adjusted 
based on the CAS valuation rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension 
fund's actual “return on plan assets” for the period? 
 
Consistent with our general recommendations, we believe that the PPA “actual return” 
methodology should apply to prepayment credits subsequent to the effective date of the 
revised CAS.  This approach will be less susceptible to error and would result in greater 
harmony between CAS and PPA. 
 
    (b) Contributions Made After End of Plan Year. Should the interest adjustment 
for contributions made after the end of the plan year be computed as if the 
deposit was made on the last day of the plan year or on the actual deposit as now 
required by the PPA? 
 
Consistent with our general recommendations, we believe that interest adjustments on 
CAS pension costs should be computed based on the actual deposit dates.  This 
approach will be less susceptible to error and will facilitate audits by ensuring symmetry 
between PPA and CAS amortization amounts.  This will also resolve the present 
inconsistency between the views of CMS (which presumes that contributions made after 
the end of a plan year be treated as if made on the last day of the year) and DCAA 
(which determines the difference between actual funding dates and FAR scheduled 
dates, even if after the end of the year; see DCAA Contract Audit Manual 7.605.2d.(2)). 
 
    (c) Collectively Bargained Benefits. (i) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be 
revised to address the PPA provision that allows the recognition of established 
patterns of collectively bargained benefits? 
 
We urge the Board to adopt the treatment accorded under PPA.   
 
    (ii) Are there criteria that should be considered in determining what constitutes 
an established pattern of such changes? 
 
We urge the Board to adopt the treatment accorded under PPA.   
 
Question 10. The Board would be very interested in obtaining the results of any 
studies or surveys that examine the pension cost determined in accordance with 
the CAS and the PPA minimum required contributions and maximum tax-
deductible contribution. 
 
We agree that this analysis should be an important aspect of developing revisions to 
CAS 412 and 413.  To accomplish this goal, we recommend that the Board tentatively 
resolve the major issues affecting harmonization in its deliberations prior to publishing 
an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking.  By narrowing the range of possibilities, it 
will be much easier for industry to model the consequences associated with proposed 
revisions and thereby provide the Board with actionable information.  Although we 
understand the need for a rapid promulgation process in order to meet the effective 
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dates imposed by Section 106 of PPA, sufficient time will be needed to complete a 
robust modeling effort.  For this reason, once the Board publishes its initial thoughts on 
harmonization, we recommend an extended comment period (i.e., at least 120 days) to 
allow industry sufficient time to digest the proposed approach, undertake modeling, 
analyze the results of the modeling, and provide suitable feedback to the Board. 
 
Question 11. In light of the changes to the PPA, should the Board consider 
including specific requirements in CAS 412 and 413 regarding the records 
required to support the contractor's proposed and/or claimed pension cost? 
 
We are not clear what information the Board is seeking here.  In particular, we are not 
sure what additional recordkeeping requirements might be prompted by CAS 
harmonization.   
 


*  *  * 
 
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Staff Discussion Paper.  Although we 
have listed our organizational affiliations and contact information, please note that we 
are making our response as individuals.  As such, this response does not necessarily 
represent the views of our employers. 
 
 
 
Julie A. Curtis, FSA Elliott M. Friedman, FSA 
The Boeing Company Lockheed Martin Corporation 
(206) 544-1220 (301) 214-3906  
julie.a.curtis@boeing.com elliott.m.friedman@lmco.com 
 
 
Tai-Ann Diane Ma, ASA John B. McQuade, FSA 
Northrop Grumman Corporation Pine Cliff Consulting Inc. 
(310) 201-3377 (508) 620-4778 
tai-ann.ma@ngc.com  john.mcquade@pinecliffconsulting.com 
 
 
Joel I. Rich, FSA Deborah A. Tully, FSA 
Sibson Consulting Raytheon Company 
(212) 251-5261 (781) 522-5080 
jrich@sibson.com deborah_tully@raytheon.com 
 
 
 








  


 


Northrop Grumman Corporation 
1840 Century Park East 
Los Angeles, CA 90067-2199 
Telephone 310-201-3140 


  
 
September 4, 2007  
 
Cost Accounting Standards Board 
Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
725 17th Street, N.W. Room 9013 
Washington, D.C. 20503 
 
Subject:   Comments on Staff Discussion Paper Regarding Harmonization of Cost Accounting                       
Standard (CAS) 412 and 413 with the Pension Protection Act of 2006, 72 Fed. Reg. 36508 (July 
3, 2007)    
 
Reference: CAS-2007-02S 
 
Dear Ms Laura Auletta 
 
Northrop Grumman Corporation (NGC) is pleased to offer its comments to the Subject Staff 
Discussion Paper pertaining to CAS Harmonization with the Pension Protection Act (PPA).  
NGC has actively participated in the generation of the comments provided by Independent 
Actuaries and has reviewed the comments provided by the American Bar Association.  NGC 
fully supports the comments outlined in these documents and strongly endorses the conclusion 
that CAS 412 and 413 should be fully harmonized with the PPA.  NGC has also actively 
participated in the generation of the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) comments and 
generally supports the positions contained in this document. 


 
NGC’s support of the harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 with the PPA is based on the principle 
that the pension costs it incurs in compliance with ERISA minimum funding requirements should 
be reimbursed to the Company on a timely basis.  


  
NGC believes it is important for the CAS Board to recognize the serious dilemma presented by 
PPA for the defense industry and the US Government.  Both NGC and the defense industry as 
a whole will face significant cash flow problems should the CAS not be fully harmonized with 
PPA including its minimum pension funding requirements.  Absent full harmonization, these 
negative cash impacts could seriously harm industry and adversely affect a company’s decision 
to continue providing pension benefits to employees.  NGC does not believe such outcomes 
were intended by Congress and highlights the urgent need to harmonize CAS 412 and 413 with 
PPA on a timely basis. NGC believes that expeditious harmonization is even more critical to the 
economic viability of our subcontractors, most of who do not qualify for the deferral of minimum 
funding requirements available to eligible Government contractors. 


  
NGC’s preliminary assessment shows that the budget and potential budget related schedule 
impacts of CAS harmonization will affect literally thousands of its “firm” and “potential” fixed 
price and flexibly priced contracts. Such impacts were not, and are not currently included in the 
business assumptions used in pricing and negotiation of existing and other pre-harmonization 
contracts.  These effects should be strategically managed and thoughtfully considered by the 
CAS Board in its harmonization efforts to avoid negative impacts to the defense industry and 







our US Government customers while at the same time establishing sound cost accounting 
practices. 


 
 To this end, in addition to the response/answers provided by Industry experts to the questions 
in the Staff Discussion Paper, NGC takes this opportunity to emphasize the following additional 
points which it considers key in the harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 with PPA.  


 
Positions NGC would like to emphasize as particularly important pertaining to questions 
raised in the Staff Discussion Paper: 
 


• Full Harmonization at the Conceptual Level NGC urges  the CASB to adopt full 
harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 with respect to the definition and measurement 
requirements of PPA, by adopting the PPA actuarial assumptions for CAS measurement 
purposes.  The adoption of the seven year amortization for cost measurement consistent 
with PPA is, in NGC’s opinion, one of the most critical assumptions of CAS 
harmonization. Further, NGC believes the term “building blocks” as used in the 
Independent Actuaries letter is apt.  The basic rules of “harmonized CAS” should be the 
same concept as for the PPA.  As part of CAS harmonization, consideration must be 
given for transition rules and provisions for smoothing. These provisions will mitigate the 
greatly increased volatility of required funding inherent in PPA and inherent differences 
in plan assets resulting from prepayment credits.  


• Expeditious Rule Making The uncertainty and near term financial impact on companies, 
particularly those which are not “eligible defense contractors” resulting from CAS 
harmonization, are significant, material, and it is critical these impacts be addressed 
now.  As contractors move closer to calendar year 2010, there will be increasing 
pressure from internal and external customers, as well as suppliers to include the 
impacts of CAS harmonization into rates and factors in proposals for contracts having 
performance periods in years beyond calendar year 2010.  Therefore, NGC strongly 
recommends the CAS board expend its best efforts to expedite completion of its 
promulgation efforts for CAS harmonization.  Such expedited actions will mitigate 
potential funding issues for our Government customers and minimize financial issues 
during contract performance.   As previously noted, NGC believes that its 
subcontractors, largely companies that do not qualify as eligible defense contractors, 
should be carefully considered in timing the rulemaking process to ensure viability of the 
defense industry at all levels. 


• “Pension Stabilization Accounts” (as described in the comments provided by the 
Independent Actuaries), We urge the CAS Board to incorporate the concept of the 
“pension cost stabilization account” or a similar process in order to address the issue of 
pension expense predictability on fixed priced contracts in the post CAS harmonization 
environment.  This will be particularly important given the increased volatility inherent in 
any harmonization of CAS 412 / 413 with the PPA. 


• Curtailment of Benefits The CAS Board should consider a curtailment of benefits as a 
plan amendment rather than a segment closing in the situation where the contractor’s 
business and contracts are ongoing.    


• Prepayment Credits NGC believes consideration should be given to enable contractor 
recovery of existing prepayment credits within a reasonable period after CAS 
harmonization. 


 
Other critical issues the CASB should address as part of CAS harmonization not 
specifically identified with the questions outlined in the Staff Discussion Paper:   







 
• Cost Accounting Practice Changes All contractors with defined benefit pension plans will 


be required to change their cost accounting practices as a result of the CAS Board’s 
actions to harmonize CAS 412 and 413 with PPA.  NGC believes that all such cost 
accounting practice changes should be treated as a single and required cost accounting 
practice change with entitlement to equitable adjustment notwithstanding any 
implementation options selected by the CAS Board.  


• “Cost of Money” In the event full and immediate CAS harmonization does not occur, we 
urge the CAS Board implement a factor analogous to cost of money to funded PPA 
costs where they are deferred for CAS purposes.  


  
Due to the potentially material and significant impact CAS harmonization will have on 
contractors and the US Government and the as yet largely undefined scope of the eventual 
harmonization, NGC recommends the CAS Board call a public meeting to discuss the status of 
harmonization and its preliminary assessment of respondent inputs to the Staff Discussion 
Paper prior to issuing any formal findings or proceeding onto its next step in the rulemaking 
process. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions on the above. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 


 
Susan L. Coté 
Vice President,  
Corporate Contracts,  
Pricing & Supply Chain 
 








 


 
Prudential Retirement 
P.O. Box 2975, H18B, 280 Trumbull St.        
Hartford, CT 06103 


 
September 4, 2007 
 
Cost Accounting Standards Board 
Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
725 17th Street, NW 
Room 9013 
Washington, DC  20503 
ATTN:  Laura Auletta 
 
RE:  CAS-2007-02S 
 
Prudential Retirement is pleased to have this opportunity to provide comments regarding the Staff 
Discussion Paper – Harmonization of Cost Accounting Standards 412 and 413 with the Pension 
Protection Act of 2006.  Prudential Retirement provides complete and customized retirement 
solutions for companies, including delivering actuarial consulting services.   
 
Question 1. Should the Board apply any revisions to all cost-based contracts and other Federal 
awards that are subject to full CAS coverage, or only to ``eligible government contractors'' as 
defined in Section 106? 
 
The Board should apply any revisions to all contractors, not only to ``eligible government 
contractors''.  Applying different requirements to contractors based on size would be 
unnecessarily complex. 
  
Question 2. Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the Congressional intent of the 
PPA to protect retirement security, to strengthen funding and ensure PBGC solvency? 
 
No.  As required under Section 106(d) of the Pension Protection Act (PPA), the CAS 412 and 
413 requirements should be revised to harmonize reimbursable pension costs with the 
minimum required contributions.   
 
Question 3. Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the relationship of the PPA minimum 
required contribution and the contract cost determined in accordance with CAS 412 and 413? 
 
Yes.  The harmonization should focus on the relationship of the minimum required 
contribution and the CAS cost since this is the intent of Section 106(d) of the PPA.   
 
    (a) Do the measurement and assignment provisions of the current CAS 412 and 413 result in a 
contractor incurring a penalty under ERISA in order to receive full reimbursement of CAS 
computed pension costs under Government contracts? 
 
Contractors would not incur a “penalty under ERISA”.  However, contractors could incur 
cash flow problems since the PPA minimum required contribution could significantly differ 
from the current CAS cost.   
 
    (b) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise CAS 412 and 413 to harmonize with the 
contribution range defined by the minimum required contribution and the tax-deductible maximum 
contribution? 
 
The current requirement that the CAS cost must neither be less than zero nor exceed the sum 
of the maximum tax-deductible contribution plus prepayment credit should be retained.  Note 
that the PPA has significantly increased the maximum tax-deductible contribution, so the 
CAS cost would rarely be affected by the upper limitation.    
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    (c) To what extent, if any, should ERISA credit balances (carryover and prefunding balances) be 
considered in revising CAS 412 and 413? 
  
ERISA credit balances should not be considered in revising CAS 412 and 413.  ERISA credit 
balances reflect the cumulative funding in excess of the minimum required contribution.  
They do not reflect the historical difference between the minimum required contribution and 
the CAS cost.   
 
CAS prepayment credits and their general application under CAS 412 and 413 should be 
retained.   
 
    (d) To what extent, if any, should revisions to CAS be based on the measurement and assignment 
methods of the PPA? 
  
The CAS revisions should reflect the general measurement and assignment methods of the 
PPA.  This is necessary in order to harmonize the CAS cost with the PPA minimum required 
contribution.    
 
    (i) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS based on rules established to 
implement tax policy? 
 
The primary focus of the revisions should not be to implement tax policy.   
 
    (ii) To what extent, if any, should the Board consider concerns with the solvency of either the 
pension plan, or the PBGC? 
 
The solvency of the pension plan or the PBGC should not be the primary concern of the 
Board.  Rather, the Board’s primary focus should be harmonizing the CAS cost with the PPA 
minimum required contribution.   
 
Question 4. (a) Accounting Basis. For Government contract costing purposes, should the Board (i) 
Retain the current ``going concern'' basis for the measurement and assignment of the contract cost 
for the period, or (ii) revise CAS 412 and 413 to measure and assign the period  
cost on the liquidation or settlement cost basis of accounting? 
  
The Board should retain the current “going concern” basis for measuring and assigning costs 
based on the PPA funding rules.  This basis should be consistent with the methods outlined by 
the PPA provisions, including the use of the unit credit funding method for liability 
measurement and a 7-year amortization of unfunded liability. 
 
Note that we believe the PPA funding rules are, in fact, “going concern” rules.  
  
    (b) Actuarial Assumptions. For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) Continue to 
utilize the current CAS requirements which incorporate the contractor's long-term best estimates of 
anticipated experience under the plan, or (ii) revise the CAS to include the PPA minimum required 
contribution criteria, which include interest rates based on current corporate bond yields, no 
recognition of future period salary growth, and use of a mortality table determined by the Secretary 
of the Treasury? 
 
The CAS should be revised to include the PPA minimum required contribution criteria, as 
this is consistent with the harmonization objectives. 
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    (c) Specific Assumptions. Please comment on the following specific assumptions: 
    (i) Interest Rate: (1) For measuring the pension obligation, what basis for setting interest rate 
assumptions would best achieve uniformity and/or the matching of costs to benefits earned over the 
working career of plan participants? (2) To what extent, if any, should the interest rate assumption 
reflect the contractor's investment policy and the investment mix of the pension fund? 
 
The interest rate basis for CAS cost calculations should be similar to the basis used for PPA 
purposes. 
 
    (ii) Salary Increases: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, permit or 
require recognition of future period salary increases? 
 
Consistent with the PPA, CAS should only recognize salary increases when measuring the 
target normal cost for the current measurement year. 
 
    (iii) Mortality: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, permit, or require 
use of a (1) Standardized mortality table, (2) company-specific mortality table, or (3) mortality 
table that reflects plan-specific or segment-specific experience? 
 
CAS should follow the PPA requirements for selecting a mortality assumption. 
 
    (d) Period Assignment (Amortization). For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) 
Retain the current amortization provisions allowing amortization over 10 to 30 years (15 years for 
experience gains and losses), (ii) expand the range to 7 to 30 years for all sources including 
experience gains and losses, (iii) adopt a fixed 7 year period consistent with the PPA minimum 
required contribution computation, or (iv) adopt some other amortization provision? 
 
As mentioned previously, the Board should adopt a 7-year amortization to be consistent with 
the PPA. 
 
    (e) Asset Valuation. (i) For contract cost measurement, should the Board restrict the corridor of 
acceptable actuarial asset values to the range specified in the PPA (90% to 110% of the market 
value)? 
 
The PPA asset corridor should also be used for CAS asset values. 
 
    (ii) For contract cost measurement, should the Board adopt the PPA's two year averaging period 
for asset smoothing? 
 
Yes, the Board should adopt the PPA asset smoothing methodology for CAS purposes. 
    
Question 5. To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS to include special funding 
rules for ``at risk'' plans? 
  
The Board should revise the CAS rules to incorporate the “at-risk” funding requirements as 
outlined by PPA.  In the spirit of harmonization, plans deemed “at-risk” by PPA should also 
be considered “at-risk” by CAS. 
 
Question 6. (a) To what extent, if any, should the measurement and assignment provisions of CAS 
412 and 413 be revised to address contractor cash flow issues? 
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The most direct way to mitigate contractor cash flow issues is to mirror most of the PPA 
requirements when revising CAS 412 and 413.  This harmonization of PPA and CAS 
provisions is detailed throughout our response.   
 
(b) To what extent, if any, do the current prepayment provisions mitigate contractor cash flow 
concerns? 
 
The current prepayment provisions do not effectively mitigate contractor cash flow concerns 
since large prepayment credits can accumulate for many years in the future.   
 
    (c) To what extent, if any, should the prepayment credit provision be revised to address the issue 
of potential negative cash flow? 
 
The prepayment credit provisions do not need to be revised, except to reflect the actual return 
on plan assets as described in our response to question 9(a). 
 
Question 7. (a)(i) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA provisions 
impact the volatility of cost projections? 
 
Adopting the PPA provisions, in general, would increase year by year volatility in assigned 
CAS cost.  There are two primary reasons for the increase in volatility: 
 


1) Investment (gains)/losses are likely to be smoothed over a shorter period of time 
(24 month maximum) 


2) Discount Rates will vary year by year (with limited smoothing) 
 


Therefore, the actual assigned CAS cost in any year is more likely to be different than the 
forecasted cost. 
 
 (ii) Are there ways to mitigate this impact? Please explain. 
  
These “actual vs. forecasted” cost differences could be tracked and possibly applied to future 
costs.  If the differences were largely offsetting from one year to the next, no adjustments may 
need to be made.  However, if the differences compounded for a few years, some mechanism 
for applying the difference (positive or negative) could kick in. 
  
    (b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS assignable cost limitation be revised as part of the 
efforts to harmonize the CAS with the PPA? 
 
Assuming the CAS rules incorporate the PPA funding target and target normal cost, then no 
changes should need to be made to the assignable cost limitation. 
 
    (c) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address negative pension costs in the 
context of cost volatility? 
 
The concept of negative pension costs should be avoided.  Note that the PPA does not allow 
for negative costs.  
  
Question 8. (a) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA provisions affect 
the measurement of a segment closing adjustment in accordance with CAS 413.50(c)(12)? 
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The segment closing adjustment should be determined using the PPA funding target, using 
the PPA assumptions and methods.  This would help to harmonize the CAS requirements 
with the PPA.  If there is a pension plan termination, the segment closing adjustment should 
reflect the amount necessary to settle the obligation (the cost of purchasing annuities or 
providing lump sums). 
 
    (b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS 413 criteria for a curtailment of benefits be modified 
to address the PPA mandatory cessation of benefit accruals for an ``at risk'' plan? 
 
The PPA mandatory cessation of benefit accruals for “at risk” should not result in a 
curtailment since this mandatory cessation is typically temporary.   
 
Question 9. (a) Prepayment Credits. Should prepayment credits be adjusted based on the CAS 
valuation rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension fund's actual ``return on plan assets'' for 
the period? 
 
Actual return on plan assets should be used, as this is consistent with PPA. 
 
    (b) Contributions Made After End of Plan Year. Should the interest adjustment for contributions 
made after the end of the plan year be computed as if the deposit was made on the last day of the 
plan year or on the actual deposit as now required by the PPA? 
 
Consistent with PPA, the actual deposit date should be used for interest adjustment. 
 
    (c) Collectively Bargained Benefits. (i) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to 
address the PPA provision that allows the recognition of established patterns of collectively 
bargained benefits? 
 
Again, this PPA provision should be applied to the CAS rules. 
 
    (ii) Are there criteria that should be considered in determining what constitutes an established 
pattern of such changes? 
 
The CAS rules should apply the same criteria as the PPA provisions. 
     
Question 10. The Board would be very interested in obtaining the results of any studies or surveys 
that examine the pension cost determined in accordance with the CAS and the PPA minimum 
required contributions and maximum tax-deductible contribution. 
  
We agree that further studies and models are necessary once the Board determines what 
changes will be considered. 
 
Question 11. In light of the changes to the PPA, should the Board consider including specific 
requirements in CAS 412 and 413 regarding the records required to support the contractor's 
proposed and/or claimed pension cost? 
  
In our opinion, the harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 does not call for revisions to current 
audit requirements for proposed/claimed pension cost. 
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Prudential Retirement appreciates this opportunity to comment on the Staff Discussion Paper.  We 
would be pleased to discuss any questions that you may have regarding our comments.    
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jeffrey K. Martin, F.S.A., E.A. Michael J. Grenier, A.S.A., E.A. 
Vice President & Consulting Actuary Vice President & Consulting Actuary 
Prudential Retirement Prudential Retirement 
Phone:  (860) 534-2435 Phone:  (860) 534-2695 
Email:  jeffrey.martin@prudential.com Email:  michael.grenier@prudential.com 
 
 








August 31, 2007 
 
Cost Accounting Standards Board 
Attention:  Laura Auletta 
725 17th Street, NW 
Room 9013 
Washington, DC  20503 
 
Reference case CAS-2007-02S 
 
We want to thank the Cost Accounting Standards Board for recognizing the value 
of industry comments at this point in the harmonization process for CAS 412 and 
413.  In support of your request, we are submitting this response letter.   
 
Industry believes that for the CASB to achieve harmonization as mandated by 
Congress, the revisions to CAS must generally rely on the calculations of the 
minimum required contribution of PPA.  We recognize the discomfort of 
accepting this, as the PPA calculations create an exposure to volatility.  
However, we believe the CASB has options available to mitigate these volatilities 
in ways that fairly and equitably balance the needs of both Government and 
contractors while satisfying the mandate for harmonization.   We also believe that 
it is imperative the CASB consider temporary transitional rules to smooth any 
abrupt change in costs as a result of implementation of revised CAS.  We 
recommend that these transitional rules be eliminated as of an established date 
when pension costs would be expected to stabilize under the new CAS 
provisions.  
 
As members of industry, we are aware that the circumstances of each 
Government contactor with a defined benefit pension plan bring a unique 
perspective and set of concerns to this harmonization effort.  Those 
circumstances include current pension plan funding levels, existing cumulative 
assignable cost deficits or prepayment credits, shifting contract mixes, 
implementation or deferral of the PPA funding requirements, and the like.  
However, we all share some of the same concerns.  How much cash will be 
needed for our minimum required contribution under PPA—immediately and 
ongoing?  What impact will this cash outlay have on the financial capabilities of 
our business, including our ability to maintain operational cash flow to perform on 
Government contracts?  What other plans may we have to sacrifice to get the 
cash needed immediately?  How will the harmonization of CAS impact costs 
reimbursed through contracts and when?  We understand that the Government 
has analogous concerns to ours.  How much cash will be needed to pay 
contractors—immediately and ongoing?  What impact will this cash outlay have 
on other planned expenditures?  How will the harmonization of CAS impact costs 
paid through contracts and when? It is important that the CASB understand and 
consider the concerns of all interested parties in the process of harmonizing 
CAS. 
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As with most complex and difficult regulatory challenges, we do not expect 
harmonization to cure every conceivable ill, nor address every contractor’s 
unique circumstances or the Government’s with perfection.  However, across 
industry there is the expectation that the CASB will execute this assignment in 
accordance with its objectives, as published in the Federal Register (July 13, 
1992), which includes the design of fair and equitable standards that show 
neither bias nor prejudice to either the contractor or the Government.  We 
encourage the Board to continue to ask questions to obtain information and data, 
develop an understanding of the multifaceted issues from all perspectives, and 
consider alternatives available.   In support of these significant efforts of the 
Board, industry will continue to provide appropriate information and data as 
requested. 
 
 
 
Question 1.  Should the Board apply any revisions to all cost-based 
contracts and other Federal awards that are subject to full CAS coverage, 
or only to “eligible contractors” as defined in Section 106? 
 
Any revisions to CAS 412 and 413 should apply to all contractors.  CAS 9901-
302(b) states that the cost accounting standards are “designed to achieve 
uniformity and consistency in cost accounting practices governing measurement, 
assignment, and allocation of costs to contracts with the United States 
Government.”  Promulgation of a revised standard applicable to only a portion of 
the contractors covered by CAS would be contradictory to achieving uniformity 
and consistency.  There would be differences between contractors based on their 
individual status of eligibility affecting consistency.  There could also be 
differences for a single contractor’s eligibility across cost accounting periods due 
to changes in the balance of Government and commercial work performed, as 
programs turnover and acquisitions or divestures are made by the company, 
which would affect uniformity. 
 
Question 2.  Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the 
Congressional intent of the PPA to protect retirement security, to 
strengthen funding and ensure PBGC solvency? 
 
We believe the current CAS 412 and 413 do not meet the Congressional intent of 
the PPA.  More importantly, Congress would not have required the CASB to 
revise these standards if Congress believed them to already meet their intent 
with PPA.  
 
The Board may be considering whether the “harmonization” of CAS with PPA 
means the standards should be designed “to protect retirement security, to 
strengthen funding and ensure PBGC solvency”, and furthermore, the Board may 
be considering if the existing CAS 412 and 413 are already so designed.  We 
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disagree with this interpretation of the harmonization requirement, and even if 
such an interpretation were assumed, we disagree that the standards are already 
so designed.   
 
The interpretation of “harmonization” implied by this question is one of alignment 
with the intentions of PPA rather than with the calculations of PPA.  This 
interpretation is inconsistent with the language in Section 106 of the PPA which 
requires revision of CAS “to harmonize the minimum required contribution under 
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 [ERISA] of eligible 
contractor plans and government reimbursable pension costs…”  It is clear to us 
that Congress intends this harmonization to generally be of the mathematical 
calculations of the ERISA minimum funding and the CAS pension costs.  Of 
course, to harmonize the calculations may likely achieve alignment of the 
intentions described as well. 
 
Question 3.  Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the 
relationship of the PPA minimum required contribution and the contract 
cost determined in accordance with CAS 412 and 413? 
 
We believe the Board should focus only on the relationship of the PPA minimum 
required contribution and the contract costs in accordance with CAS 412 and 413 
during their harmonization effort.  Section 106 of the PPA states very clearly that 
the Board is to revise CAS 412 and 413 “to harmonize the minimum required 
contribution under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and the 
government reimbursable pension plan costs...”  There is no mandate for 
harmonization beyond the minimum required contribution or with any other 
amount.   
 
Question 3(a).  Do the measurement and assignment provisions of the 
current CAS 412 and 413 result in a contractor incurring a penalty under 
ERISA in order to receive full reimbursement of CAS computed pension 
costs under Government contracts? 
 
The penalty for contractors due to the differences between ERISA and current 
CAS is the result of increased contributions required by the PPA and the inability 
under current CAS to receive timely cost reimbursement of those funds.  While 
this is not a statutory penalty, it is certainly a punishment to contractors doing 
business on a CAS covered basis with the Government.    
 
Question 3(b).  To what extent, if any, should the Board revise CAS 412 and 
413 to harmonize with the contribution range defined by the minimum 
required contribution and the tax-deductible maximum contribution? 
 
As we stated in our answer to question 3, we believe the Board should focus on 
the relationship of the PPA minimum required contribution and the contract costs 
in accordance with CAS 412 and 413 during their harmonization effort.  Section 
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106 of the PPA states very clearly that the Board is to revise CAS 412 and 413 
“to harmonize the minimum required contribution under the Employee Retirement 
Income Security Act of 1974 and the government reimbursable pension plan 
costs...”  However, we do recommend that the Board consider retaining the 
concepts of assignable cost credit and assignable cost deficit that are likely to 
address the Board’s concerns implied by this question. 
 
 
Question 3(c).  To what extent, if any, should ERISA credit balances 
(carryover and prefunding balances) be considered in revising CAS 412 
and 413? 
 
ERISA credit balances are the funded amounts in excess of the minimum funding 
required by ERISA.  Contractors may choose to contribute more funds in the 
current year to reduce funding requirements in subsequent years. The analogous 
concept in CAS is prepayment credits, which are the funds in the pension plan in 
excess of cumulative pension costs.  However, an important difference between 
CAS prepayment credits and their ERISA credit balance kin is that the CAS 
prepayment credits can have no affect on the amount of pension cost calculated 
in future years, which is desirable to achieve uniformity and consistency in CAS 
pension cost calculations.   
 
Moreover, the ability of a contractor to influence pension costs charged to 
Government contracts simply by creating an ERISA prefunding balance in a 
pension plan is contrary to the Board’s purpose of designing standards for 
uniformity and consistency, so we don’t recommend the Board consider 
harmonizing the concepts of CAS prepayment credits and ERISA credit 
balances.     
 
Question 3(d).  To what extent, if any, should revisions to CAS be based on 
the measurement and assignment methods of the PPA? 
 
We believe that for purposes of meeting the harmonization requirement in PPA, 
CAS 412 and 413 should essentially be based on the minimum required 
contribution calculations. 
 
Question 3(d)(i).  To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS 
based on rules established to implement tax policy? 
 
Though the Internal Revenue Code is referenced in the PPA, Section 106 of the 
PPA specifically requires harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 with the minimum 
required contribution under PPA not tax policy.  We believe the Board should 
limit its revisions for CAS based on tax policy to considering retention of the 
assignable cost deficit provision in the existing CAS. 
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Question 3(d)(ii).  To what extent, if any, should the Board consider 
concerns with the solvency of either the pension plan, or the PBGC? 
 
We believe that the PPA addressed any solvency concerns related to pension 
plans and the PBGC.   
 
Question 4(a).  For Government contracting costing purposes, should the 
Board (i) Retain the current “going concern” basis for the measurement 
and assignment of the contract cost for the period, or (ii) revise CAS 412 
and 413 to measure and assign the period cost on the liquidation or 
settlement cost basis of accounting? 
 
We recommend that the Board achieve harmonization by essentially basing the 
calculations for CAS on those of PPA.  We understand this requires a move 
away from the overly optimistic long-term view of current CAS, but we disagree 
that harmonization with PPA is synonymous with accepting a liquidation or 
settlement basis.  In fact, the PPA methodology is somewhere between the 
current CAS and a liquidation (or settlement) approach.   
 
The PPA methodology is a market-based measurement.  Aspects of the 
calculation are consistent with treatment of costs on a going concern basis.  For 
example, PPA requires a 7 year amortization period for any unfunded liability.  
Use of such an amortization feature is evidence that the calculation is not 
intended to establish a liquidation (or settlement) amount.  The use of a market-
based approach has been widely adopted across accounting disciplines (United 
States Financial Accounting Standards Board and International Accounting 
Standards Board among others) as the accepted measurement for pension 
costs.  We believe a market-based approach for CAS is appropriate and is likely 
to be achieved through harmonization with PPA. 
    
 Question 4(b).  For contract measurement, should the Board (i) Continue 
to utilize the current CAS requirements which incorporate the contractor’s 
long-term best estimates of anticipated experience under the plan, or (ii) 
revise the CAS to include the PPA minimum required contribution criteria, 
which include interest rates based on current corporate bond yields, no 
recognition of future period salary growth, and use of a mortality table 
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury? 
 
We recommend option (ii), using the PPA minimum required contribution 
assumptions.  This is in accordance with our recommendation that the Board 
achieve harmonization by essentially basing the calculations for CAS on those of 
PPA.   
 
Question 4(c)(i)(1).  For measuring the pension obligation, what basis for 
setting interest rate assumptions would best achieve uniformity and/or the 
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matching of costs to benefits earned over the working career of plan 
participants? 
 
We recommend using the rate curve specified by the PPA.  This would achieve 
consistency and uniformity between contractors greater than exists today under 
current CAS.  It would also provide the best basis for matching costs to the 
benefits earned as the intent of PPA, as we understand it, is to secure the 
cumulative benefits earned by participants as of each accounting period; thus, 
the use of the rate curve under PPA measures pension costs from the 
perspective of the current accounting period’s facts and data, rather than those 
assumed to occur over many years into the future.  We believe the PPA 
approach is generally accepted to have better cost attribution to accounting 
periods as a result. 
 
Question 4(c)(i)(2).  To what extent, if any, should the interest rate 
assumption reflect the contractor’s investment policy and the investment 
mix of the pension fund? 
 
We recommend using the rate curve approach specified by the PPA.  This would 
achieve consistency and uniformity among contractors and is in accordance with 
our recommendation of achieving harmonization by essentially basing the 
calculations for CAS on those of PPA.   
 
Contractor’s investment policies and investment mixes, given the generally 
accepted goal to minimize the risk to pension assets, are not likely to be 
significantly different.  This investment strategy will certainly be reinforced by 
PPA to mitigate the volatility of potential funding requirements.    
 
Question 4(c)(ii).  For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS 
exclude, permit, or require recognition of future period salary increases? 
 
We recommend excluding future salary increases consistent with the PPA.  This 
is in accordance with our recommendation that the Board achieve harmonization 
by essentially basing the calculations for CAS on those of PPA. 
 
We would not recommend permissive recognition of salary increases because 
this would undermine consistency among contractors.   
 
Question 4(c)(iii).  For measuring the pension obligation, should CAS 
exclude, permit, or require use of a (1) Standardized mortality table, (2) 
company-specific mortality table, or (3) mortality table that reflects plan-
specific or segment-specific experience? 
 
We recommend using the same mortality table that the contractor uses for PPA.  
This is in accordance with our recommendation that the Board achieve 
harmonization by essentially basing the calculations for CAS on those of PPA.    
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While PPA does allow companies to use a company-specific table, we believe 
their use is likely to gain little, if any, accuracy, and differences in company-
specific mortality tables between contractors are probably minimal. 
 
Question 4(d).  For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) Retain 
the current amortization provisions allowing amortization over 10 to 30 
years (15 years for experience gains and losses), (ii) expand the range to 7 
to 30 years for all sources including experience gains and losses, (iii) adopt 
a fixed 7 year period consistent with the PPA minimum required 
contribution computation, or (iv) adopt some other amortization provision? 
 
We recommend that option (iii), the fixed 7 year amortization period, should be 
the starting point for the Board during its harmonization efforts.  This is in 
accordance with our recommendation that the Board achieve harmonization by 
essentially basing the calculations for CAS on those of PPA. 
 
Question 4(e)(i).  For contract cost measurement, should the Board restrict 
the corridor of acceptable actuarial asset values to the range specified in 
the PPA (90% to 10%) of the market value? 
 
We recommend that using the 90% to 110% corridor range specified in the PPA.  
This is in accordance with our recommendation that the Board achieve 
harmonization by essentially basing the calculations for CAS on those of PPA. 
    
 
Question 4(e)(ii).  For contract measurement, should the Board adopt the 
PPA’s two year averaging period for asset smoothing? 
 
Based on our proposal, we believe that the two year averaging period for asset 
smoothing used by PPA should be the starting point for the Board during its 
harmonization efforts.  This is in accordance with our recommendation that the 
Board achieve harmonization by essentially basing the calculations for CAS on 
those of PPA. 
 
Question 5.  To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS to 
include special funding rules for “at risk” plans? 
 
Plan funding requirements have been established by ERISA, so we do not 
believe the Board needs to include any revisions for funding rules of “at risk” 
plans. 
 
Question 6(a).  To what extent, if any, should the measurement and 
assignment provisions of CAS 412 and 413 be revised to address 
contractor cash flow issues? 
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We believe that Section 106 of the PPA is evidence that Congress understands 
the seriousness of the potential cash flow challenges imposed by the PPA on 
Government contractors and intends the CASB to address theses issues by 
mandating harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 with PPA.    
 
The potential cash flow concerns to Government contractors result from the 
inability of these companies to adjust their prices unilaterally to recover the 
additional cash outlays on a timely basis, as commercial enterprises have the 
option to do.  Pension costs for Government contracts must comply with CAS, 
leaving contractors pinched between current CAS and PPA requirements.  We 
also recognize that if a contractor’s cash flow is impacted severely enough, the 
contractor may choose to terminate the pension plan, settle up all benefit 
obligations, and claim the resulting cost.  This would certainly be contrary to 
securing such benefits for employees intended by Congress in passing the PPA, 
so it is logical that Congress would include the harmonization requirement to 
avoid such undesirable consequences.   
 
We believe harmonization of CAS with PPA would provide fairness and equity to 
both the Government and contractors, as Congress intended, and meets with the 
CASB objectives. 
 
 
Question 6(b).  To what extent, if any, do the current prepayment 
provisions mitigate contractor cash flow concerns? 
 
The prepayment provisions in current CAS do allow a contractor to ultimately 
recover their pension contributions made in excess of CAS assignable costs.  
However, this recovery may be so many years into the future as to be essentially 
nonexistent.  Moreover, with the implementation of PPA funding requirements, 
the frequency and amount of contractors with prepayment credits is likely to 
increase significantly, so the delayed cost recovery will be far more of an issue 
than currently exists.  While we believe the concept of prepayment credits should 
be retained in the revised CAS, there is no doubt that such a mechanism alone is 
woefully inadequate in meeting the objectives of Congress in harmonization. 
 
 
Question 6(c).  To what extent, if any, should the prepayment credit 
provision be revised to address the issue of potential negative cash flow? 
 
We recognize that the objective of prepayment credits is to provide for equity 
between the Government and contractor.  The Government is protected from a 
contractor funding their pension plan in excess of minimum requirements and 
immediately claiming those amounts, and the contractor is protected by having 
the opportunity to recover those excess contributions in future years.  However, it 
is important to note that the protection provided to the contractor by the 
prepayment credit feature is only as real as the timeliness of the cost recovery.  
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We believe prepayment credits should be retained in CAS, but again, this 
mechanism alone would not satisfy the requirement of harmonization.   
 
Question 7(a)(i).  To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of 
the PPA provisions impact the volatility of cost projections? 
 
Several provisions of PPA may expose cost projections to volatility if adopted for 
CAS.   
 
The comparably shorter amortization period (7 years) for unfunded liabilities 
under PPA will reduce the smoothing effects of current CAS (10-30 years).  This 
shortened amortization period would result in increased cost amounts over a 
shorter period of time.   
 
The short (2 year) rolling average used as the bond interest rate for discounting 
the future pension liability will expose the liability calculation to market volatility.  
Current CAS generally uses a single steady discount rate over a long period of 
time.  Because the liability balances involved are significant, even minor market 
fluctuations may translate into large dollar impacts. 
 
The narrower corridor (90% to 110%), as compared with the current corridor 
(80% to 120%), allows for less tolerance of asset valuations outside the market 
acceptable measure requiring adjustment to market.  This is likely to result in 
more frequent asset adjustments to market value.  Furthermore, the short (2 
year) amortization period for these mark-to-market adjustments provides little 
smoothing of this volatility by comparison with the current 15 year amortization 
period in CAS used for actuarial gains and losses. 
 
Despite these exposures to volatility, we believe that adoption of the calculations 
used by PPA in the revised CAS is generally necessary to satisfy the 
harmonization requirement.  We do recognize, however, that such volatility may 
be undesirable to the Government, and we believe the Board has options to 
address the Government’s concerns.   We encourage the Board to adopt the 
provisions as recommended of PPA and consider options to mitigate the volatility 
as necessary. 
 
Question 7(a)(ii).  Are there ways to mitigate this impact?  Please explain. 
 
We believe the Board has several options to address the volatility exposures 
from the adoption of PPA provisions for revised CAS to achieve harmonization. 
 
One option for mitigating the volatility may be some sort of amortization feature 
that allows contractors to begin recovering costs immediately, but spreads the 
cost recovery evenly over an equitable period of time into the future.  This 
concept is a similar approach to smoothing techniques in current CAS.   
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A second option for mitigating the volatility is establishing some sort of minimum 
and maximum cost recovery range.  If cost calculations result in an amount 
outside the range, the difference would then be recognized in future years. 
 
A third option, which is more unique to the immediate implementation of the 
harmonized CAS, is publication of transitional rules to smooth any abrupt spike in 
pension cost resulting from the revised CAS.  We presume such rules would 
involve recognition of a short term spike in costs evenly over a stated period of 
years.  We strongly urge the Board to consider transitional rules to protect both 
the Government and contractors.  
 
Question 7(b).  To what extent, if any, should the CAS assignable cost 
limitation be revised as part of the efforts to harmonize the CAS with the 
PPA? 
 
We recommend the assignable cost limitation concept be retained in CAS with 
revisions to the asset and liability measurements to correspond with those in 
PPA.  We believe this provision would still be effective for underfunded pension 
plans and is acceptable within the context of our recommendation to generally 
align the calculations of both PPA and CAS.    
 
Question 7(c).  To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address 
negative pension costs in the context of cost volatility? 
 
We recommend CAS not be revised to allow for negative pension costs.  In order 
for pension costs for CAS to be claimed, those costs must be funded by assets in 
the trust which cannot be withdrawn.  If negative pension costs were permitted 
for CAS, contractors would be funding pensions costs twice, once through 
required contributions into the pension trust and then again to the Government.   
 
Question 8(a).  To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the 
PPA provisions affect measurement of a segment closing adjustment in 
accordance with CAS 413.50(c)(12)? 
 
We recommend that the PPA funding target calculation should be the basis of 
measurement for the segment closing adjustment calculation in the revised CAS.  
This would again generally align the calculations of both PPA and CAS.    
 
We also recommend that the Board retain the CAS concepts for the settling up of 
any underfunding (unfunded liability) or overfunding (less prepayment credits) 
related to previously claimed CAS pension costs, the provisions for segment 
closings due to transfers of ownership, and the provisions for plan terminations in 
which the liability is measured by the amount paid to irrevocably settle the benefit 
obligations.  We believe these additional provisions address specific situations 
found in Government contracting that are beyond the scope of PPA and the 
requirement of harmonization. 
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Question 8(b).  To what extent, if any, should the CAS 413 criteria for a 
curtailment of benefits be modified to address the PPA mandatory 
cessation of benefit accruals for an “at risk” plan? 
 
The curtailment provisions in current CAS anticipate the permanent cessation of 
material benefit accruals for a pension plan.  However, this is not an accurate 
description of “at risk” plans as defined by the PPA.  In fact, after sufficient 
funding contributions are made, the benefit accruals not only resume, but catch 
up as if the cessation had not occurred.  We believe that should the curtailment 
provision be retained in CAS during harmonization, PPA defined “at risk” plans 
should be excluded as curtailments.   
 
Question 9(a).  Should prepayment credits be adjusted based on the CAS 
valuation rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension fund’s actual 
“return on assets” for the period? 
 
We recommend that the actual return on assets be used for prepayment credits. 
While credit balances for PPA are not the same as prepayment credits for CAS, 
they are both part of the total assets which collectively for PPA will be adjusted 
for actual return on assets.  Thus, we believe total assets for CAS, including 
prepayment credits, should be adjusted for actual return on assets in accordance 
with our recommendation that the Board achieve harmonization by essentially 
basing the calculations for CAS on those of PPA. 
 
Question 9(b).  Should the interest adjustment for contributions made after 
the end of the plan year be computed as if the deposit was made on the last 
day of the plan year or on the actual deposit as now required by the PPA?  
 
We recommend that interest adjustments for contributions be based on the 
actual deposit dates as required by PPA.  This is in accordance with our 
recommendation that the Board achieve harmonization by essentially basing the 
calculations for CAS on those of PPA.    
 
Question 9(c)(i).  To what extent, if any, should CAS be revised to address 
the PPA provision that allows the recognition of established patterns of 
collectively bargained benefits? 
 
We recommend using the same criteria as those used by PPA.  This is in 
accordance with our recommendation that the Board achieve harmonization by 
essentially basing the calculations for CAS on those of PPA. 
 
Question 9(c)(ii).  Are there criteria that should be considered in 
determining what constitutes an established patter of such changes? 
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We recommend using the same criteria as those used by PPA.  This is in 
accordance with our recommendation that the Board achieve harmonization by 
essentially basing the calculations for CAS on those of PPA. 
 
Question 10.  The Board would be very interested in obtaining the results 
of any studies or surveys that examine the pension cost determined in 
accordance with the CAS and the PPA minimum required contributions and 
maximum tax-deductible contribution. 
 
We appreciate that the Board understands the importance of reviewing data to 
evaluate the impacts of PPA and revisions to CAS.  The impacts are likely to be 
different depending upon the circumstances of individual contractors, so we are 
hopeful that a number of information sources will be identified representing the 
diverse circumstances that exist across industry.  Circumstances we encourage 
the Board to consider while reviewing data include different funding levels (over, 
under), existing assignable cost deficits, existing prepayment credits, and those 
with “at risk” plans.  At this early point in the process, general studies such as 
those from actuarial consulting firms may be of most use to the Board.  As the 
Board establishes the direction it intends to take, data modeling results will be a 
valuable tool industry can provide. 
 
 
Question 11.  In light of the changes to the PPA, should the Board consider 
including specific requirements in CAS 412 and 413 regarding the records 
to support the contractor’s proposed and/or claimed pension cost? 
 
FAR already includes requirements for supporting documentation for costs 
proposed and/or claimed, so no change in CAS is necessary.   
 
 
Thank you for this chance to support the Board in this important undertaking.  We 
look forward to additional opportunities in the future. 
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Cost Accounting Standards Board      September 6, 2007 
Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
725 17th Street, NW 
Room 9013 
Washington, DC  20503 
 
ATTN: Laura Auletta 
 
Re: CAS-2007-02S 
 
Dear Ms. Auletta, 
 
Presented below are the comments of the American Academy of Actuaries1 Cost Accounting Standards Task 
Force on the Staff Discussion Paper (SDP), “Harmonization of Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) 412 and 
413 with the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA)” issued by the Board, Office of Federal Procurement 
Policy (OFPP), OMB.  
 
The American Academy of Actuaries Pension Committee established the Cost Accounting Standards Task 
Force in response to the mandate by Congress for the Cost Accounting Standards Board (the “Board”) to 
review and revise sections 412 and 413 of the CAS to harmonize the minimum required contributions under 
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA).  Membership on this task force includes 
representatives of the actuarial profession employed by the government, by government contractors and by 
the consulting community who are most knowledgeable and interested in the CAS. 
 
Consistent with the diverse makeup of this task force, our responses represent the collective viewpoints of its 
members. Accordingly, they should not be viewed as the opinions of any specific individual on the task force. 
Additionally our comments are not intended to advocate a specific vision of how harmonization should be 
accomplished. Instead their primary intent is to provide the Board with insights as to effects, intended or 
otherwise, of alternative approaches that might be considered in the harmonization process. 
 
It is our understanding this SDP and the comments that it elicits represent the first requirement of the OFPP 
Act of the Board in promulgating cost accounting standards and interpretations as stated in CAS 9901.305; 
the first step being to: 
 


“...take into account, after consultation and discussions with the Comptroller General and 
professional accounting organizations, contractor, and other interested parties— 
 
(i) the probable costs of implementation, including inflationary effects, if any, compared to the 


probable benefits; 
(ii) the advantages, disadvantages, and improvements anticipated in the pricing and 


administration of, and settlement of disputes concerning, contracts; and 
(iii) the scope of, and alternatives available to, the action proposed to be taken….”  
 


                                            
1 The American Academy of Actuaries is a national organization formed in 1965 to bring together, in a single entity, actuaries of all 
specializations within the United States. A major purpose of the Academy is to act as a public information organization for the 
profession. Academy committees, task forces and work groups regularly prepare testimony and provide information to Congress and 
senior federal policy-makers, comment on proposed federal and state regulations, and work closely with the National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners and state officials on issues related to insurance, pensions and other forms of risk financing. The Academy 
establishes qualification standards for the actuarial profession in the United States and supports two independent boards. The Actuarial 
Standards Board promulgates standards of practice for the profession, and the Actuarial Board for Counseling and Discipline helps to 
ensure high standards of professional conduct are met. The Academy also supports the Joint Committee for the Code of Professional 
Conduct, which develops standards of conduct for the U.S. actuarial profession 
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We anticipate that our comments, as well as other comments that you receive, will be reflected in a report 
that the Board is to prepare and publish in the Federal Register. Hopefully our comments will be useful as 
the Board prepares an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking, also for publication in the Federal Register. 
 
Context 
 
Before responding to the questions posed, it may be helpful to summarize our understanding of how the 
Board has operated historically. The CAS were established after the passage of ERISA taking into account 
the practicalities of ERISA funding but addressing different needs. The primary objectives of ERISA are to 
ensure adequate funding of plans and to protect the interests of plan participants. As indicated in the Board’s 
statement of objectives issued in 1992 the: 
  


“primary objective of the Board is to promulgate, amend, and revise Cost Accounting Standards 
designed to achieve (1) an increased degree of uniformity in cost accounting practices among 
Government contractors in like circumstances, and (2) consistency in cost accounting practices in 
like circumstances by individual Government contractors over periods of time. In accomplishing this 
primary objective, the Board takes into account (1) the advantages, disadvantages, and 
improvements anticipated in the pricing and administration of, and settlement of disputes concerning 
contracts, (2) the probable costs of implementation, including inflationary effects, if any, compared to 
the probable benefits of such Standards, and (3) the alternatives available.” 


 
 


Also key in the Board’s considerations was an intent for the rules to provide a fair and equitable allocation of 
costs to contracts and the concept that “the requirement to fund a pension cost pursuant to ERISA made the 
liability valid and therefore made the cost assignable to the current period.” 
 
Illustrating the spirit of harmonization, in developing the original Cost Accounting Standards for pensions, the 
Board attempted to stay within the general constraints of existing financial accounting (APB-8) and the 
funding provisions of ERISA. For example, mirroring APB-8 and ERISA, the Board did not require the use of 
a specific actuarial cost method or asset valuation method, although a requirement for common methodology 
would have improved uniformity among government contractors. Also, at the expense of uniformity, the CAS 
Board allowed each contractor to select from the same range of amortization periods for unfunded liabilities 
that were acceptable under the originally enacted ERISA.    
 
Moving forward to the present, significant changes have been made to both the funding requirements under 
ERISA and the financial accounting rules applicable to pension costs. However, with the exception of the 
1995 amendments focused on addressing the treatment of full funding and segment closings, the CAS has 
remained largely unchanged. At this juncture the CAS are largely disconnected from ERISA as amended by 
the PPA and financial accounting in the areas of cost methods, asset valuation methods, assumptions, and 
amortization periods. 
    
Given the large differences that now exist between the current CAS rules and  ERISA and financial 
accounting, the Board may want to start with a fresh look at the proper approach to assign costs for 
government contracting purposes rather than focusing on how to adjust the current rules to make them more 
compatible with the new paradigms. Consistent with the mandate by Congress, this fresh look should start 
with the new paradigm adopted by the PPA.  
 
1. Scope. Section 106 of the PPA instructs the Board to harmonize the CAS with the minimum required 
contribution for “eligible government contractors.'' Contracts of ”eligible government contractors'' are a small 
subset of contracts subject to CAS 412 and 413, which include all cost-based contracts subject to full CAS 
coverage, contracts subject to Paragraph 31.205-6(j) of the Federal Acquisition Regulation, and recipients of 
financial assistance who have elected to use CAS 412 and 413 under OMB Circular A-87. 
 
Question 1. Should the Board apply any revisions to all cost-based contracts and other Federal awards that 
are subject to full CAS coverage, or only to ``eligible government contractors'' as defined in Section 106? 
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Applying the harmonization rules only to eligible government contractors would create an uneven playing 
field in bidding for future contracts among potential contractors. This may cause potential contractors who 
are not eligible government contractors to abandon or curtail their pension plans in the interest of remaining 
financially competitive with eligible government contractors. Such a result is inconsistent with the stated 
purpose of the Pension Protection Act to provide economic security for all Americans. 
 
In addition, selective application is likely to create substantial complications for contractors who move in and 
out of the eligible government contractor status. This would appear to be at odds with one of the basic 
purposes of CAS stated in CAS 9904.401, which is to ensure consistency in the application of cost 
accounting practices. Such consistency would be impossible if the contractor is moving between statuses 
under which different accounting rules are applicable.  
 
2. General Purpose. CAS 413.50(c)(12) currently provides for an adjustment of previously determined 
pension cost in the event of a segment closing, a plan termination, or a curtailment of benefits. The 
adjustment is computed as the difference between the market value of the assets and the actuarial accrued 
liability for the segment. If there is a pension plan termination, the actuarial accrued benefit [liability] is 
measured as the amount paid to irrevocably settle all benefit obligations or paid to the PBGC. In this way, it 
could be argued that CAS 413-50(c)(12) already satisfies the purpose of the PPA to protect employee 
retirement security or to ensure the PBGC solvency, at least for the contractor's segments that perform 
Government contracts. This leads to the following question: 
 
Question 2. Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the Congressional intent of the PPA to 
protect retirement security, to strengthen funding and ensure PBGC solvency? 
 
A primary focus of the PPA in strengthening pension funding is to accelerate funding with a targeted 
minimum level of assets that at least equals the value of accrued benefits determined using approximate 
market assumptions. CAS 412 and 413 fall short of this focus in several areas: 
 


• Under CAS 412, the interest rate assumption is generally required to reflect expected long-term 
returns on the plan’s invested assets. Under the PPA, however, the interest rate assumption reflects 
the market yields of investment-quality corporate bonds of appropriate duration. This difference in 
assumptions produces a result in which the funding target under CAS 412 in the current economic 
environment is lower than that of the PPA.  


• Under CAS 413, the use of assumptions that represent liabilities marked to market is permissible 
only in the event of a plan termination or settlement as described under CAS 413-50(c)(12). In all 
other CAS 413 cases, the assumptions must be consistent with those used under CAS 412. i.e., a 
long-term outlook versus a marked-to-market approach.  Furthermore, if a plan termination occurs 
during an accounting period in which the employer is not a government contractor, the contractor 
may never be reimbursed for costs incurred based on liabilities marked to market.  


• Even in a situation in which the CAS 413 assumptions are on a market basis, the adjustment that it 
produces is only assignable in the current cost accounting period. Therefore, it contemplates that the 
funding true-up will be made after the fact. This is in direct conflict with the PPA, which requires 
accelerated advance funding of marked-to-market liabilities valued on an annual ongoing basis. 


 
3. Harmonization. The PPA requires that the Board review and revise CAS 412 and 413 to harmonize with 
the minimum required contribution, but recognizing that the Board has exclusive authority concerning 
contract cost accounting, leaves the determination of what constitutes “harmonization'' to the Board's 
deliberation and conclusion. The CAS pension harmonization rule could fall anywhere within the continuum 
from avoidance of conflict with ERISA to full adoption of the measurement and assignment concepts of the 
minimum required contribution. The rule might be accomplished by changing the current provisions of CAS 
412 and 413, or possibly adding an adjustment mechanism to ensure differences between the minimum 
required contribution and the contract cost are reconciled within a reasonable period of time. There might be 
other means by which harmonization could be achieved.   
 
Another issue is whether harmonization should examine the minimum required contribution with or without 
application of the plan's credit (carryover and prefunding) balances. The existence and application of credit 
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balances are treated differently for eight separate PPA funding tests, such as ”at-risk'' status, benefit 
restrictions, and the variable PBGC premium. Separate from their concerns with contract costing, contractors 
will have to make complex decisions about whether to retain or waive (permanently forego) credit balances. 
If all or some of the credit balance is retained, the contractor must make decisions as to the amount of the 
credit balance to apply to reduce the minimum funding requirement and in which accounting period to apply 
the reduction. 
 
Question 3. Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the relationship of the PPA minimum required 
contribution and the contract cost determined in accordance with CAS 412 and 413? 
 
Even though PPA concentrates on revising the minimum funding requirements, some provisions of PPA also 
address the maximum deductible limits. While the law instructs the Board to revise CAS 412 and 413 to 
harmonize with the ERISA minimum funding requirements, some attention must also be given to the CAS 
412 and 413 provisions regarding full funding limitations and maximum tax-deductible contributions, not only 
to reflect the proper references to ERISA and the tax code as revised by PPA (and previous laws) but also to 
address situations in which the contractor contributes at levels above the assignable costs.   
 
(a) Do the measurement and assignment provisions of the current CAS 412 and 413 result in a contractor 
incurring a penalty under ERISA in order to receive full reimbursement of CAS computed pension costs 
under Government contracts? 
 
The Task Force interprets the penalty that is being referred to as a tax penalty in the event that a contractor 
would need to contribute more than the maximum deductible limit in order to receive full reimbursement 
under CAS rules. It is unlikely that a CAS assignable pension cost computed using the current rules of CAS 
412 and 413 would exceed the maximum tax deductible contribution under either current rules or as 
amended by PPA.  Even if such a situation existed, the current CAS rules regarding assignable cost deficits 
(CAS 412.50(c)(2)(C)(iii)) should adequately deal with it and, to the extent they continue to apply, would 
appear to be appropriate to retain.   
 
(b) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise CAS 412 and 413 to harmonize with the contribution 
range defined by the minimum required contribution and the tax-deductible maximum contribution? 
 
The Board might take a number of alternative to achieve harmonization. One approach would be to largely 
retain the current rules but revise them to reflect the PPA maximum deductible limits and to add a rule stating 
that the assignable cost shall not be less than the minimum required contribution under ERISA as amended 
by the PPA. Such an approach would appear to be the least disruptive of methodologies currently in place, 
while fully supporting the stated intent of the PPA to provide economic security for all Americans. This 
approach would serve to accelerate the recognition of costs that would otherwise be assignable In future 
periods.  
 
A second approach that would fully support the stated intent of the PPA would be to set the assignable cost 
equal to the minimum required contribution. In the current economic environment, this approach has the 
appearance of universally producing assignable costs greater than those produced under the current CAS 
rules. However, an increased interest rate environment similar to that experienced in the 1980s and 1990s 
would likely produce lower costs. In either case, the de facto funding target would be the market value of 
benefits earned to date, which may not be consistent with the current fundamental concept of ongoing 
accounting.  
 
The above approaches would need to consider carefully how the credit balances might interact with the 
minimum required contributions. Unless objective rules are established for the treatment of credit balances, 
contractors might be able to exercise more discretion than is preferred. This would reduce the consistency of 
costs, both from period to period and among contractors. However, care would also need to be taken to 
avoid a result in which the CAS rules dictate how contractors must choose to utilize credit balances for 
satisfying minimum funding requirements, as this would seem outside the Board’s purview. 
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A third approach would be to largely retain the current rules but provide some mechanism that allows 
contractors to recover prepayment credits more rapidly than is allowed under current CAS rules. This might 
be accomplished by increasing the otherwise assignable cost by an amortization of the difference between 
the PPA minimum required contribution and the otherwise assignable costs. This approach would essentially 
be requiring contractors to finance the cost of pension benefits on behalf of the government until full 
reimbursement. This would represent a loan to the government at an interest rate equal to the rate on which 
the CAS costs are determined. Recognizing that such prepayment credits are likely to only develop when the 
yields on corporate bonds are lower than the CAS interest rate and that government treasuries invariably 
have lower yields than corporate debt, the de facto loan rate would be more than the cost of borrowing that 
the government could undertake through the issuance of Treasury bonds. Accordingly, such an approach 
would not reflect the lowest-cost approach the government could take.  
 
From the contractors’ perspective, such a loan may not be perceived as the best use of corporate assets and 
contractors can be expected to consider mitigation strategies. One obvious way to mitigate this result is 
through termination of the plan with the expectation of recovery through the mechanisms provided under 
CAS 413. If this approach is used, it strongly suggests that the rules driving this action are contrary to policy 
that supports a strong pension system.  A second approach to mitigation may be for the contractors to revise 
their investment strategy so that the expected return on assets more closely reflects the interest rate 
assumption dictated under the PPA. If this approach is used, it suggests that the CAS rules are encouraging 
investment behavior that may not be in the best long-term interest of the contractor or the government. 
Contractors who fail to undertake such mitigating steps may find themselves at a financial disadvantage that 
could impair their ability to retain qualified employees and fulfill their contract requirements.   
 
A fourth approach would be to address the key incompatibilities between the current CAS rules and the PPA. 
This would suggest changes in the current CAS rules concerning the selection of actuarial assumptions, 
permissible amortization periods, and acceptable actuarial cost methods for plans providing salary-related 
benefits. If these incompatibilities are addressed using permissive language, it would continue to allow for 
different contractors to adopt different approaches in applying the CAS rules. If the incompatibilities are 
addressed using restrictive language, the impact might be closer to either the second or the third approach, 
depending on the extent of the changes. 
 
In evaluating these alternative approaches, the Board should also consider how the alternatives might affect 
consistency among contractors and the extent to which a range of permitted approaches might increase 
disagreements between the contractor and the government. Fewer choices will create greater uniformity and 
simpler contract administration. 
 
(c) To what extent, if any, should ERISA credit balances (carryover and prefunding balances) be considered 
in revising CAS 412 and 413? 
 
ERISA credit balances are developed when employers choose to fund above the minimum funding 
requirements. The corollary under CAS 412 is prepayment credits. Accordingly, in general, ERISA credit 
balances should not be considered in revising CAS 412 and 413 if the current scheme of parallel CAS 
calculations that take into account prepayment credits, assignable cost credits/deficits, etc. is retained. 
However, the harmonization process should take care to recognize situations in which the assignable cost, 
developed using the prepayment credits, might be less than the minimum funding requirement. This could 
occur if prepayment credits are adjusted at an effective interest rate greater than that used for adjusting the 
credit balances.  Nevertheless, if the scheme of parallel CAS calculations is replaced with fully harmonizing 
assignable costs with ERISA minimum funding requirements, then ERISA credit balances will be taken into 
account by default. 
 
(d) To what extent, if any, should revisions to CAS be based on the measurement and assignment methods 
of the PPA? 
 
Full harmonization would appear to require at least the permitted usage of similar or identical asset valuation 
methods, liability valuation methods, assumptions and amortization periods. Of these, only the PPA asset 
valuation methods and the liability valuation method for non-pay-related formulas would be permissible under 
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current CAS rules. Of particular concern is the disconnect between the seven-year amortization period of 
unfunded liabilities mandated by PPA and the amortization periods permitted under the current CAS rules., 
Also of concern is the disconnect between the interest rate assumption mandated by PPA for valuing 
liabilities and the requirement under current CAS rules that the interest rate, as is the case of all 
assumptions, “reflect long-term trends so as to avoid distortions caused be short-term fluctuations.”  
 
Yet another concern is much more practical. If the CAS are the only regulatory environment that permits use 
of certain cost methods, such as the entry-age normal method, it becomes increasingly unlikely that 
valuation software will continue to be properly maintained to fully support such methods. In addition, it will 
also become less likely that future actuaries will be fully familiar with these methods. While this situation may 
only develop over the long term, the current CAS rules have been in effect largely unchanged for over 30 
years. Over the next 30 years, most of today’s practicing actuaries will have retired. Accordingly, it is 
appropriate to take this possibility into consideration when considering the extent that the CAS should be 
harmonized with the PPA.  
 


(i) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS based on rules established to implement tax 
policy? 


 
It should be recognized that contractors are required to comply with ERISA and tax laws and should be 
expected to behave in a rational manner that avoids any adverse repercussions of compliance. Instead of 
being tax driven, CAS rules are intended to address the consistent accounting of contractor costs. However, 
if they do not take into account the interrelation with tax laws, and presuming that the CAS Board continues 
to link allocability of pension costs to the funding of those costs, the CAS rules may force contractors to 
implement decisions contrary to maintaining a robust pension system in order to avoid the adverse 
consequences. For example, if the CAS rules do not (or only minimally) harmonize, employers may choose 
to terminate their pension plans in order to remain competitive with contractors who do not maintain defined 
benefit pension plans. Finally, it should be noted that the PPA was not tax-policy driven. Instead, the stated 
intent of the PPA is to “provide economic security for all Americans.” In fact, to the extent the PPA increases 
pension plan contributions, it produces a reduction in tax revenues.  
 


(ii)  To what extent, if any, should the Board consider concerns with the solvency of either the pension 
plan, or the PBGC? 


 
The solvency of a pension plan can directly affect the solvency of the sponsor maintaining the pension plan. 
If a contractor becomes financially weak or insolvent due to the solvency issues of its pension plan, it can 
affect the contractor’s ability to fulfill the terms of its contract to the detriment of the government. Therefore, 
the Board should give some attention to plan solvency as part of the process needed to maintain a robust 
and competitive contracting environment.  
 
4. Cost Measurement. CAS measures the accrued pension liability and pension cost on the ”going concern'' 
basis of accounting that assumes the contractor and pension plan will continue lacking evidence to the 
contrary. Conversely, PPA measurements are made on liquidation or settlement cost basis. 
 
Question 4. (a) Accounting Basis. For Government contract costing purposes, should the Board (i) Retain 
the current ”going concern'' basis for the measurement and assignment of the contract cost for the period, or 
(ii) revise CAS 412 and 413 to measure and assign the period cost on the liquidation or settlement cost basis 
of accounting? 
 
The measurement of pension costs in accordance with the PPA is largely consistent with current domestic 
and international financial accounting, as evidenced by U.S. financial accounting standards and International 
Accounting Standards for measuring pension costs of employers. Like the PPA, these standards dictate that 
pension costs be measured reflecting the yields of high-quality debt instruments of appropriate duration, 
which they define as an “ongoing basis.” The accounting basis similar to that currently being used under 
CAS was replaced by FAS 87 in the United States approximately 20 years ago. While the accounting 
standards prescribed by FAS 87 are currently being revisited, with the expectation that some revisions may 
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be made, it is also expected that the fundamental approach to accounting for pensions on a marked-to-
market basis will be retained.    
 
(b) Actuarial Assumptions. For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) continue to utilize the current 
CAS requirements which incorporate the contractor's long-term best estimates of anticipated experience 
under the plan, or (ii) revise the CAS to include the PPA minimum required contribution criteria, which 
include interest rates based on current corporate bond yields, no recognition of future period salary growth, 
and use of a mortality table determined by the Secretary of the Treasury? 
 
As discussed above, the current and widely accepted financial accounting viewpoint for measuring costs 
suggests that an approach similar to that imposed by the PPA is the preferred approach for the 
measurement of defined benefit costs (except as noted below). One significant assumption under financial 
accounting that deserves special mention is the use of an expected long-term rate of return on assets to 
account for investment performance separately. This assumption is intended to reflect the underlying asset 
portfolio and is selected independently from the discount rate used for valuing plan liabilities. It should be 
noted that the Financial Accounting Standards Board is currently reviewing and will most likely revise the 
manner in which financial accounting treats investment performance. Such revisions could include (1) 
determination of the expected return on assets using the same rate as used for discounting liabilities and/or 
(2) more rapid recognition of deviations in asset performance than is currently required.   
 
The PPA implicitly treats asset performance that deviates from the effective interest rate used in determining 
liabilities as asset gains or losses to be amortized over a period of seven years. Accordingly, favorable or 
unfavorable investment performance is reflected in costs as it develops and is not anticipated in advance, as 
is the case under current CAS rules and, to a certain degree, under FAS 87.  
 
(c) Specific Assumptions. Please comment on the following specific assumptions: 


(i) Interest Rate: 
(1) For measuring the pension obligation, what basis for setting interest rate assumptions would 


best achieve uniformity and/or the matching of costs to benefits earned over the working career 
of plan participants?   


 
Under both financial accounting and the PPA, the costs of benefits earned are calculated using assumptions 
consistent with investment-quality corporate bonds of appropriate duration. For financial accounting, which is 
intended to match costs to benefits, this approach is used as the best estimate of the cost of benefits for 
defined benefit pension plans. While it is understandable to be concerned with the variations in costs that 
may occur with the fluctuation in the interest rate environment, it should be recognized that interest rate 
fluctuations have an impact on asset values and other cost elements that may affect contract pricing. 
Accordingly, a broader view may indicate that the impact of interest rate fluctuations on pension costs serves 
to counterbalance opposite behavior of other contract cost elements, thereby reducing overall contract cost 
volatility. 
 


(2) To what extent, if any, should the interest rate assumption reflect the contractor's investment 
policy and the investment mix of the pension fund? 


 
There has been extensive discussion in recent years regarding the use of settlement-type rates (high-quality 
bonds). Almost universally, the resulting conclusions have been to use these types of rates. We believe that 
the Board would be better served by accepting these conclusions rather than reopening this debate once 
again. 
 
Taking the cue from financial accounting, there may be some theoretical merit in using an independent 
assumption for asset performance that reflects the investment mix and investment policy of the pension fund. 
However, under harmonization approaches that more fully embrace the PPA methodology, such an 
assumption would have little or no impact on assignable costs in the current accounting period. Instead, it 
would seem to affect only projected costs in future accounting periods. Projected costs would seem to be 
more appropriate to address in the context of forward pricing and not harmonization with the PPA.    
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(ii) Salary Increases: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, permit or require 
recognition of future period salary increases? 


 
Ongoing accounting under current financial accounting standards requires the recognition of future salary 
increases when assigning costs to the current accounting period. However, the appropriateness of this 
practice is currently being debated both in the United States and the United Kingdom. 
  
Dropping the use of salary projections would improve consistency in the measurement of costs with the PPA 
and among contractors, since it would eliminate an assumption that typically varies by employer. However, it 
would fail to take into account the distinction between final-average-pay plans and career-average-pay plans.  
 
If the CAS requires the recognition of future period salary increases, it would produce costs higher than 
those required under the PPA (which only requires recognition of the impact of salary growth in the current 
year). Accordingly, such recognition would appear to be in excess of the minimum changes needed to 
comply with Congress’s mandate to harmonize the CAS with the PPA.  
 
On the other hand, since future period salary increases are recognized under the PPA for purposes of 
determining maximum deductible amounts, we would anticipate that costs developed with methods and 
assumptions similar to those prescribed by the PPA, but anticipating future salary increases, would fall within 
the minimum and maximum amounts under the PPA.  
 
Using a cost method that recognizes future salary increases produces costs that do not accelerate as rapidly 
as individual employees approach retirement. However, this recognition will have this effect on plan costs as 
a whole only if the employer’s workforce is aging.  
 
In addition, cost methods that recognize future salary increases tend to produce an adjustment of costs in 
favor of the government when benefits are curtailed due to plan termination or a segment closing. This 
occurs because a portion of the ongoing funding is attributable to the funding of anticipated future accruals, 
which are typically never realized in a curtailment situation.   
 
(iii) Mortality: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, permit, or require use of a (1) 


Standardized mortality table, (2) company-specific mortality table, or (3) mortality table that reflects plan-
specific or segment-specific experience?  


 
The current CAS rules do not appear to be in conflict with the basis for establishing mortality assumptions 
under the PPA. Note that to justify a substitute mortality table, the proposed IRS regulations require at least 
1,000 deaths by gender over no more than a four-year period. This avails these rules only to large 
employers. For example, with a group of males age 65, more than 130,000 lives (or 32,500 lives per year 
over 4 years) would be required to expect to generate 1,000 deaths.   
 
(d) Period Assignment (Amortization). For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) retain the current 
amortization provisions allowing amortization over 10 to 30 years (15 years for experience gains and losses), 
(ii) expand the range to 7 to 30 years for all sources including experience gains and losses, (iii) adopt a fixed 
7 year period consistent with the PPA minimum required contribution computation, or (iv) adopt some other 
amortization provision? 
 
The current amortization rules under CAS are a direct reflection of the permitted amortization periods when 
ERISA was initially adopted. Even though the ERISA amortization periods have been subsequently revised 
and now under the PPA have been uniformly changed to seven years, the CAS periods have remained 
unchanged since inception. Accordingly, there appears to be little or no foundation to justify requiring an 
amortization scheme that is inconsistent with the PPA minimum funding requirements. This might be 
accomplished by expanding the current permissible amortization periods to accommodate the seven-year 
period under the PPA. Alternatively, the Board may choose to require a uniform seven-year amortization 
period for all purposes. This latter approach would improve consistency in the measurement of costs among 
contractors. 
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(e) Asset Valuation.  
(i) For contract cost measurement, should the Board restrict the corridor of acceptable actuarial asset 


values to the range specified in the PPA (90% to 110% of the market value)? 
(ii) For contract cost measurement, should the Board adopt the PPA’s two year averaging period for 


asset smoothing? 
 
We believe that the asset valuation methods permitted under the PPA would be acceptable under the current 
CAS rules. Accordingly, we see little need for the Board to revise the current rules with respect to acceptable 
asset valuation methods. However, in the interest of simplicity and consistency, the Board may want to 
consider adopting the same rules that are permitted under PPA. However, even if the CAS were not 
amended to substantially replicate PPA funding, many contractors are likely to use a method compliant with 
the PPA.  
 
5. At-risk Plans. For plans with a low level of funding, the PPA imposes certain provisions that may require 
higher ”at-risk'' minimum required contributions than is required for plans that do not have this low level of 
funding. The “at-risk'' provisions are intended to more rapidly fund plans that are likely to fail due to 
underfunding and be taken over by the PBGC. 
 
Question 5. To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS to include special funding rules for “at-
risk'' plans? 
 
The funding and benefit provisions that the PPA added regarding at-risk plans indicate a public policy 
concern about the security of benefits for participants covered by such plans, particularly with respect to 
benefits those participants have already accrued. Part of these special funding rules for “at-risk” plans 
requires the use of certain worst-case assumptions about when participants will retire and commence their 
benefits. While it may be appropriate to revise assumptions in the case of an at-risk plan to reflect revised 
employment expectations, use of worst-case assumptions is inconsistent with going concern accounting 
principles.  
 
The Board could choose to support this policy position by allowing or requiring the special funding rules and 
assumptions that apply to at-risk plans in the harmonized CAS. Advantages of adopting this approach 
include: 


• Adoption of the PPAs at-risk assumptions would reduce or eliminate the possibility of disagreement 
between the contractor and the government over the appropriate CAS assumptions for an at-risk 
plan.  


• Contractors with at-risk plans are often less solvent than their counterparts with healthier plans. 
Failure to adequately reflect these special funding rules would force such contractors to bear 
increased pension costs that are not assignable. Such a situation would increase the likelihood of the 
contractor becoming insolvent, compromising the contractor’s ability to fulfill the requirements of its 
contracts. 


• In the event that a contractor with an at-risk plan fails, the at-risk costs not assignable under CAS 
412 probably would become assignable under CAS 413. This suggests that the CAS rules could 
either provide for slightly increased contributions under the provisions of CAS 412 or be faced with a 
large one-time adjustment under CAS 413. 


• Besides requiring more aggressive funding in certain at-risk circumstances, the PPA rules also 
impose constraints on the payment and additional accrual of benefits. These constraints are likely to 
reduce the contractors’ ability to attract and retain qualified employees able to best fulfill the contract 
terms and would not seem to be in the best interests of the government. Full reimbursement of the 
increased minimum required contribution — or even more aggressive funding — would help enable 
such contractors to achieve a more sound financial footing. 


• When Congress instructed the Board to harmonize CAS 412 and 413 with the PPA minimum 
contribution amount, it made no distinction between at-risk plans versus other plans, thereby 
supporting the notion that whatever assumptions might apply for minimum purposes should likewise 
be used for CAS. 


• While at-risk rules can cause greater volatility, Congress addressed this concern by phasing in the 
increases due to at-risk funding rules over five years. 
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6. Cash Flow Considerations. The PPA may create a disincentive for government contractors to continue 
their defined benefit plans if the pattern of cash outlays for pension contributions are not matched by the 
reimbursements for pension costs under Government contracts. The mismatching of cash flows might occur 
for two distinct reasons: (i) The pension costs assigned to a particular cost accounting period in accordance 
with CAS may be substantially less than the minimum contributions required by ERISA, or (ii) incurred 
pension costs may dramatically exceed previously forecast costs due to plans emerging from full funding 
and/or experiencing unexpected adverse asset or demographic results. 
 
Question 6. (a) To what extent, if any, should the measurement and assignment provisions of CAS 412 and 
413 be revised to address contractor cash flow issues? 
 
The cash-flow mismatch is the primary issue for harmonization to address, since the theoretical 
underpinnings of CAS 412 and 413 already recognize that pension costs contractors incur in fulfilling 
government contracts are assignable costs that are reimbursable by the government. CAS 412 and 413 
simply set forth the manner in which these costs are assigned to accounting periods in which government 
contracting is performed. To the extent that this assignment is not consistent with the contractor’s cash flows, 
it may produce borrowing needs by the contractor which could compromise the contractor’s competitiveness 
and may reduce its ability to access cash that may be critical for the timely fulfillment of its contract 
requirements. In order to manage this, as described in our answer to question 3, contractors are likely to 
consider approaches to eliminate this competitive disadvantage.  
 
Clearly, one such alternative is the termination of the contractor’s pension plan, which would demand an 
immediate assignable cost adjustment under CAS 413 that is immediately adverse to the government.  
Another alternative is a change in the plan’s investment strategy to minimize the risk of cash-flow 
mismatches, with the trade-off being reduced future investment returns. This alternative is likely to be 
adverse to the government in the long term due to less favorable emerging investment performance.  Finally, 
some employers choose to cease competing for government business. This could reduce the pool of 
available contractors, which would result in reduced competition, slower responses to unforeseen needs, and 
ultimately increased government costs. 
 
(b) To what extent, if any, do the current prepayment provisions mitigate contractor cash flow concerns? 
 
In the current interest rate environment, multi-year forecasts of CAS assignable costs often show the 
development of very substantial and essentially permanent prepayment credits. Conceptually, these 
prepayment credits develop because, under current CAS rules, the funding target is determined using an 
interest rate that reflects anticipated investment returns. PPA rules, on the other hand, determine a funding 
target based on corporate bond yields. As long as long-term corporate bond yields are less than anticipated 
investment returns, the Board should expect prepayment credits to persist. This suggests that, absent 
changes in the CAS rules, the only way that a contractor can hope to be reimbursed for these costs is either 
through a revision of investment strategy to bring expected returns closer to corporate bond returns or 
through CAS 413 cost adjustments triggered by a plan termination.   
  
(c) To what extent, if any, should the prepayment credit provision be revised to address the issue of potential 
negative cash flow? 
 
Prepayment credits usually develop for one of two reasons: because the contractor is required to make 
contributions above the CAS assignable cost to satisfy minimum funding (”required prepayment credits”) or 
because the contractor chooses to make additional contributions for cash-flow purposes (”voluntary 
prepayment credits”). (Prepayment credits can also arise in segment closings when the segment is in a 
surplus position and the CAS 413 adjustment is settled outside the plan.) Required prepayment credits are 
likely to increase in magnitude and frequency under the PPA, at least until harmonization is achieved.  
 
Under the current rules, prepayment credits generally do not become assignable unless the contractor 
chooses to use a prepayment credit as funding for an assignable cost in lieu of contributing additional funds. 
However, this choice is not available in situations in which the minimum required contribution equals or 
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exceeds the assignable cost for the accounting period. To obtain harmonization, a systematic method for 
assigning these required prepayment credits would seem to be necessary. This might be accomplished by 
including an amortization of required prepayment credits as an additional component of the assignable cost. 
To ensure requiring amortization of these required prepayment credits, this component would need to be 
assignable even if the remaining assignable cost is zero.  
 
7. Volatility in Contract Cost Projections. The second potential source of cash flow mismatch is 
attributable not to the basic measurement and assignment provisions of the Standards, but to the volatility of 
contract costs for pensions and contribution requirements (see Question 5 above). The ”all or nothing'' 
effects of the CAS 412 assignable cost limitation and the ceiling on assigned cost for income tax purposes 
could significantly impact the volatility of contract cost forecasts. 
 
 Question 7. (a)(i) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA provisions impact the 
volatility of cost projections?  
 
The topic of volatility in this context is fairly complex. While the desire for stable, non-fluctuating costs is 
understandable, we believe that unpredictability of costs is a much greater concern. The source of this 
unpredictability falls in several areas. One source of unpredictability is the unpredictability of investment 
returns. However, this source is not new to the PPA and has been the primary contributor to unstable 
contributions patterns under pre-PPA funding rules.  
 
A second source is the unpredictability of corporate bond rates. While this source has been elevated to the 
forefront by the PPA by making it a central element in the determination of costs, the Deficit Reduction 
Contribution (DRC) calculations have used a similar basis for measuring liabilities since this aspect of ERISA 
was enacted. Making usage of these rates a fundamental requirement in determining pension contributions 
tends to produce pension costs that fluctuate more than would result with the use of a constant rate.  
 
The final source of unpredictability is the disconnect that can occur between asset returns and changes in 
the liabilities due to changes in the effective interest rate for determining the liabilities. This can produce 
situations in which liability values rise while asset values fall, and vice versa, amplifying instead of 
dampening volatility. 
 
One area in which PPA would seem to reduce volatility of pension costs is in the reduced applicability of the 
maximum deductible limits due to the increased level of allowable contributions. This should help to minimize 
when the contribution “on/off” switch controlled by the full funding limitation will apply. 
 
 (ii) Are there ways to mitigate this impact? Please explain. 
 
Much of the perceived volatility can be traced directly to changes in the value of assets that are not mirrored 
by similar changes in the value of liabilities. This form of volatility can be mitigated through the appropriate 
use of liability-driven investments, which serve to produce asset returns that mirror the change in liabilities 
produced by fluctuations in prevailing interest rates. Such investments could include immunized portfolios, 
duration-matched portfolios, and duration-matched interest rate hedging strategies. Some of these strategies 
would require the contractor, as plan sponsor, to forego the prospect of future investment gains that 
otherwise might be used to offset or reduce assignable costs in future periods. In many circumstances, 
adoption of such strategies, whether or not the CAS rules are substantially changed to harmonize, are likely 
to produce anticipated future investment returns that are lower than those currently expected, absent a 
change in investment strategy. 
 
Annuitization of some or all of the liabilities can also be used to eliminate future volatility. However, in the 
current annuity environment, annuitization is likely to produce actuarial losses that would not be immediately 
recoverable under current CAS rules. Instead, they would be amortized over 15 years. Accordingly, 
contractors may be reticent to use this approach. 
 
This volatility can also be somewhat mitigated by revising the CAS to take advantage of the relatively wide 
range of acceptable contributions permitted under the PPA. One way to do this would be to develop 
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assignable costs even when plan assets exceed the PPA funding target. For example, in this situation the 
assignable cost might be target normal cost reduced by a seven-year amortization of the amount of 
overfunding. 
 
A more revolutionary approach to mitigate the impact of investment returns would be to revise the CAS rules 
to eliminate asset performance as a determinant of future CAS costs. One way to accomplish this would be 
to calculate the assignable cost as equal to the sum of three components. The first component would be the 
value of benefits accruing during the current accounting period (irrespective of actual asset performance.) 
The second component would be the amortization (e.g. seven years) of liability changes attributable to plan 
amendments and liability experience (except for changes due to changes in the effective interest rate.) The 
third component would be a transition amortization providing for the gradual recognition (e.g. seven years) of 
the initial difference between the value of assets and liabilities at the point the new rules become applicable.  
 
Under this approach, the contractor would take full responsibility for future deviations in investment 
performance from returns that would be produced if the assets were fully immunized. All liability (or benefit) 
costs would continue to be assignable under the CAS. This would cause the contractor to be responsible for 
the adverse investment deviations but also be able to fully benefit from favorable deviation. From the 
government’s perspective, such an approach would remove asset performance as one of the variables 
determining costs, thereby treating investment decisions as outside its purview.  
 
From the contractor perspective, this approach is feasible only if sufficient financial instruments are available 
to actually create or approximate such an immunized approach. Otherwise, the contractor would be forced to 
underwrite a risk over which effective control cannot be accomplished.  At the same time, we note that this is 
not the approach taken in determining the minimum contribution under PPA and would go beyond the 
congressional mandate for harmonization. In addition, compared to other harmonization approaches, it would 
be less supportive of the intent of the PPA to improve the security of pension plans. 
 
The Board should also note that interest rate fluctuations, and hence any associated volatility, are dampened 
through the use of 24-month averaging in the determination of the rate segments. However, contractors who 
elect to use the bond yield curve must forego this use of 24-month averaging. While such an election might 
appear to increase volatility, under proper circumstances, it can enhance the ability of the contractor to 
match investment performance with changes in the liability due to interest rate fluctuations. As discussed 
above, this matching will reduce contribution volatility.  
 
Another approach that might be used to mitigate the impact of the interest rate fluctuations is to somehow 
reflect economic price adjustments in the determination of assignable costs, similar to those used for oil and 
steel in certain fixed-price contracts. These adjustments could be linked to changes in the interest rate yield 
curve published by the IRS for PPA purposes. While this approach would do little for the assignment of costs 
in the current period, it could be helpful in avoiding winners and losers in future accounting periods that might 
arise solely due to interest rate fluctuations. However, we recognize that economic price adjustments are 
currently addressed in the FAR and only apply to fixed-price contracts. Accordingly, such an approach may 
be beyond the realistic scope of the PPA harmonization process. 
 
(b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS assignable cost limitation be revised as part of the efforts to 
harmonize the CAS with the PPA? 
 
Currently the CAS assignable cost limitation represents the point at which the asset level is deemed 
sufficient to obviate the need for additional contributions in the current accounting period as measured by the 
accrued liability under the actuarial cost method being used. In defining this limitation, the CAS rules 
mirrored the full funding limitation under ERISA, over which contributions were not deductible. Subsequent 
amendments to ERISA have modified the full-funding limit and the deductibility of contributions. With the 
passage of the PPA, the concept of linking the deductibility of contributions to this full-funding limit has been 
supplanted by a new measure which approximately equals the sum of 50 percent of the minimum funding 
target plus the projected unit accrued liability (reflecting projected salary growth and projected non-salary 
related benefit increases in future periods) plus the minimum funding target normal cost. This increased limit 
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suggests that Congress realizes that funding targets in excess of the minimum required funding level are 
appropriate in some situations.   
 
Because of this new paradigm, it is likely that the whole concept of the assignable cost limitation needs to be 
reevaluated as to its purpose. The most appropriate approach could depend heavily on the approach 
generally taken in harmonization. 
 
A simple approach reflective of the PPA would be to set the assignable cost limitation equal to the maximum 
deductible contribution under the PPA. If the CAS assignable cost limitation is revised in this manner, it 
should greatly reduce the number of situations in which the assignable cost limit will unexpectedly limit the 
assignable cost to zero. The result is likely to be reduced volatility and enhanced predictability. In addition, it 
would be consistent with measurements for tax purposes, making it easily developed and easily audited. 
 
Another approach that might have merit is to set the assignable cost limitation equal to the PPA minimum 
required contribution. While this is easy to apply, as alluded to above, it is likely to produce more volatile 
costs since it would set up a paradigm in which the assignable cost could never exceed the minimum 
required contribution. It would thereby eliminate a number of approaches that might be used to mitigate 
volatility. Further, permitting credit balances to play a role in determining assignable costs under CAS 412 
must be considered carefully. 
 
Yet another approach to consider is to define the assignable cost limitation in terms of the accrued liability 
under the projected unit credit cost method. Under this approach, it might be appropriate to recognize both 
future salary increases and future escalation in non-salary related benefits, as is permitted in the 
determination of the maximum deductible contribution under the PPA. This approach might provide a 
reasonable balance, falling between two alternatives discussed above, and would be based on components 
that contractors would already have to develop for PPA purposes. 
  
(c) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address negative pension costs in the context of cost 
volatility? 
 
Generally, the concept of negative pension costs is incompatible with the government’s historical emphasis 
on funding, as well as the provisions of ERISA and the tax code preventing the withdrawal of funds from a 
qualified plan before the satisfaction of all liabilities. Theoretically, negative pension costs might be 
considered if a contractor’s plan covers several segments, some being overfunded and some being 
underfunded. In this situation, it is conceivable that negative pension costs in the overfunded segment might 
be used to satisfy the assignable costs of the underfunded segment, provided that in aggregate a negative 
cost for the plan as a whole does not result. However, the cost reallocations would have direct impact on 
current and future pricing, would create cost shifting among contracts, and may create cost shifting among 
government agencies. Accordingly, it is very unlikely to produce an equitable result that acceptable for CAS 
purposes. 
 
8. Segment Closings, Plan Terminations, and Benefit Curtailments.  
Under the PPA, if a plan is determined to be severely ”at-risk,'' the further accrual of benefits is prohibited. 
Under CAS 413, such a cessation of accrual would be a curtailment of benefits. Currently, if the contractor 
retains pension assets and liabilities subsequent to the curtailment of benefits, CAS 413-50(c)(12) requires 
that the actuarial liability be measured using the assumptions that have historically been used to fund the 
plan. If the liability is transferred to an insurance company or the PBGC, the insurance premium or PBGC 
valuation of the liability determines the segment closing liability. The cost of the insurance premium and the 
liability assumed by the PBGC may exceed the PPA target liability and the actuarial liability measured by 
CAS 413-50(c)(12) because of the addition of the ”risk premium'' against adverse experience assessed by 
insurers. 
 
Question 8. (a) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA provisions affect the 
measurement of a segment closing adjustment in accordance with CAS 413.50(c)(12)? 
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Full harmonization of CAS 412 rules to the PPA would greatly reduce segment closing adjustment amounts 
under CAS 413 since assets and liabilities are annually being adjusted to reflect emerging market conditions. 
However, upon a segment closing it should be expected that there will be differences between the PPA 
funding target and the plan assets that would still need to be accounted for. Furthermore, while the 
assumptions mandated by the PPA are more representative of settlement rates, contractors who do not elect 
to use the bond yield curve must determine their liabilities using rates that are averaged over a 24 month 
period. These rates may not reflect market conditions at the time of a segment closing event. In addition, it 
should continue to be anticipated that the cost of annuity purchases or other settlement approaches will not 
be fully captured through use of the PPA funding assumptions.  
 
Finally, the continued appropriateness of the requirement that the assumptions be consistent with current 
and long-term assumptions would seem to need review. It should be noted that when the segment closing 
adjustment is based on assumptions different from those used for determining ongoing costs, the adjustment 
reflects a “true-up” of prior costs and likely represents the final opportunity for the CAS costs associated with 
the segment to be harmonized with the PPA. To harmonize this true-up, the adjustments should be 
calculated using assumptions consistent with the PPA and should not reflect anticipation of future investment 
performance.  
 
(b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS 413 criteria for a curtailment of benefits be modified to address the 
PPA mandatory cessation of benefit accruals for an “at-risk'' plan?   
 
Unless CAS 413-50(c)(12) is amended, cessation of benefit accruals resulting from a funding target 
attainment percentage of less than 60 percent would appear to represent a curtailment and, as such, trigger 
a segment-closing adjustment. This would seem inconsistent with the purpose of these provisions, since 
accruals would normally resume when the funding percentage equals or exceeds 60 percent and the 
associated CAS 413 adjustment would provide a source of funds to immediately inject into the plan to 
achieve this funding level. In any event, harmonization of the CAS 412 rules with the PPA should greatly 
reduce situations in which contractor plans could experience funding deterioration to an extent that would 
cause the cessation of benefit accruals.  
 
9. Technical Issues. The PPA changes the ERISA provisions for (a) Treatment of credit (carryover and 
prefunding) balances (analogous to ”prepayment credits'' under the CAS), (b) treatment of contributions 
made after the end of the plan year, and (c) recognition of collectively bargained benefits. 
 
CAS 412 requires prepayment credits to be adjusted at the valuation rate of interest (the CAS valuation rate) 
while the PPA requires credit balances to be adjusted based on the pension fund's actual rate of “return on 
plan assets.'' CAS 412 and 413 do not contain specific language on the treatment of contributions made after 
the end of the plan year, while the PPA requires that such contributions to be discounted at the PPA 
”effective interest rate.'' CAS 412 recognizes only the benefits specified in existing collective bargaining 
agreements, while the PPA recognizes anticipated changes in benefits based on established patterns. 
 
Question 9. (a) Prepayment Credits. Should prepayment credits be adjusted based on the CAS valuation 
rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension fund's actual ”return on plan assets'' for the period? 
 
As alluded to  in our response to question (6)(c), we believe that the prepayment credits have different 
characteristics depending on whether they have developed because the contractor was required to make 
contributions above the CAS assignable cost to satisfy minimum funding or because the contractor has 
chosen to make additional contributions for other purposes. 
 
When a contractor chooses to make additional contributions, such contributions would produce funding 
standard account credit balances under the PPA that are adjusted with the pension fund’s actual return on 
plan assets. To do otherwise for CAS purposes would require the contractor to account for these costs in two 
ways, one for ERISA funding purposes and one for CAS purposes. This requirement would seem to produce 
unneeded complexity without a clear benefit to either the government or the contractor. In addition, these 
contributions would appear to be financing decisions by the contractor. Accordingly, it is unclear why it might 
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be appropriate for the government to assume the investment risk associated with these advanced 
contributions before they become assignable costs. 
 
The situation when a contractor is required to make contributions above the CAS assignable cost to satisfy 
minimum funding could arise only to the extent that harmonization fails to permit the full and immediate 
assignment of minimum required contributions. Under this situation, it would appear more appropriate for the 
investment risk associated with the prepayment credits to be assumed by the government, starting when the 
contribution is made. Because we are uncertain how such harmonization would be implemented, it is difficult 
to theorize how this would best be accomplished.  
 
    (b) Contributions Made After End of Plan Year. Should the interest adjustment for contributions made after 
the end of the plan year be computed as if the deposit was made on the last day of the plan year or on the 
actual deposit as now required by the PPA? 
 
The current CAS rules are silent on the method in which interest adjustments should be made. Accordingly, it 
would appear that the application of interest adjustments by contractors would be part of their established 
accounting practices. Under the current rule, treating contributions made after, but within 8-1/2 months of, 
the close of the plan year, allows contractors to maintain consistency between CAS and ERISA cost 
calculations. If the harmonized CAS rules mirror the PPA changes in determining interest adjustment for 
payments made after the close of the year, or continue to permit the determination of such interest 
adjustments as part of a contractor’s accounting practice, it would enhance the continued consistency 
between CAS and ERISA cost calculations. Conversely, not permitting such interest rate adjustments would 
create an area where inconsistencies could occur. Finally, it should be noted that under FAR 31.205-
6(j)(2)(iii) interest adjustments for contributions made 30 days beyond their due dates are unallowable and 
hence would not  be assignable. 
 
(c) Collectively Bargained Benefits. (i) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address the PPA 
provision that allows the recognition of established patterns of collectively bargained benefits? 
 
Under the PPA, recognition of established patterns of collectively bargained benefits is exclusively 
associated with the determination of maximum deductible limits. This recognition is analogous to the 
recognition of future period salary increases when determining the maximum deductible contribution. If the 
CAS rules fail to recognize established patterns of collectively bargained benefits in determining the 
assignable cost limit, situations could arise in which the assignable cost limit would differ from the maximum 
deductible limit. Such a difference would seem to serve little purpose other than introducing unneeded 
complexity.  
 


(ii) Are there criteria that should be considered in determining what constitutes an established pattern of 
such changes? 


 
For determining the maximum deductible limit, the PPA limits the expected rate of increase to the average 
annual rate over the preceding six years. For purposes of determining the assignable cost limit, there would 
seem to be little or no benefit of diverging from this approach.   
 
10. Available Data on Costs under CAS vs. PPA. To fully examine the relationship of the measurement 
and assignment of contract costs for pensions, the minimum required contribution, and the maximum tax-
deductible contribution, the Board believes that data considering many different scenarios would be very 
informative and enhance its deliberations. 
 
Question 10. The Board would be very interested in obtaining the results of any studies or surveys that 
examine the pension cost determined in accordance with the CAS and the PPA minimum required 
contributions and maximum tax-deductible contribution. 
 
The Cost Accounting Standards Task Force and the Pension Committee hope to undertake a survey of 
government contractors to gather information to assist in evaluating the difference between current CAS 
assignable costs and PPA minimum contributions. In order to maintain the confidentiality of the information, it 
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is intended that the data be submitted normalized to the PPA unit-credit accrued liability, assuming a 
standardized effective interest rate. All other values would be presented as percentages of the accrued 
liability. This approach should provide information as to the impact of PPA on a wide variety of contractors, 
but will not differentiate among the various sizes of the contractors. Accordingly, information concerning the 
absolute magnitude of the impact can not be determined. 
  
11. Records and Visibility. Beginning in 2008, actuarial valuation reports prepared for ERISA and financial 
accounting purposes will no longer be required to include the accrued actuarial liability and normal cost 
measured under cost methods and assumptions that comply with the provisions of CAS 412 and 413. 
Actuaries and valuation software could still produce such values, and such valuation results would still be 
subject to the Actuarial Standards of Practice. 
 
Question 11. In light of the changes to the PPA, should the Board consider including specific requirements 
in CAS 412 and 413 regarding the records required to support the contractor's proposed and/or claimed 
pension cost? 
 
Actuarial Standard of Practice No. 41 addresses the appropriate information to be provided in actuarial 
communications, including actuarial reports. It is expected that adherence to this standard should satisfy the 
requirements needed to support the contractor’s claimed costs. Even currently, significant differences exist 
between the CAS rules and ERISA funding. Accordingly, it would generally be expected that a separate 
report prepared in accordance with ASOP No. 41 addressing CAS assignable costs is currently required.  
 
The members of the Academy’s Cost Accounting Standards Task Force appreciate this opportunity to share 
our thoughts on this issue. If we can answer any further questions or otherwise be of assistance, please 
contact Samuel Genson, the Academy’s Pension Policy Analyst, at (202) 223-8196. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Gary Bayer, MAAA , EA , FSA  
Chair, Cost Accounting Standards Task Force 
 
 
Julie Curtis, MAAA , EA , FSA      Mark Dungan, MAAA , EA , FSA  
Elliott Friedman, EA , FSA      Doug German, MAAA , EA , FSA  
John McQuade, MAAA , EA , FCA, FSA     Patrick Ring, ASA, EA, MSPA 
Judy Stromback, MAAA , EA , FCA, FSA    Veda Wild, MAAA , EA , FSA  
James Winer, MAAA , ASA,  EA  
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We would like to thank the Cost Accounting Standards Board and its staff for the opportunity to 
comment on the issues related to harmonization of the Pension Protection Act (PPA) and Cost 
Accounting Standards (CAS) 412 and 413. 
 
The Aerospace Corporation is a California, non-profit corporation that operates a Department of 
Defense (DOD) federally funded research and development center (FFRDC).  Aerospace 
Corporation has a defined benefit pension plan that has over 2,000 active employee participants 
and 6,000 retired or terminated participants with vested pension benefits.  The plan participants 
have earned their pension benefits, in most cases, over many years of service supporting the 
country’s national defense space needs.   Congress’s goal in passing the PPA was to secure 
benefits for employees and retirees, like Aerospace’s participants. 
 
Aerospace is rather unique in its status as a non-profit corporation, operating a DOD FFRDC.   
Aerospace is reimbursed for its reimbursable costs, as allowed by the Federal Acquisition 
Regulations (FAR), Defense Federal Acquisition Regulations (DFARS), and  CAS.  In addition, 
Aerospace is allowed a “fee for need” based on Contracting Officer approval of cash flow needs 
to perform the services required by DOD agencies that are not reimbursable under FAR, DFARS 
or CAS.   
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Nearly 90% of Aerospace’s revenue comes from work for DOD agencies with the remaining 
10% of revenues primarily coming from other civil agencies such as National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).  
In all of these contracts, revenue is equal to reimbursable costs and fee for need, as defined by 
FAR, DFARS and CAS.  Aerospace is not allowed to build up any reserves.  If there are any 
excess funds generated from the small amount of work performed outside the DOD and civil 
contracts, these reserves will be used by the Contracting Officer to reduce the following year’s 
fee for need.   Fee for need is restricted and, the ability to use fee to make up any shortfall 
between CAS allowable reimbursements to our pension plans and the PPA required 
contributions, will likely be limited. 
 
With this business model, the impact of failure to harmonize reimbursement requirements under 
CAS 412 and 413 to congressionally mandated (through the PPA) contributions to Aerospace’s 
defined benefit plans is magnified. Where other defense contractors may have reserves generated 
from profits that can be used to make up for shortfalls caused by failure to harmonize, Aerospace 
does not have that luxury.   With no reserves to cover shortfalls, Aerospace’s business model 
serves as a clear illustration of the underlying impact failure to harmonize has on all DOD 
companies. 
 
Even though Aerospace’s revenues come almost entirely from contracts subject to FAR and 
DFARS regulations, Aerospace does not meet the definition of an “eligible government 
contractor” under Section 106 of the PPA, since our revenues are less than $5 billion annually.   
Since we do not qualify as an “eligible government contractor” we are subject to the 
requirements of the PPA in 2008.  It is therefore of great significance to the Aerospace 
Corporation and to our DOD customers that CAS 412 and 413 not only be harmonized to the 
requirements of the PPA but that such harmonization occur sooner rather than later.  It is also of 
significance, as discussed below, that harmonization be applicable to all government contractors, 
not just “eligible government contractors” as defined by the PPA. 
 
The Aerospace Corporation’s views are expressed in more detail below, maintaining the 
question-and-answer format utilized by the Staff Discussion Paper. 
 
 


Question 1: Should the Board apply any revisions to all cost-based 
contracts and other Federal awards that are subject to full CAS 
coverage, or only to “eligible government contractors” as defined in 
Section 106?   


   
The Cost Accounting Standards have never had a separate set of rules for large contractors than 
for small contractors.  There does not appear to us to be any rational logic for having two sets of 
rules in this case.  If anything, the larger contractors have more resources and reserves to cover 
shortfalls between required contributions and reimbursement for those contributions than do the 
smaller contractors.  A different, more lenient accounting rule for large contractors provides the 
large contractors with unfair, competitive advantages over smaller contractors.  If separate rules 
are adopted for large contractors, those larger contractors will be able to get reimbursed for the 
PPA required costs more fully and quicker than will smaller contractors.   
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Two sets of rules, one for large contractors and one for small contractors will be difficult to 
administer and inherently unfair.  The PPA does not provide for different levels for contributions 
to benefit plans based on the size of the contractor.  Rules that provide for reimbursement for 
these congressionally mandated, PPA required contributions should not provide for two levels of 
reimbursement.   
 
 


 Question 2: Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the 
Congressional intent of the PPA to protect retirement security, to 
strengthen funding and ensure PBGC solvency?   
 


As currently drafted, CAS 412 and 413 as a whole do not align with the purposes embedded in 
the PPA or with the equitable treatment of government contractors under the new plan funding 
requirements in the PPA.  The final CAS harmonization rule should bring CAS 412 and 413 into 
conformance with the PPA.  Harmonization that ensures full, fair and timely reimbursement of 
government contractors will further the fundamental policies underlying the enactment of  the 
PPA --  improving plan funding and thereby providing greater assurance that plan participants 
will receive all their promised benefits and also minimizing risks to the PBGC. 
 
 


Question 3: Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the 
relationship of the PPA minimum required contribution and the 
contract cost determined in accordance with CAS 412 and 413?   


 
The PPA section 106 harmonization mandate generally requires that CAS 412 and 413 be 
reformed to embody the concepts of the PPA.  Since its inception, however, CAS 412 and 413 
have generally focused on balancing the minimum required contribution under ERISA and the 
“recovery” of pension contributions made by contractors.  The Staff Discussion Paper discusses 
revisions made in 1995 to the original CAS 412 and 413 to address a conflict introduced by the 
Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987.  Precedent has 
been established by the Board, and rightfully so, in the past to harmonize CAS 412 and 413 to 
congressionally mandated changes to required ERISA contributions.  We believe the same 
should be done with the current congressionally mandated changes under the PPA.  
 
 


Question 3(a): Do the measurement and assignment provisions of the 
current CAS 412 and 413 result in a contractor incurring a penalty 
under ERISA in order to receive full reimbursement of CAS 
computed pension costs under Government contracts?   


 
In a number of cases, minimum funding requirements as revised by the PPA can be expected to 
mandate pension contributions in excess of pension costs under CAS 412 and 413.  This could 
result in substantial and potentially very troublesome cash flow problems for some contractors.  
In no event should the revised CAS 412 and 413 ever result in required contributions that result 
in the imposition of excise taxes and that rule should be explicitly retained.   
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Question 3(b): To what extent, if any, should the Board revise CAS 
412 and 413 to harmonize with the contribution range defined by the 
minimum required contribution and the tax-deductible maximum 
contribution?   


 
The PPA allows a pension sponsor wide discretion in funding a plan. While required to make at 
least the PPA minimum contribution, a sponsor can choose to fund a much greater amount. 
Funding greater amounts can reduce ultimate pension costs and volatility. This wide discretion is 
provided to encourage sponsors to fund more than minimum amounts, thus further increasing 
benefit security and allowing sponsors to attain more predictable cash flows. 
 
CAS rules have a different purpose – to promote uniformity and consistency among contractors. 
Uniformity and consistency is not enhanced by providing wide discretion in reimbursable costs. 
The Board should retain the concept of CAS 412 and 413 that provides a specific assignable cost 
for an accounting period. Contributions in excess of this amount should continue to result in 
prepayments and contributions less than this amount can be reimbursed to the extent previous 
prepayments are available. 
 
CAS 412 and 413 should be revised to provide that the assignable cost for a period is the sum of 
the normal cost plus amortization subject to a minimum of the amount the sponsor is compelled 
to fund (the PPA minimum) and subject to a maximum of the maximum deductible contribution. 
Assignable cost for a period should never be less than the minimum required contribution and 
should never be greater than the maximum deductible contribution. 
 
 


Question 3(c): To what extent, if any, should ERISA credit balances 
(carryover and prefunding balances) be considered in revising CAS 
412 and 413?   


 
The CAS reimbursable cost should be determined without respect to ERISA credit balances.  
Volatility from year to year is inherent in the ERISA calculations.   Management needs the 
flexibility to manage this volatility. 
 
 


Question 3(d): To what extent, if any, should revisions to CAS be 
based on the measurement and assignment methods of the PPA?   


 
The measurement and assignment methods of the PPA reflect the evolution of thought 
concerning pension cost recognition. The PPA also reflects the compromises that are often 
necessary in the legislative process.  
 
We urge the Board to adopt the basic measurement approach of the PPA. Specifically, this 
means measuring liability using the accrued benefit concept and market interest rates, or the 
“target liability” as it is called in the PPA. The cost of benefits earned during the accounting 
period should be the “target normal cost” as measured in the PPA.  
 
The use of a single measurement and attribution method will enhance uniformity and 
consistency. The arbitrary choice of a cost attribution method as allowed under current CAS 
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rules and as originally allowed under ERISA should be eliminated to promote uniformity and 
consistency. 
 
Use of a single method, if combined with using the same assumptions as the PPA, will provide 
the additional advantage of basing CAS and the PPA calculations on the same fundamental 
measurements of liability and cost. The liability and normal cost would be the basic building 
blocks of determining the CAS reimbursable cost. This would promote efficiency and help 
eliminate errors. 
 
 


Question 3(d)(i): To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the 
CAS based on rules established to implement tax policy? 


 
The Staff Discussion Paper discusses revisions made in 1995 to the original CAS 412 and 413 to 
address a conflict introduced by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act of 1987.  Precedent has been established by the Board, and rightfully so, in 
the past to revise CAS to agree to changes in tax policy.  We believe the same should be done 
with the current congressionally mandated changes under the PPA.  
 
For years there has been a debate as to how much Financial Accounting Standards and Cost 
Accounting Standards should be driven by tax policy and legislation.  There is clearly different 
purposes between tax policy and accounting standards.  However, in this case, the accounting 
standard (for CAS purposes) directly impacts a company’s ability to meet the mandates required 
under tax legislation.  More clearly, tax related legislation is dictating a change in the amount of 
contributions that a company must make to its pension plans.  The Cost Accounting Standards 
dictate the reimbursement the company can receive for this congressionally mandated 
contribution.  
 
Companies do not have the option of selecting the approach they believe may be the “best” 
theoretical accounting approach.  The federal government, through congressionally mandated 
PPA requirements, has selected the approach that must be followed for contribution purposes.  If 
CAS 412 and 413 are not harmonized, the CAS Board is saying it disagrees with the approach 
mandated by congress and may not permit companies to be reimbursed for congressionally 
mandated, required contributions. 
 
We are not suggesting that CAS should replicate the PPA; but that CAS should follow the same 
basic approach and use the same basic assumptions as the PPA.  In our opinion, this is what 
harmonization requires. 
 
 


Question 3(d)(ii): To what extent, if any, should the Board consider 
concerns with the solvency of either the pension plan, or the PBGC?   


 
The Board should be aware that failure to harmonize may cause smaller contractors and non-
profit contractors, like Aerospace, to run a greater risk that their plans will have to be turned over 
to the PBGC.  It would be ironic if congress’s attempt to protect pensions with the passage of the 
PPA was offset by the failure of those pension plans because of CAS 412 and 413 not being 
harmonized to the PPA.    
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Turning the pension liabilities over to the PBGC ultimately has a greater cost to the government 
and harsher impact on the participants than does revising CAS 412 and 413 provisions to allow 
for more effective management of the plans on an on going, long term basis. 
 


Question 4(a): For Government contract costing purposes, should the 
Board (i) retain the current “going concern” basis for the 
measurement and assignment of the contract cost for the period, or 
(ii) revise CAS 412 and 413 to measure and assign the period cost on 
the liquidation or settlement cost basis of accounting?   


 
One can debate whether the PPA’s settlement or liquidation approach to valuing pension plan 
assets and liabilities is preferable to the going concern approach utilized currently by CAS.  
While there are arguments for either approach, the current requirements mandated by Congress 
and the financial reporting requirements mandated by the Financial Accounting Standards Board 
(FASB) take the settlement or liquidation approach.  For CAS to fail to adopt this same 
approach, puts the CAS accounting out of synchronization with other currently required 
reporting and accounting requirements for pension plans. 
 
 


Question 4(b): For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) 
continue to utilize the current CAS requirements which incorporate 
the contractor’s long-term best estimates of anticipated experience 
under the plan, or (ii) revise the CAS to include the PPA minimum 
required contribution criteria, which include interest rates based on 
current corporate bond yields, no recognition of future period salary 
growth, and use of a mortality table determined by the Secretary of 
the Treasury? 


 
The Board should revise CAS 412 and 413 to adopt the same assumptions as to interest rates, 
future salary growth and mortality tables as used in the PPA.  These variables have a tremendous 
impact on the measure of the liability at any point in time.  For consistency in required 
contributions and in reimbursement for those contributions, the same assumptions should be 
used.   
 
For contract cost measurement, the contractor does need the flexibility, to manage future 
volatility, to measure cost for CAS in an amount that will never be less than the amount the 
sponsor is compelled by the PPA to contribute nor more than the maximum deductible 
contribution provided by the PPA. 
 
 


Question 4(c)(i)(1): For measuring the pension obligation, what basis 
for setting interest rate assumptions would best achieve uniformity 
and/or the matching of costs to benefits earned over the working 
career of plan participants?  
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CAS 412 and 413 should utilize the same interest rates that are adopted by the PPA.  Strong 
arguments can be made that the PPA required interest rates are too low or even that they are too 
high.  But in any case, they are clearly defined based on assumptions mandated by the PPA. 
  
Even a few basis points difference in the interest rate assumptions can make a huge difference in 
the amount of liability calculated at any point in time and, of course, the related amount of 
contributions needed to achieve required funding.  For CAS to use interest rate assumptions that 
are significantly different from the PPA assumptions results in PPA required contributions 
significantly different from CAS provided reimbursements of those contributions.  Also, using 
the more subjectively selected interest rate assumptions under current CAS 412 and 413 provides 
less uniformity amongst similar contractors. 
 
 


Question 4(c)(i)(2): To what extent, if any, should the interest rate 
assumption reflect the contractor’s investment policy and the 
investment mix of the pension fund?   


 
CAS 412 and 413 should adopt the interest rates employed by the PPA.  If so adopted, CAS 
interest rate assumptions do not need to take into account either (i) the contractor’s investment 
policy or (ii) the investment mix of the pension fund.  If the contractor’s investment policy 
consistently achieves results better than the PPA assumed rates, the cost and volatility will be 
reduced for the contractor and for the government because of increased value in the assets being 
used to fund the liabilities at plan measurement dates. 
 
 


Question 4(c)(ii): For measuring the pension obligation, should the 
CAS exclude, permit or require recognition of future period salary 
increases?   


 
The PPA generally disregards the effects of future salary increases in determining minimum 
required contributions.  We believe CAS 412 and 413 should take a similar approach; although 
this does not have as significant an impact on plan sponsors as does differences in interest rates, 
mortality tables and amortization period assumptions.  
 
 


Question 4(c)(iii): For measuring the pension obligation, should the 
CAS exclude, permit or require use of a (1) standardized mortality 
table, (2) company-specific mortality table, or (3) mortality table that 
reflects plan-specific or segment-specific experience?   


 
CAS 412 and 413 should adopt the limited flexibility that the PPA allows with respect to 
mortality tables, including use of a substitute mortality table. 
 
 


Question 4(d): For contract cost measurement, should the board (i) 
retain the current amortization provisions allowing amortization 
over 10 to 30 years (15 years for experience gains and losses), (ii) 
expand the range to 7 to 30 years for all sources including experience 
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gains and losses, (iii) adopt a fixed seven year period consistent with 
the PPA minimum required contribution computation, or (iv) adopt 
some other amortization provision?   


 
The Board should adopt a fixed seven year period consistent with the PPA.   
 
 


Question 4(e)(i): For contract cost measurement, should the Board 
restrict the corridor of acceptable actuarial asset values to the range 
specified in the PPA (90% to 110% of the market value)?   


 
The Board should accept actuarial asset values that fall within the corridor of market values that 
is prescribed by the PPA (generally, 90% to 110% of the market value).  
 
 


Question 4(e)(ii): For contract cost measurement, should the Board 
adopt the PPA’s two year averaging period for asset smoothing?   


 
The Board should adopt the PPA’s two year averaging period for asset smoothing.   
 
 


Question 5: To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS 
to include special funding rules for “at risk” plans?   


 
The Board should not provide special rules for “at risk” plans.  
 
  


Question 6(a): To what extent, if any, should the measurement and 
assignment provisions of CAS 412 and 413 be revised to address 
contractor cash flow issues?   


 
One of the primary goals of harmonization is to minimize the extent of negative cash flow that 
contractors would suffer due to the PPA minimum funding requirements exceeding assignable 
costs under the current CAS 412 and 413.   
 
There is an argument that the difference between the PPA and current CAS 412 and 413 is 
merely a timing difference and that the timing difference will turn around at some future date. 
For example, if a company is required to contribute more in one year than it will be reimbursed 
under CAS, that there will be a prepayment that will be recovered at some future date.  There are 
two problems with this argument.  First, this will be true at some future date, but in an on going 
plan, with normal cost increases each year, that future date may be decades in the future.   
Secondly, for a company like Aerospace, where there are no reserves to make prepayments, even 
a prepayment of two or three years will cause the company to not be able to make its PPA 
required contributions, forcing the plans to be terminated. 
 
So long as harmonization is maximized, no special provisions should be required in CAS 412 
and 413. 
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Question 6(b): To what extent, if any, do the current prepayment 
provisions mitigate contractor cash flow concerns?   


 
The current prepayment provisions mitigate cash flow concerns only to the extent the concerns 
are “temporary” rather than permanent.  The problem with the current rules, however, is that 
“temporary” could mean many years or even decades.  For many contractors, such a definition of 
“temporary” is barely distinguishable from “permanent.”   
 
 


Question 6(c): To what extent, if any, should the prepayment credit 
provision be revised to address the issue of potential negative cash 
flow?   


 
No revisions to the current prepayment provisions should be needed to address potential negative 
cash flow as long as harmonization is maximized.   
 
 


Question 7(a)(i): To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all 
of the PPA provisions impact the volatility of cost projections?   


 
As a general matter, it is clear that the PPA’s minimum funding requirements will increase the 
volatility of minimum required contributions.   These requirements and outcomes have been 
mandated by Congress, through the PPA, for contributions contractors must make. If CAS 412 
and 413 do not allow for reimbursement for more than the minimum funding requirements under 
the PPA; the contractor is unable to develop a contribution strategy that will minimize this 
volatility, like is done under pre-PPA and existing CAS.  CAS 412 and 413 harmonization needs 
to provide the flexibility to contractors to permit a contribution strategy over the long term that 
will minimize volatility for both the contractor and the government.  
 
 


Question 7(a)(ii): Are there ways to mitigate this impact?  Please 
explain.   


 
The Board should adopt a symmetrical method of cost recognition. The assignable cost for a 
period should be defined as the target normal cost plus a 7 year amortization of the difference 
between the target liability and the plan assets (adjusted for prepayments). If a plan has a surplus, 
the assignable cost should be the target normal cost less a 7 year amortization of the surplus. The 
assignable cost will be zero only if the 7 year amortization of surplus exceeds the target normal 
cost. This symmetric treatment of deficits and surplus will greatly mitigate volatility of 
assignable cost. 
 
Volatility could be further reduced by adopting a Volatility Limit.  A Volatility Limit would 
limit the change in the assignable cost from one period to the next by a Maximum Allowed 
Change based on the previous year normal cost or target liability.  
 
Aerospace, like many companies, is looking at a Liability Driven Investment (LDI) strategy to 
further mitigate the impact of the PPA changes.  Such a strategy is easier to implement and easier 
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to manage if we are working with similar rules and similar assumptions for both the PPA 
required contribution calculations and the CAS reimbursement requirements. 
 
 


Question 7(b): To what extent, if any, should the CAS assignable cost 
limitation be revised as part of the efforts to harmonize the CAS with 
the PPA?   


 
After harmonizing with the PPA, the assignable cost limitation should never be greater than the 
maximum deductible contribution or less than the amount the sponsor is compelled, by law, to 
fund. 
 
 


Question 7(c): To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to 
address negative pension costs in the context of cost volatility?   


 
CAS pension costs should be funded and, as such, those costs should not be permitted to be 
below zero.  In this regard, once funded, the contractor would be effectively unable to take a 
reversion under current law.   
 
 


Question 8(a): To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all 
of the PPA provisions affect the measurement of a segment closing 
adjustment in accordance with CAS 413.50(c)(12)?   


 
No comment. 
 
 


Question 8(b): To what extent, if any, should the CAS 413 criteria for 
a curtailment of benefits be modified to address the PPA mandatory 
cessation of benefit accruals for an “at risk” plan?   


 
No comment. 
 
 


Question 9(a): Should prepayment credits be adjusted based on the 
CAS valuation rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension fund’s 
actual “return on plan assets” for the period?   


 
Prepayment credits should be adjusted based on the pension fund’s actual “return on plan assets” 
for the relevant period.  This is one area where the PPA rules governing credit balances are 
appropriate to prepayments.   
 
 


Question 9(b): Should the interest adjustment for contributions made 
after the end of the plan year be computed as if the deposit was made 
on the last day of the plan year or on the actual deposit as now 
required by the PPA?   
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Interest adjustments should be calculated based on the actual deposit, since that is the method 
used by the PPA.   
 
 


Question 9(c)(i): To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to 
address the PPA provision that allows the recognition of established 
patterns of collectively bargained benefits?   


 
No comment. 
 
 


Question 9(c)(ii): Are there criteria that should be considered in 
determining what constitutes an established pattern of such changes?   


 
No comment.   
 
 


Question 10: The Board would be very interested in obtaining the 
results of any studies or surveys that examine the pension cost 
determined in accordance with the CAS and the PPA minimum 
required contributions and maximum tax-deductible contribution.   


 
Aerospace’s contribution to our defined benefit plan has been in the $40 million per year range 
since coming out of full funding in 2001.   Aerospace has been fortunate since 2001 in that our 
reimbursable cost has been within the ERISA limits and within the range of CAS allowable 
reimbursements.  Using the overlapping contribution and reimbursement limits, we developed a 
contribution strategy that has enabled us to manage the volatility of our plan from year to year 
since 2001.  However, this will not continue under the PPA without CAS harmonization. Our 
ability to manage the volatility will be taken away. The inability to manage the volatility will 
create isolated years when our contribution requirement will exceed our CAS reimbursement 
forcing us to take draconian measures in our plan design or even plan existence; the exact 
opposite of the Congressional intended “pension protection”.  
 
Our outside actuaries have run projections on the impact the PPA will have on Aerospace, if 
CAS 412 and 413 are not harmonized.  The PPA will increase the amount of contributions that 
Aerospace must make, beginning in fiscal year 2008.  If CAS is harmonized to the PPA, we can 
continue our contribution strategy to spread these increases over future years in a way that is 
least volatile to our company and to our DOD customers.   
 
By 2010, if CAS 412 and 413 are not harmonized to the PPA, thus preventing us from following 
our current contribution strategy, at a median investment return, Aerospace will be required to 
contribute $20 million more than what the company will be reimbursed for under CAS.  Over the 
next six years, at the median, that shortfall will increase to a total of $154 million.   
 
Even at a 75% favorable return on investments, by 2011 the shortfall will be $10 million, 
increasing to a total of $100 million by 2015.  
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Only at the 95% favorable return on investments is Aerospace able to be reimbursed each year 
under the current CAS for the contributions required under the PPA.   
 
If CAS 412 and 413 are not harmonized and if Aerospace does not experience the 95% best case 
return on investments, it is highly likely Aerospace will have to freeze or significantly curtail the 
defined benefit plans earned by its employees by 2012.   
 
We will be glad to provide more detailed information and discussion to the Board to help the 
Board with its understanding of the draconian impact failure to harmonize will have on 
Aerospace’s defined benefit plan and the negative impact it will have on our plan participants. 
 
 


Question 11: In light of the changes to the PPA, should the Board 
consider including specific requirements in CAS 412 and 413 
regarding the records required to support the contractor’s proposed 
and/or claimed pension cost? 


 
Any recordkeeping requirements that are required or useful under the PPA with respect to a 
contractor’s proposed and/or claimed pension cost should be adopted by the Board in its 
harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 and the PPA.   
 
 


* * * 
 
 


We very much appreciate the opportunity to offer our comments with respect to the formation of 
the CAS Pension Harmonization Rule.  We look forward to ongoing conversations regarding this 
topic. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
 
Dale Wallis 
Vice President, Chief Financial Officer 
and Treasurer 
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              August 31, 2007 
 
Submitted Electronically 
 
Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
Cost Accounting Standards Board 
725 17th Street, NW 
Room 9013 
Washington, D.C. 20503 
ATTN: Laura Auletta 
 
 
Re:  CAS-2007-02S 
 
 
 We appreciate the opportunity to offer a response to the questions raised in the Staff 
Discussion Paper regarding harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 with the Pension Protection Act of 2006.  
This is obviously an important project for both the government and the contracting community.  Future 
changes to the CAS rules need to respect the Congressional mandate for harmonizing the CAS rules and 
the ERISA rules and to also try to reflect the theme of maintaining a position of equity between the 
government and industry. 
 
    Question 1. Should the Board apply any revisions to all cost-based contracts and other Federal awards 
that are subject to full CAS coverage, or only to ``eligible government contractors'' as defined in Section 
106? 
 We believe that the appropriate approach would be to apply any revisions to all 
contractors, and not just to “eligible government contractors.”  Having two sets of CAS rules 
would create a system that is unnecessarily complicated.  It would also contradict an underlying 
objective of having a level playing field for all government contractors that are covered by the 
CAS. 
 
    Question 2. Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the Congressional intent of the PPA 
to protect retirement security, to strengthen funding and ensure PBGC solvency? 
 If the members of Congress believed that the current CAS 412 and 413 adequately 
satisfied their intent to protect retirement security then they probably would have exempted 
government contractors from the new funding rules.  But instead they only granted a temporary 
deferral for a few years for the largest defense contractors in order to allow some time for the CAS 
Board to harmonize the CAS rules with the new funding rules. 
 The Congress did, however, recognize that the Federal Government has burdened 
government contractors with two sets of rules for determining pension cost, and the resulting 
cost calculations could be quite different under the different rules.  This could cause some major 
challenges to contracting companies as they try to manage company cash flow, and could be 
disruptive to allowing those companies to operate efficiently.  Congress recognized that it would 
not only reflect the best interests of the contracting companies, but also of their customers, to 
coordinate the pension cost rules and allow the companies to operate much more effectively. 
 So, there is really a dual intent on the part of Congress with regard to government 
contractors.  There is the objective of improving retirement security, which applies to all 
companies that sponsor pension programs.  But there is also the objective of allowing 
contractors to operate in an environment that does not cause business concerns due to pension 
cash flow disparities.  It is this second purpose that motivated the harmonization provision in the 
PPA. 
 
    Question 3. Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the relationship of the PPA minimum 
required contribution and the contract cost determined in accordance with CAS 412 and 413? 
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 Harmonization should focus on the relationship of the PPA minimum required 
contribution and the contract cost under CAS.  This is the basic requirement under the PPA and is 
the crux of the harmonization issue. 


(a) Do the measurement and assignment provisions of the current CAS 412 and 413 result in a 
contractor incurring a penalty under ERISA in order to receive full reimbursement 


          of CAS computed pension costs under Government contracts? 
 When CAS 412 was first adopted the pension cost was closely aligned with ERISA.  Over 
time the ERISA funding requirements have changed and the CAS has not made likewise changes 
to its pension cost calculations.   
 For the most part it seems as though the ERISA funding requirements have generally 
been higher than the CAS pension cost.  This has resulted in the creation of CAS prepayment 
credits.  These prepayments represent allowable cost that has been properly funded by the 
contractor, but which has not yet been reimbursed by the government.  This difference between 
the ERISA minimum funding requirement and the CAS assignable cost does create cash flow 
issues for the contractor.  This could be viewed as a type of “penalty”, but is not specifically a 
“penalty under ERISA”.  The passage of the PPA will likely exacerbate the cash flow issues. 


(b) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise CAS 412 and 413 to harmonize with the 
contribution range defined by the minimum required contribution and the tax-  


      deductible maximum contribution? 
 Section 106 of the PPA requires the Board to revise CAS 412 and 413 to harmonize with 
the minimum required contribution under PPA.  It would probably also make sense to follow the 
theme of the current CAS and to limit the assignable cost in any year to the maximum tax 
deductible amount plus any prepayment credits.  The PPA has dramatically increased the tax 
deductible limit under ERISA.  So maintaining this limitation might not actually have much of an 
impact on the CAS assignable cost.  Therefore it should not be a cause for concern to retain this 
limitation.  
    (c) To what extent, if any, should ERISA credit balances (carryover and prefunding balances) be 
considered in revising CAS 412 and 413? 
 Application of the ERISA funding standard account balance in the CAS cost calculations 
would probably only work if we were at a point in time where we were initially adopting both 
ERISA and CAS, and the ERISA and CAS calculations were exactly the same.  Because we already 
have some history with both CAS and ERISA, and there may continue to be some differences in 
the cost calculations in the future, it would not make sense for the CAS assignable cost 
calculation to reflect ERISA credit balances in some way.  
 However, the current prepayment credits under CAS represent previously funded cost 
that has not been reimbursed to the contractor.  It would only be logical and equitable to retain the 
concept of prepayment credits that currently resides in CAS 412 and 413. 
    (d) To what extent, if any, should revisions to CAS be based on the measurement and assignment 
methods of the PPA? 
 In order to truly comply with the harmonization requirement the measurement and 
assignment methods of the PPA should provide the foundation for the revisions to CAS.  Having 
differences in the measurement and assignment methods will just make it very difficult to try to 
get the two sets of rules to be synchronized with each other. 
     (i) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS based on rules established to 
implement tax policy? 
 We are not really sure just what the focus of this question is.  Some changes that have 
historically been made to ERISA have been driven by tax policy and some changes have resulted 
from pension plan solvency concerns.  The funding changes under PPA seem to have been 
motivated by solvency concerns.  Irrespective of the motivation for the evolvement of ERISA we 
now have legislation that requires the CAS to harmonize with the funding requirements of ERISA.  
It seems that the Board should revise the CAS based on that requirement. 
    (ii) To what extent, if any, should the Board consider concerns with the solvency of either the 
pension plan, or the PBGC? 
 Similar to question 3(d)(i) above, we are not really sure we understand the crux of this 
question.  If revisions to the CAS should happen to enhance the solvency of pension plans or the 
PBGC then that would probably be a positive outcome.  But the Board should not specifically 
focus on those issues.  Instead, the Board should just try to reach harmony with the ERISA 
funding requirements. 
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    Question 4. (a) Accounting Basis. For Government contract costing purposes, should the Board (i) 
Retain the current ``going concern'' basis for the measurement and assignment of the contract cost for 
the period, or (ii) revise CAS 412 and 413 to measure and assign the period  
cost on the liquidation or settlement cost basis of accounting? 
 In responding to this question we need to first revisit the concept of the “going 
concern” basis vs. the liquidation basis for the measurement of cost.  The calculation of pension 
cost has been a dynamic and changing area of practice.  Since their inception the measurements 
of pension cost for financial reporting under GAAP and for cash funding under ERISA have 
changed.  The concepts that are now in place for those purposes are considered to provide the 
appropriate cost measurements on a “going concern” basis by the regulatory and professional 
associations that oversee those functions.  The CAS has continued to follow an older, traditional 
approach for cost measurement.  There is now an opportunity for the CAS to be realigned with the 
cost measurement concepts that have been adopted by the financial accounting community and 
by the ERISA regulatory bodies.  In fact, the Congress has provided a mandate for that to occur.  
    (b) Actuarial Assumptions. For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) Continue to utilize the 
current CAS requirements which incorporate the contractor's long-term best estimates of anticipated 
experience under the plan, or (ii) revise the CAS to include the PPA minimum required contribution 
criteria, which include interest rates based on current corporate bond yields, no recognition of future 
period salary growth, and use of a mortality table determined by the Secretary of the Treasury? 
 In order to maintain consistency with the other aspects of the pension funding 
requirements and to fulfill the requirement for harmonization with the PPA the CAS should be 
revised to incorporate the actuarial assumptions that would apply under PPA. 
    (c) Specific Assumptions. Please comment on the following specific assumptions: 
     (i) Interest Rate: (1) For measuring the pension obligation, what basis for setting interest rate 
assumptions would best achieve uniformity and/or the matching of costs to  
                    benefits earned over the working career of plan participants? (2) To what extent, if any, 
should the interest rate assumption reflect the contractor's investment policy,  
                    and the investment mix of the pension fund? 
 The best approach would be to adopt the PPA interest rate for the CAS cost 
calculations. 
     (ii) Salary Increases: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, permit or 
require recognition of future period salary increases? 
 We believe that the CAS should follow the PPA.  Salary increases would only apply for 
the one-year cost measurement period. 
     (iii) Mortality: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, permit, or require 
use of a (1) Standardized mortality table, (2) company-specific mortality  
        table, or (3) mortality table that reflects plan-specific or segment-specific experience? 
 CAS should allow the use of any mortality table that is acceptable under PPA. 
    (d) Period Assignment (Amortization). For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) Retain the 
current amortization provisions allowing amortization over 10 to 30 years 
         (15 years for experience gains and losses), (ii) expand the range to 7 to 30 years for all sources 
including experience gains and losses, (iii) adopt a fixed 7 year period 
         consistent with the PPA minimum required contribution computation, or (iv) adopt some other 
amortization provision? 
 The Board should adopt a fixed 7 year period consistent with the PPA minimum required 
contribution. 
    (e) Asset Valuation.  
     (i) For contract cost measurement, should the Board restrict the corridor of acceptable 
actuarial asset values to the range specified in the PPA (90% to 110% 
               of the market value)? 
 The asset corridor should be restricted to the range specified in the PPA. 
    (ii) For contract cost measurement, should the Board adopt the PPA's two year averaging 
period for asset smoothing? 
 The Board should also adopt the PPA’s two year averaging period for asset smoothing. 
 
 Adopting the assumption and amortization requirements found in PPA should greatly 
enhance uniformity among contractors.  This would be consistent with the theme of having a level 
playing field for government contractors and would also be consistent with the goal of 
harmonization. 
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 There are, however, some differences between ERISA and CAS that will probably need 
to remain.  For example, question 3(c) already mentioned the funding standard account credit 
balance and the CAS prepayment credits.  Each of these concepts is specific to either ERISA or 
CAS and should be retained by their respective governing rules. 
    
    Question 5. To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS to include special funding rules for 
``at risk'' plans? 
 We believe that harmonization should include recognition of the PPA funding 
requirements for “at-risk” plans.  The determination of whether or not a plan is “at-risk” should be 
based on the PPA requirements.  In other words there should not be some type of special criteria 
under CAS in order to determine if a plan is “at-risk”. 
 
    Question 6. (a) To what extent, if any, should the measurement and assignment provisions of CAS 412 
and 413 be revised to address contractor cash flow issues? 
 We understand that the driving force behind the harmonization requirement was the 
need to address contractor cash flow issues.  The federal government has promulgated two 
different sets of rules for government contractors for determining pension cost.  These two sets 
of rules have diverged over time and yield different cost results, which has created the cash flow 
issues. 
 The Congress has recognized that there are several concerns caused by this situation.  
First, government contractors are required to provide a certain level of cash funding for pension 
costs, but often times are restricted from assigning some of that cost to contracts.  The 
assignment of cost might be deferred for several years, or it can be deferred for many years into 
the future.  Government contractors do not have the ability to increase prices to more quickly 
recoup this cash expense. As these unrecovered costs continue to grow it hinders the ability of 
those companies to properly manage their cash flow and to operate most effectively and 
efficiently.  Not only is this an unfair consequence for government contractors, but it is also 
clearly in the best interests of both the contracting companies and their customers to not burden 
those companies with conflicting rules that create hurdles to efficient operations. 
 Second, one of the desires of the Congress was to improve the health of the private 
pension system and protect the interests of pension participants.  If cash flow issues for 
government contractors are exacerbated by the PPA then that may eventually cause some of 
those companies to give consideration to exiting the private pension system. 
 Third, if some government contractors do decide to exit the private pension system, 
because of the way in which the contracting rules are structured they would probably distribute 
assets and purchase annuities for the participants.  This would likely result in a fairly sizeable 
cost claim against the government. 
 For these reasons the Congress has concluded that the appropriate remedy would be to 
harmonize the pension cost rules that are promulgated by the government. 
    (b) To what extent, if any, do the current prepayment provisions mitigate contractor cash flow 
concerns? 
 The prepayment provisions do permit allowable cost that has not been assigned to 
eventually be recovered, at least in theory.  As the prepayment credits continue to grow, and as 
the timing for eventual cost recovery continues to be deferred into the future, the prepayment 
credits do not provide adequate relief from the cash flow issues. 
    (c) To what extent, if any, should the prepayment credit provision be revised to address the issue of 
potential negative cash flow? 
 It is not really the prepayment provisions that need revision.  Instead it is the 
calculations that result in the creation of prepayment credits that need to be addressed. 
 
    Question 7. (a) (i) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA provisions impact 
the volatility of cost projections? 
 Adopting the basic provisions of the PPA is likely to increase the volatility of cost from 
year to year.  But the source of cost and cash flow mismatch is not the volatility of costs.  Instead 
it is the variance between forecasted costs and actual costs that causes the problem.  If costs 
were volatile but predictable then this would not be an issue.  Of course, the potential volatility 
introduced by adopting the PPA provisions would make it more difficult to accurately forecast 
costs. 
 (ii) Are there ways to mitigate this impact? Please explain. 
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 Differences between forecasted and actual costs (both positive and negative) should be 
identified and applied as an adjustment to future contract prices.  This could be accomplished by 
amortizing this difference over a reasonable period of time.  The amortization could begin in the 
year following the year for which the difference arose, or the start of the amortization period could 
be delayed for a year. 
 We believe that pension cost should not cause a financial advantage for the contractor, 
nor should it result in an advantage for the government.  Valid cost that is funded into a trust 
should be reimbursed by the government and should not result in an unexpected cost that is 
borne by the contractor.  Similarly, the government should not have to pay for previously 
anticipated cost that does not materialize.  Contractor profits should be based on program 
performance and should not be skewed by pension cost reimbursements that are either too small 
or too large.  There may not be a perfect solution to eliminate this issue regarding pension cost 
variance, but we should try to develop a mechanism for minimizing the potential impact.   
 Modeling could be done to provide a more detailed recommendation regarding this 
amortization concept.  But this should be undertaken only after the range of potential changes to 
the CAS has been narrowed and there is more guidance regarding the likely direction for those 
changes. 
 Another issue that could receive special consideration is the transition to a revised CAS.  
At the time any changes to CAS are adopted, there will be a resulting variance between previously 
forecasted cost that has been included in pricing and the assignable cost that is calculated under 
a revised CAS.  Similar to the mechanism outlined above, the amount of that transitional 
difference could be captured and reflected as an adjustment to future years’ assignable costs 
through some type of transitional amortization. 
    (b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS assignable cost limitation be revised as part of the efforts to 
harmonize the CAS with the PPA? 
 The assignable cost limit could be retained without change (other than reflecting the 
changes to the CAS calculations outlined in the responses above). 
    (c) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address negative pension costs in the context 
of cost volatility? 
 The negative cost concept would only be appropriate if the companies that sponsor 
pension plans could remove assets from the trust funds in order to pay those assets to the 
government.  Since companies are not permitted to do that the negative cost concept would be 
impractical. 
 Also, ERISA does not recognize negative costs.  The ERISA minimum contribution has a 
floor of zero.  So having negative pension costs would not be consistent with the requirement to 
harmonize the CAS with the minimum contribution under the PPA. 
  
    Question 8. (a) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA provisions affect the 
measurement of a segment closing adjustment in accordance with CAS 413.50(c)(12)? 
 If there is an event that triggers a segment closing that includes the distribution of plan 
assets to the plan participants then the measurement of the segment closing liability should be 
the cost of annuity purchases and lump sum payments.  If the segment closing event does not 
include distribution of the plan assets then the liability measurement should be based on the 
assumptions and methods outlined in the PPA. 
    (b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS 413 criteria for a curtailment of benefits be modified to 
address the PPA mandatory cessation of benefit accruals for an ``at risk'' plan? 
 If CAS should adopt the PPA requirement for cessation of benefit accruals for an “at-
risk” plan then that would trigger a segment closing event under CAS.  If the “at-risk” status of 
that plan should eventually change then the plan could once again provide for continuing benefit 
accruals.  It clearly would not be appropriate to apply the segment closing provisions under CAS 
to such a plan. 
 In fact, we believe that, in general, a benefit curtailment should not be considered as a 
segment closing.  Ongoing cost measurements should continue to apply for pension plans that 
have experienced a benefit curtailment.  Even the GAAP accounting rules distinguish between 
events that cause a curtailment and events that cause a settlement.  The GAAP accounting 
treatment for each of these types of events is different, but the current CAS does not make such a 
distinction.  We believe that if the company continues to have a meaningful contracting 
relationship with the government, and the pension plan is not terminated (with a resulting  
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distribution of assets), then the curtailed pension plan should continue to calculate assignable 
cost each year. 
 
    Question 9. (a) Prepayment Credits. Should prepayment credits be adjusted based on the CAS 
valuation rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension fund's actual ``return on plan assets'' for the 
period? 
 In keeping with the theme of harmonization with the PPA we believe that the prepayment 
credits should be adjusted based on the actual return on plan assets. 
    (b) Contributions Made After End of Plan Year. Should the interest adjustment for contributions made 
after the end of the plan year be computed as if the deposit was made on the last day of the plan year or 
on the actual deposit as now required by the PPA? 
 Again, in keeping with the theme of harmonization with the PPA, we believe that the 
interest adjustment for contributions made after the end of the plan year should be computed as 
of the actual deposit date. 
    (c) Collectively Bargained Benefits.  
     (i) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address the PPA provision that allows 
the recognition of established patterns of collectively bargained benefits? 
 We believe that the CAS should align with the PPA and allow for the recognition of 
established patterns of collectively bargained benefits. 
     (ii) Are there criteria that should be considered in determining what constitutes an established 
pattern of such changes? 
 The criteria for determining an established pattern of collectively bargained benefits 
should follow the provisions of PPA. 
     
    Question 10. The Board would be very interested in obtaining the results of any studies or surveys that 
examine the pension cost determined in accordance with the CAS and the PPA minimum required 
contributions and maximum tax-deductible contribution. 
 We agree that it would be very helpful and productive for the Board to receive cost 
projections regarding the potential impact of proposed changes to the CAS.  As we have already 
mentioned, before industry undertakes such an exercise it would be very helpful to narrow the 
range of potential changes to the CAS.  That would allow the modeling efforts to focus on the 
most pertinent issues and to be completed in a more time-efficient manner.  Our modeling could 
include examples of how the amortization for variances between forecasted and actual costs and 
the transition amortization concepts could be applied (see response to question 7(a)). 
 
    Question 11. In light of the changes to the PPA, should the Board consider including specific 
requirements in CAS 412 and 413 regarding the records required to support the contractor's proposed 
and/or claimed pension cost? 
 Currently claimed pension cost is audited by the government and the contractor needs 
to provide appropriate support for the amount of the cost.  If the Board feels that this is an area of 
concern that needs to be addressed then that is a separate issue from the harmonization with 
PPA.  The task of harmonizing with the PPA should not create the need to revise any requirements 
for supporting claimed pension cost. 
 
 Thank you for your consideration of our responses.  If you should need any additional 
information or clarification please contact me at 301-214-3906 or via my e-mail 
elliott.m.friedman@lmco.com. 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
Elliott M. Friedman 
Director, Benefits Finance 
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We hope our responses to the Staff Discussion Paper will help the Board understand and 
appreciate our concerns.  We are committed to working together during the next stages of the 
rulemaking process.  We appreciate the opportunity to provide our views on these important 
issues. 
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Background 
 
In August 2006, President Bush signed the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA) into law.  Assuming 
continuation of the current low interest rate environment, PPA will require sharply increased cash 
contributions to defined benefit plans.  This increased funding is driven by two changes PPA instituted: 
 


1. Mandated use of lower interest rate assumptions and shorter amortization periods than were 
required prior to PPA; and 


2. A substantial increase in a defined benefit plan’s funding target.  The funding target under prior 
law was 90% of liabilities.  PPA requires plan assets equal to at least 100% of liabilities. 


 
In reviewing the changes PPA has mandated, the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) recognizes 
that PPA’s pension changes (i.e., the requirement to contribution significantly higher amounts of cash to 
contractor pensions) will NOT be immediately recoverable as an allowable cost because the current Cost 
Accounting Standards (CAS) provisions rules do not follow the lower interest rate assumptions and 
shorter amortization periods that are now required under federal law.  See Audit Guidance on the Impact 
of the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (May 1, 2007).  PPA imposes aggressive pension plan funding that 
will result in a significantly higher cash-flow outlay than what will be recognized and recoverable under the 
current CAS provisions.  Initial industry estimates put this difference in the range of several billion dollars. 
 
In changing federal law, Congress specifically acknowledged that there was a “disconnect” between the 
previous pension funding rules and those currently in effect under CAS.  Considering this fact, Congress 
specifically directed Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASB) to end this difference by requiring CASB 
change its own rules to bring them into harmony with the requirements of PPA. 
 
Clearly, CASB has no authority to change federal pension law. The provisions of PPA are the law of the 
land as it concerns defined benefit plan funding.  In enacting PPA, Congress directed CASB to change its 
rules in a very specific manner.  Congress directed CASB to change the current CAS rules so that they 
work in “harmony” with the provisions of PPA.  Congress gave CASB four years to accomplish this 
requirement. 
 
Congress’s Specific Direction to CASB 
 
Congress placed very clear requirements on CASB.  First, Congress specifically added Section 106(d) of 
the PPA which requires the CASB (as a specifically stated entity) to “harmonize” the CAS with the 
provisions of PPA no later than 2010:   
 


(d)  COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS PENSION HARMONIZATION RULE.––The 
Cost Accounting Standards Board shall review and revise sections 412 and 413 of the 
Cost Accounting Standards (48 CFR 9904.412 and 9904.413) to harmonize the minimum 
required contribution under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 of 
eligible government contractor plans and government reimbursable pension plan costs 
not later than January 1, 2010. Any final rule adopted by the Cost Accounting Standards 
Board shall be deemed the Cost Accounting Standards Pension Harmonization Rule.  
[Emphasis added.] 


 
 
Second, a few very large defense contractors (referred to in PPA as “eligible government contractors”) 
are exempt from PPA until 2011 (or until CAS is “harmonize[d]” if that happens sooner).  In providing for a 
deferred application of PPA, Congress clearly addressed the cash flow challenges that would be imposed 
on the government contractor community under PPA and avoid the hardship created by this possibility by 
deferring the application of PPA’s requirements on eligible government contractors.  In addition, deferring 
the application of PPA provided time to consider the application of the Antideficiency Act to these 
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significant additional costs.  All other defense contractors subject to the CAS are required to comply with 
the increased pension funding mandates of the PPA beginning in 2008, even though the CAS will almost 
certainly not be “harmonize[d]” with the PPA until some future date. 
 
Overarching Principles in Addressing CAS Pension Funding Changes 
 
It is our understanding that this Staff Discussion Paper (SDP) and the responses it elicits represent the 
first step in the four step process required by the OFPP Act prior to the establishment of a new Cost 
Accounting Standard; the first step being to “consult with interested persons concerning the advantages, 
disadvantages and improvements anticipated in the pricing and administration of Government contracts 
as a result of the adoption of a proposed Standard.” 
 
Reiterating the summary provided in Section D.III. of the SDP, the CASB stated in 1992 that the primary 
purpose of the CAS is to “achieve: (1) An increased degree of uniformity in cost accounting practices 
among Government contractors in like circumstances, and (2) consistency in cost accounting practices in 
like circumstances by individual Government contractors over periods of time.'' Our responses to the 
questions posed by the SDP rely heavily on the presumption that the principles CASB enunciated in 1992 
remain appropriate considerations in revisions to the CAS in order to achieve harmonization with the 
PPA.  We believe that they do. 
 
We have also presumed that the philosophy suggested in the preambles to the 1995 revisions to the CAS 
– namely that “this final rule has not adopted ERISA as an accounting method, but has modified accrual 
accounting to fit within the confines of practicable funding” – remains intact.  
 
As an “eligible government contractor,” we are very cognizant of the fact that an increase assignable and 
allocable funding costs may come with additional budgetary requirements.  However, we do not believe 
that this issue should interfere with a contractor’s ability to fully and timely recover assignable and 
allowable costs that Congress has otherwise mandated under federal law. 
 
We would encourage CASB to expedite its rulemaking process so as to minimize the uncertainty that 
currently exists.  And, in adopting final changes, CASB should specifically state that the changes in 
pension funding are “required changes” under the provisions of CAS. 
 
We respectfully set forth below our responses to the eleven specific questions identified in the SDP. 
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Question 1. Should the Board apply any revisions to all cost-based contracts and other Federal 
awards that are subject to full CAS coverage, or only to “eligible government contractors” as 
defined in Section 106? 
 
Any revisions the Board makes should apply equally to all contractors.  We believe this for a number of 
reasons: 
 


• Two sets of rules would be burdensome.  We do not believe that the size of the contractor is 
an intended differentiator such that two different sets of pension funding rules is required.  
Additionally, establishing two sets of rules would be in conflict with the stated CASB objective of 
providing “an increased degree of uniformity in cost accounting practices among Government 
contractors in like circumstances.” 


 
• Different Rules would add uncertainty in the Forward Pricing Process.  Due to fluctuating 


sales, some contractors could move in and out of the eligible government contractor status.  This 
would make it difficult for them to accurately price out longer-term contracts.  They legitimately 
would not know which status to assume they would be in when forward pricing their pension 
costs. DCAA would not have an adequate way to audit this assumption.  In addition, any 
movement towards two separate set of funding rules would be in conflict with the CASB’s stated 
objective of “consistency in cost accounting practices in like circumstances by individual 
Government contractors over periods of time.” 


 
• Congress did not limit Harmonization to contractor size.  PPA Section 106 requires CASB to 


harmonize CAS pension funding rules in general, not just for eligible government contractors.  
Accordingly, it is clear that Congress intends CASB to provide a harmonized set of pension 
funding rules to apply to all government contractors regardless of size. 


 
Question 2. Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the Congressional intent of the 
PPA to protect retirement security, to strengthen funding and ensure PBGC solvency? 
 
No.  PPA provides for an entirely different scheme for defined benefit pension funding.  In enacting PPA, 
Congress clearly stated it was required to make the changes it made in PPA because the previous 
pension funding rules were inadequate in protecting retirement security, strengthening pension funding or 
ensuring PBGC solvency.  Thus, the current CAS 412 and 413 rules are based on a pension funding 
scheme that Congress found necessary to entirely sweep away. 
 
Clearly the purpose of the PPA was to accelerate pension funding with a targeted minimum level of 
assets that (at a minimum) equals the value of accrued benefits determined using approximate market 
assumptions. In contrast, the funding target under current CAS 412 and 413 is determined on an entirely 
different basis. Most notably, under CAS 412 and 413, the interest rate assumption is generally required 
to be reflective of expected long term returns on the plan’s invested assets while under the PPA the 
interest rate assumption is reflective of the market yields of investment quality corporate bonds of 
appropriate duration. The only exception to this is under CAS 413-50(c)(12)(i) in the case of plan 
termination where all plan obligations are settled or assumed by the Pension Benefit Guarantee 
Corporation. In this limited case, liabilities are marked-to-market when determining the assignability of 
costs.  However, note that even in this limited and infrequent situation, the assignability of costs does not 
infer that such costs are readily allocable or reimbursable as that is still dependent on the added 
requirements of FAR. While recognizing that the Board’s mandate only concerns the assignment of 
pension costs, failure to assign them in a manner which facilitates a realistic expectation of 
reimbursement is tantamount to treating them as unassignable. 
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Question 3. Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the relationship of the PPA minimum 
required contribution and the contract cost determined in accordance with CAS 412 and 413? 
 
While the law only instructs the Board to revise CAS 412 and 413 to harmonize with the ERISA minimum 
funding requirements, we believe that harmonization must also take into consideration the changes that 
the PPA has made to the maximum deductible limits. 
 
GDC is sensitive to the potential length and complexity of the CAS rulemaking process and 
wholeheartedly appreciates the Board’s desire to restrict this exercise to harmonization of the CAS with 
the PPA minimum required contribution. However, some provisions of PPA also address the maximum 
deductible limits. Reflecting these changes in the harmonization process would be consistent with the 
approach taken when the CAS were first formulated. At that time, the Board established rules that took 
into account the range of contributions permissible under ERISA and the Internal Revenue Code. Since 
that time, the minimums and maximums have been revised numerous times, but other than the 1995 
amendments, the CAS rules have not been updated. Today, contractors often find that statutory 
contribution requirements are not within the ranges of assignable costs permitted under CAS. Without 
taking into account the maximum deductible limits in the harmonization process the likelihood of the 
inconsistencies increase. Accordingly, failure to address more than the PPA minimum required 
contributions is likely to result in a flawed result.  
 
(a) Do the measurement and assignment provisions of the current CAS 412 and 413 result in a 
contractor incurring a penalty under ERISA in order to receive full reimbursement of CAS 
computed pension costs under Government contracts? 
 
In the strictest sense, the only penalties that we are aware of that might conflict with current CAS 412 and 
413 costs are situations in which contributions in excess of the maximum deductible amount are subject 
to excise taxes. The current CAS rules permit contractors to defer such contributions and treat them as 
cost deficits to be assignable in future accounting periods. Any revisions to the CAS rules should retain 
such provisions. However, under current CAS rules, contractors can be faced with situations in which the 
minimum contributions are in excess of the assignable costs which result in delayed, and perhaps 
uncertain, assignability. These situations are likely to become more frequent if harmonization is either 
delayed or implemented in a less than truly harmonized manner. In these situations contractors are faced 
with a financing penalty in that the contractors must use their own cash resources to fund the 
contributions with the risk that such funding will not be reimbursed. While under current CAS rules such 
contributions are treated as prepayment credits and are accumulated with interest, differences in the 
measurement of costs under the PPA rules and the current CAS rules could mean their assignability, and 
hence their recovery, may be delayed indefinitely.  This would create uncertainty and increased risk for 
contractors. 
  
(b) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise CAS 412 and 413 to harmonize with the 
contribution range defined by the minimum required contribution and the tax-deductible 
maximum contribution? 
 
At a minimum, we believe that harmonization requires the CAS 412 and 413 rules to permit the 
assignment of costs determined using the assumptions and methodologies defined in the PPA for 
minimum funding purposes. However, we believe that proper harmonization should also take into 
consideration the maximum deductible amounts as revised by the PPA since such maximums are 
explicitly coordinated with the approach used for determining the minimum required contributions.   
 
Furthermore, we would strongly encourage the Board to harmonize CAS 412 and 413 to not only allow for 
the assignment of the minimum required contribution (adjusted for costs unallowable under the FAR) in 
the current cost accounting period but also include a transition adjustment that permits the rapid 
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assignment of prepayment credits that may have developed from the failure of the CAS and the PPA to 
be harmonized when PPA first became applicable for a contractor.  
 
Finally, we would like to reiterate our position that any accounting changes contractors are required to 
make in response to the Cost Accounting Standards Pension Harmonization Rules should be treated as a 
“required change” to the contractor’s established cost accounting practices subject to a request for 
equitable adjustment under CAS 9903.201-6(a), irrespective of whether such change is permissive or 
required under the harmonization rules.  We believe that not doing so would be inconsistent with 
Congress’ mandate that the CAS rules be harmonized with the provisions of PPA.  In addition, while we 
recognize that FAR permits equitable adjustments only to be applied prospectively from the date of 
applicability to a contract, we ask the Board to consider approaches under which increased costs 
attributable to the PPA could be assigned to open contracts in the cost accounting period in which the 
increased costs are initially incurred.  GDC as well as other ‘eligible contractors’ are already pricing fixed-
price and flexibly-priced contracts for various programs with cost being incurred in 2011 and beyond. All 
other contractors will start being impacted in 2008.  Defense contractors are not currently able to price 
any PPA impacts due to interpretative guidance issued by the Office of the Director, Defense 
Procurement and Acquisition Policy on December 22, 2006, and again by the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency in May 2007.  Pursuant to that guidance, DoD contracting officers are requiring that contractors 
determine pension costs under the CAS as currently written, and are refusing both:  (a) to negotiate any 
increase in contract prices or forward pricing rates related to the CAS changes required by the PPA, and 
(b) to include re-opener clauses to address such costs.  DoD contracting officers are taking this position 
even in negotiating forward pricing rates for 2010 and later years, after the CAS is required to be 
amended.  This leaves contractors in the untenable position of recognizing that pension costs are likely to 
increase but unable to address all those costs in contracts. 
 
(c) To what extent, if any, should ERISA credit balances (carryover and prefunding balances) be 
considered in revising CAS 412 and 413? 
 
ERISA credit balances arise due to funding in excess of ERISA minimum contributions. The CAS 
counterpart is prepayment credits.  Unless harmonization results in assignable costs that are at least 
equal to or greater than the PPA minimum funding requirements, ERISA credit balances should not be 
considered in revising CAS 412 and 413.  
 
(d) To what extent, if any, should revisions to CAS be based on the measurement and assignment 
methods of the PPA? 
 
We urge the Board to embrace measurement and assignment methods consistent with those required 
under the PPA in the harmonization process.  Two of the considerations in the Board’s 1992 Statement of 
Objectives, Policies, and Concepts were the elements of verifiability and the costs of implementation 
compared to the probable benefits of such Standards. Continuation of the current rules or the adoption of 
rules that deviate significantly from the measurement and assignment methods under PPA would require 
contractors to maintain a separate set of accounting and valuation procedures subject to entirely separate 
reporting and disclosure and that would undoubtedly require reconciliation in some manner between the 
two competing approaches in order to verify the correctness of the costs.  
 
GDC understands that it may be feasible for harmonization to utilize approaches which do not measure 
costs in a manner consistent with those required by the PPA and hopes that the Board rejects such 
approaches. For example, one harmonization approach might provide that differences between the 
assignable cost and the PPA required contribution be assignable on an amortized basis instead of treated 
as a prepayment credit. However, we believe that the cost of such an approach would not justify any 
benefit that it is perceived to provide as it would perpetuate a basis for assignment that has increasingly 
become archaic in the accounting, regulatory and financial world.   
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(i) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS based on rules established to 
implement tax policy? 
 
GDC believes that the Board should continue to espouse an approach which modifies “accrual 
accounting to fit within the confines of practicable funding” as stated in the preambles to the 1995 
revisions to the CAS. Failure to do so might result in situations in which either contributions are 
required by ERISA that are not systematically assignable or contributions are required to be 
made under CAS to be assignable but are not deductible.  This latter situation, though not likely in 
the current interest rate environment, could arise if the economic climate reverts back to that of 
the 1980’s when market interest rates were frequently greater than the expected long term 
returns on assets. It could also arise in a segment accounting context when one segment is 
underfunded while the plan as a whole is overfunded. Retention of the current treatment of 
allowable cost deficits would appear to address this situation. 


 
(ii) To what extent, if any, should the Board consider concerns with the solvency of either 
the pension plan, or the PBGC? 
 
The PPA was enacted to help ensure the solvency of pension plans and the PBGC. Adopting 
harmonization rules that ensure the assignability of minimum required contributions under the 
PPA should be sufficient to support the intent of the PPA to bolster the security of pension plans. 
However, failure by the Board to ensure such assignability would undermine the intent of 
Congress in enacting the PPA. 


 
 
Question 4. (a) Accounting Basis. For Government contract costing purposes, should the Board 
(i) Retain the current “going concern” basis for the measurement and assignment of the contract 
cost for the period, or (ii) revise CAS 412 and 413 to measure and assign the period cost on the 
liquidation or settlement cost basis of accounting? 
 
GDC believes that CAS 412 and 413 must be revised to reflect the measurement of costs in a manner 
similar to that utilized by the PPA if it is desired to measure costs on a going concern basis. The 
measurement of pension costs in accordance with the PPA is largely consistent with current, and 
emerging, domestic and international financial accounting, as evidenced by US financial accounting 
standards and International Accounting Standards for measuring pension costs of employers on a going 
concern basis.  Like the PPA, these standards dictate that pension costs be measured reflecting the 
yields of high quality debt instruments of appropriate duration. However, the PPA falls short of going 
concern accounting in that it fails to take into account future salary escalation in the determination of the 
cost of benefits accruing in the current period. In order to correct for this deficiency, the Board should 
consider permitting, or even continue to require, the recognition of future salary increases when 
measuring the cost of benefits provided under salary related plans. 
 
(b) Actuarial Assumptions. For contract cost measurement, should the Board (i) Continue to 
utilize the current CAS requirements which incorporate the contractor's long-term best estimates 
of anticipated experience under the plan, or (ii) revise the CAS to include the PPA minimum 
required contribution criteria, which include interest rates based on current corporate bond 
yields, no recognition of future period salary growth, and use of a mortality table determined by 
the Secretary of the Treasury? 
 
GDC generally believes that the Board should revise the CAS to include assumptions consistent with the 
PPA. Note that critical to this revision is to use interest rates based on current corporate bond yields. We 
recognize that these interest rates may not reflect the anticipated experience of the invested assets. 
However, they do reflect a reasonable market estimate of rates available to settle the liabilities and, being 
market rates, represent the best estimate of where such rates will be in the future. To harmonize with the 
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PPA, the CAS only should take into account the likelihood that the invested assets may produce a 
different return as such experience actually develops. However, since this will impact costs in future 
accounting periods and not the current accounting period, it would seem more appropriate to be reflected 
with respect to forward pricing projections which currently are addressed under the FAR and not the CAS.  
 
(c) Specific Assumptions. Please comment on the following specific assumptions: 
 


(i) Interest Rate: (1) For measuring the pension obligation, what basis for setting interest 
rate assumptions would best achieve uniformity and/or the matching of costs to benefits 
earned over the working career of plan participants?  


 
For financial accounting which is intended to match costs to benefits, this approach is utilized as 
the best estimate of the cost of benefits for defined benefit pension plans. While it is 
understandable to be concerned with the fluctuations in costs that may occur with the fluctuation 
in the interest rate environment, it should be recognized that interest rate fluctuations have an 
impact on other cost elements that may affect contract pricing. For example, while a lower 
interest rate environment may produce higher pension costs in the current period; higher interest 
rates are typically reflective of an inflationary environment under which the contracts costs are 
often greater. The net effect of this negative correlation is that overall costs are likely to be more 
stable and predictable than the component pieces. 


   
 (2) To what extent, if any, should the interest rate assumption reflect the contractor's 
investment policy and the investment mix of the pension fund? 
 
GDC believes that the best approach to harmonization would not reflect the contractor’s 
investment policy in the selection of the interest rate assumption. However, if investment policy or 
asset mixes are factored in, contractors might be motivated to revise their investment policy in a 
manner that would allow their PPA required contributions to be assignable more rapidly. We 
believe that investment policy should not be driven by accounting standards but instead should 
be driven by asset/liability considerations. 


 
(ii) Salary Increases: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, 
permit or require recognition of future period salary increases? 


 
Assuming that the Board is interested in adopting modern “going concern” accounting, as 
suggested by financial accounting standards, GDC believes it is appropriate to anticipate future 
salary increases. In addition, for purposes of conforming to maximum deductible limits, the CAS 
should reflect the PPA and permit the recognition of future salary increases.  
 
(iii) Mortality: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, permit, or 
require use of a (1) Standardized mortality table, (2) company-specific mortality table, or 
(3) mortality table that reflects plan-specific or segment-specific experience? 
 
GDC believes that the current CAS rules would generally permit the use of the mortality table 
required for use by the PPA and accordingly see little need for further consideration. However, 
the Board should understand that it is generally flawed to expect that a contractor can project 
future mortality as it might apply to the contractor’s workforce which is more realistic than the 
mortality being predicted for the United States as a whole. Accordingly, we believe that the Board 
should revise the CAS so that contractors are able to adopt mortality tables that reflect industry 
wide practices without any additional requirement that it reflect the contractor’s emerging 
experience.    
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(d) Period Assignment (Amortization). For contract cost measurement, should the Board 
(i) Retain the current amortization provisions allowing amortization over 10 to 30 years (15 
years for experience gains and losses), (ii) expand the range to 7 to 30 years for all 
sources including experience gains and losses, (iii) adopt a fixed 7 year period consistent 
with the PPA minimum required contribution computation, or (iv) adopt some other 
amortization provision? 


 
At a minimum, we believe that amortization periods of no more than seven years should be 
permitted for all purposes. The current amortization rules under CAS are a direct reflection of the 
permitted amortization periods when ERISA was initially adopted. Now that the PPA has 
uniformly changed the amortization periods for minimum funding to seven years, there appears to 
be no basis to justify continuation of the current amortization periods. The Board may choose to 
permit contractors to continue to use longer periods but should recognize that such a decision 
would reduce the consistency of costs among contractors without any apparent benefit. In any 
event, the CAS should deem changes to a seven year period, even if just permitted and not 
required, as a required change for equitable adjustment purposes. However, in the event that the 
Board is unable to deem such a permitted change as required, the Board should require the use 
of a seven year amortization period for all purposes. 


 
(e) Asset Valuation. (i) For contract cost measurement, should the Board restrict the 
corridor of acceptable actuarial asset values to the range specified in the PPA (90% to 
110% of the market value)?    (ii) For contract cost measurement, should the Board adopt 
the PPA's two year averaging period for asset smoothing? 


 
GDC believes that the asset valuation methods acceptable under the PPA are acceptable under 
the asset valuation methods currently permitted by the CAS and accordingly see little need for 
revision. However, as is the case with revisions in the amortization periods, the CAS should deem 
changes in the asset valuation method needed to comply with the PPA to be required changes for 
equitable adjustment purposes—provided that if the Board is unable to deem such treatment, the 
Board should restrict acceptable asset valuation methods to those that would be acceptable 
under the PPA for minimum funding purposes. 
 


 
Question 5. To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS to include special funding 
rules for “at risk” plans? 
 
We see nothing in Congress’ charge to suggest that harmonization should differentiate between the 
minimum funding requirements for “at risk” plans and other plans. Accordingly, we believe that minimum 
contributions required for “at risk” plans should be assignable costs even if they exceed the minimum 
contribution that would be required if the plan were not “at risk.”  
 
 
Question 6. (a) To what extent, if any, should the measurement and assignment provisions of CAS 
412 and 413 be revised to address contractor cash flow issues? 
 
GDC believes that the cash flow mismatch is the primary issue that harmonization needs to address. This 
cannot be over emphasized. That said it should not be misconstrued that the CAS Board is adjusting CAS 
412 and 413 to address contractor cash flow issues.  Rather, the CAS Board is fulfilling its obligation to 
Congress to fully harmonize CAS to PPA thereby supporting, instead of undermining, the primary 
objective of the PPA which is to bolster the security of the private pension system.  If there were no cash 
flow mismatching, or if Congress had been unconcerned about it, Congress would have had little need to 
require harmonization. Accordingly, failure to address the cash flow discrepancies between these two 
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methodologies and the associated impacts on the Government and contractors would be tantamount to 
failing to achieve the objective of harmonization.  
 
The FAR already recognizes that pension costs incurred by contractors in fulfilling government contracts 
are costs that are appropriate for reimbursement by the government. CAS 412 and 413 simply set forth 
the manner in which these costs are assigned to accounting periods in which government contracting is 
performed. Unless the costs are assigned to accounting periods in a manner which facilitates recovery 
coincident with or close to the accounting periods in which the cash contributions are required, 
harmonization cannot be achieved. 
 
As a final point, the harmonization is not only a contractor cash flow issue as your question suggests, but 
it is also a government procurement issue, which will directly affect its ability to procure goods and 
services from the contractor community. Unless department and agency budgets are adjusted to take into 
account the large increases in pension costs that are anticipated to occur under harmonization, serious 
programmatic effects in the future could develop if program dollars need to be diverted to reimbursement 
of pension costs. This is exacerbated by the DoD’s current position that prevents contractors from 
projecting and bidding PPA harmonization costs on future contracts. 
 
(b) To what extent, if any, do the current prepayment provisions mitigate contractor cash flow 
concerns? 
 
The current prepayment provisions are completely insufficient in mitigating contractors’ cash flow 
concerns introduced by the minimum funding requirements under the PPA. Even under pre-PPA funding 
rules, the current prepayment provisions do not provide any firm assurance that contributions required for 
minimum funding will become assignable in a timely, predictable manner. As a result, under the PPA 
assignability might be delayed so long that for practical purposes the cash flow mismatch becomes 
permanent.  
 
(c) To what extent, if any, should the prepayment credit provision be revised to address the issue 
of potential negative cash flow? 
 
At a minimum, the CAS would need to include an amortization of prepayment credits as an independent 
and additional component in determining assignable costs to produce any meaningful mitigation of 
contractors’ cash flow concerns. Such an independent component would require assignability even if the 
plan’s regular assignable cost limit would produce a zero assignable cost under the “regular” cost 
determination. 
 
 
Question 7. (a)(i) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA provisions 
impact the volatility of cost projections? (ii) Are there ways to mitigate this impact? Please 
explain. 
 
Since it is our understanding that the Board is constrained to establishing the basis for assigning costs to 
the current accounting period, we presume the focus of this question is to assess the impact that 
harmonization might have on the consistency of costs from period to period.  
 
Under current CAS rules, the primary source of volatility in assignable costs is the uncertainty of whether 
the full funding limitation under ERISA or the assignable cost limits under the CAS will apply. In either 
situation, this uncertainty hinges on the uncertainty of the actual return on plan assets. With respect to 
this, the PPA actually reduces uncertainty because it increases the maximum permissible level of funding 
before the full funding limitation applies. If the CAS rules are revised to reflect these increased maximum 
funding levels they should reduce volatility in this regard.  
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A new area of volatility potentially introduced by the PPA is volatility due to the valuation of liabilities 
based on market assumptions. As a result of this new requirement, under certain circumstances, required 
contributions will exhibit greater fluctuations solely due to changes in prevailing interest rates. This 
volatility can be greatly mitigated by proper asset strategies whereby asset returns are dependent on 
interest rate fluctuations in a manner similar to the manner in which the fluctuations affect the value of 
liabilities. However, it is our belief that such mitigation strategies should remain within the purview of the 
contractor as one technique among many that might be utilized to best manage its business.  It should be 
understood however that such mitigation strategies may lead to contractors implementing more 
conservative investment policies, which are likely to generate lower average asset performance than 
experienced over the recent past by many contractors.   
 
A second area of volatility introduced by the PPA is the potential elimination of minimum required 
contributions in situations where the actuarial value assets exceed the target funding level by at least the 
target normal cost in a year. Two primary components affect this volatility; actual asset returns and 
fluctuations in the interest rates required to be used to value the liabilities. To a certain degree the 
averaging of assets values and interest rates help to reduce this volatility. However, the Board should be 
cognizant that the primary display of this volatility is only in the minimum required contribution and the 
maximum deductible contribution. The Board can largely avoid the impact of this volatility by permitting 
the determination of assignable costs to fall within the range of minimum and maximum contributions and 
refraining from the temptation to set the assignable cost equal to the minimum required contribution under 
the PPA.  This range might take into account a number of factors including recognition of salary increases 
beyond the current cost accounting period and offsetting the target normal cost by overfunding on an 
amortized basis instead of a dollar for dollar basis. 
 
(b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS assignable cost limitation be revised as part of the 
efforts to harmonize the CAS with the PPA? 
 
We believe that in harmonizing with the PPA, the assignable cost limitation should be revised to reflect 
the maximum deductible limits but as modified by the PPA. The current CAS assignable cost limitation is 
described in terms of the full funding limitation. Prior to the PPA, the full funding limitation established the 
maximum amount above which contributions are not deductible. Therefore recalibrating the assignable 
cost limitation with the PPA maximum deductible limits would be consistent with the PPA harmonization 
process. 
 
    (c) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address negative pension costs in the 
context of cost volatility? 
 
Currently under CAS if negative pension costs are developed, they are set to zero. On an overall plan 
basis, we see no reason why harmonization should change this practice. However, on a segment by 
segment basis within a plan that covers multiple segments, the Board might consider permitting negative 
costs within one or more segments with the proviso that overall the plan assignable cost cannot be less 
than zero. If the CAS prescribes such a practice, it should be understood that the effect will be to 
reallocate assets from one segment to another. This reallocation might result in assets arising from 
funding by one arm of the Government being transferred to another arm of the Government and from one 
contract to another contract. Viewed from a budgeting and cost allocation perspective, this result may be 
both impractical and unworkable. 
 
 
Question 8. (a) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA provisions affect 
the measurement of a segment closing adjustment in accordance with CAS 413.50(c)(12)? 
 
GDC believes that full harmonization of CAS 412 rules to the PPA would greatly obviate the need for 
segment closing adjustment calculations under CAS 413 since on an ongoing basis assets and liabilities 
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are annually being marked to market. However, at a segment closing it should be expected that 
differences between the PPA funding target and the plan assets would exist and still need to be 
accounted for. Furthermore, while the assumptions mandated by the PPA are more representative of 
settlement rates, it should continue to be anticipated that the cost of annuity purchases or other 
settlement approaches will not be fully captured through use of the PPA funding assumptions. Finally, the 
continued appropriateness of the requirement under CAS 413 that the assumptions be consistent with 
current and long term assumptions would seem to need review.   
 
 
(b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS 413 criteria for a curtailment of benefits be modified to 
address the PPA mandatory cessation of benefit accruals for an “at risk” plan? 
 
Unless CAS 413-50(c)(12) is amended, we believe that cessation of benefit accruals resulting from a 
funding target attainment percentage of less than 60% could be construed as requiring a segment-closing 
adjustment. This would seem inconsistent with the purpose of these provisions since accruals would 
normally automatically resume when the funding percentage equals or exceeds 60%. In fact, the CAS 
413 adjustment provides a ready mechanism for ensuring this level is achieved as the adjustment 
mechanism represents a definite source of cash that could be used to fund the plan over and above what 
minimum funding might require. In other words, if an “at risk” plan status triggers the segment closing 
adjustment, the Government’s share of the adjustment would provide the contractor with a source of cash 
to contribute to the plan to bring it out of the “at-risk” status. While this would benefit the plan, we do not 
think that it reflects the intent of the CAS 413 adjustment.   Accordingly, we believe that CAS 413 should 
be revised to exclude treating curtailment of benefits solely due to the “at risk” rules in the same manner 
as other plan curtailments.  
 
 
Question 9. (a) Prepayment Credits. Should prepayment credits be adjusted based on the CAS 
valuation rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension fund's actual “return on plan assets” for 
the period? 
 
GDC believes that the manner in which prepayment credits are adjusted should be reflective of the 
manner in which the CAS is harmonized with the PPA. In particular, if CAS is harmonized to an interest 
rate methodology similar that used under the PPA, use of the pension fund’s actual return on assets is 
likely to be appropriate. However, if harmonization retains in some manner the concept that an expected 
return on invested assets should continue to be utilized then it may be appropriate to use that same 
expected return for adjusting prepayment credits.  
 
(b) Contributions Made After End of Plan Year. Should the interest adjustment for contributions 
made after the end of the plan year be computed as if the deposit was made on the last day of the 
plan year or on the actual deposit as now required by the PPA? 
 
GDC believes that interest adjustments should be computed based on the actual date of deposit although 
we would encourage the Board to permit reasonable approximations so as to avoid undue complications 
and unneeded precision. However, it should be noted that under FAR 31.205-6(j)(2)(iii) interest 
adjustments for contributions made beyond 30 days after the end of each quarter are unallowable and 
hence are not assignable. 
 
(c) Collectively Bargained Benefits. (i) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to 
address the PPA provision that allows the recognition of established patterns of collectively 
bargained benefits? 
 
We believe that the CAS rules should be revised to reflect these rules with the expectation that it will have 
minimal impact on costs but would eliminate a potential source of inconsistency with an administrative 
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cost far outweighing any potential benefit. Under the PPA, the recognition of established patterns of 
collectively bargained benefits is exclusively associated with the determination of maximum deductible 
limits and is consistent with the recognition of future period salary increases for this purpose. However, if 
the CAS rules fail to recognize established patterns of collectively bargained benefits, situations could 
arise in which otherwise assignable costs might be restricted.  
 
(ii) Are there criteria that should be considered in determining what constitutes an established 
pattern of such changes? 
 
For determining the maximum deductible limit, the PPA limits the expected rate of increase to the 
average annual rate over the preceding six years.  We encourage the Board to adopt the same standard. 
 
 
Question 10. The Board would be very interested in obtaining the results of any studies or 
surveys that examine the pension cost determined in accordance with the CAS and the PPA 
minimum required contributions and maximum tax-deductible contribution. 
 
GDC is currently participating in various industry-wide studies/surveys examining the estimated costs 
associated with the PPA minimum required contributions.  According to some initial industry studies it 
appears that there are significant cash contribution differences between the funding requirements of PPA 
and CAS.  Under current CAS, it is unclear whether any contractor would ever recover these prepayment 
amounts.  GDC understands the delicate balance of program funding and the appropriations process; 
however, Congress balanced these interests when enacting PPA.  Congress required CASB to change its 
rules to reflect the provisions of PPA.  Any additional costs imposed on contractors without appropriate 
recoverability would, in essence, require contractors to finance a portion of the cost of providing goods 
and services to the government. 
 
 
Question 11. In light of the changes to the PPA, should the Board consider including specific 
requirements in CAS 412 and 413 regarding the records required to support the contractor's 
proposed and/or claimed pension cost? 
 
We believe that current practices/rules result in sufficient documentation and therefore do not believe that 
additional requirements should be considered by the Board. 
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August 30, 2007 


Cost Accounting Standards Board 
725 17th Street, NW 
Room 9013 
Washington, DC  20503 
ATTN: Laura Auletta 


Re: CAS–2007–02S 


Dear Ms. Auletta: 


This letter is a response to the Staff Discussion Paper (SDP) regarding the Harmonization of 
Cost Accounting Standards 412 and 413 with the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA). 


We are writing on behalf of The Segal Company, a national actuarial and employee benefits 
consulting firm, and, its Sibson Consulting division. Segal has had extensive experience with 
determining pension costs under the Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) on behalf of its 
government contractor clients. Briefly stated, we believe that Standards 412 and 413 should 
incorporate the key principles of the PPA. 


The PPA Changes 


The PPA completely rewrote the funding rules for single-employer defined benefit pension 
plans. The changes include: 


 Creation of a New “Funding Target” that Requires 100 Percent Funding over Seven Years   
Instead of “actuarial accrued liability, the new rules focus on a “funding target.” The PPA 
requires single employer plans to amortize their funding target— whether due to plan 
amendments, assumption changes or experience losses — over seven years. 


 Single Funding Method   For minimum funding purposes, employers will no longer be able 
to choose a funding method to match to their preferred cash-flow budgets. The funding target 
will be based on benefits accrued as of the beginning of the plan year; and all benefit growth 
during the year, including increases in previously earned benefits due to pay raises, will be 
included in each year’s “target normal cost.” 
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 Prescribed Actuarial Assumptions   The PPA requires all plans to use an interest rate based 
on a Treasury-devised index of rates on investment-grade corporate bonds. These rates will 
be reflected in a simplified yield curve that will take into account each plan’s demographics. 
The PPA also mandates use of a specific mortality table, with some exceptions. 


 Limited “Smoothing” of Measurements   Asset values can be smoothed over no more than 24 
months and will have to be within 90 to 110 percent of market value. Interest rates will also 
have to be averaged over 24 months (down from the four-year average used for the Deficit 
Reduction Contribution and the long-term assumptions otherwise used). 


Thus, the PPA changed the minimum funding requirements to utilize a mark-to-market approach 
that looks to the current financial markets to determine the value of the assets and liabilities of 
the pension plan.  


CAS Harmonization: Updating CAS 412 and 413 


The PPA requires the Cost Accounting Standards Board to revise CAS 412 and 413 to 
“harmonize” government reimbursable pension plan costs with the minimum required 
contribution. 


In addition, CAS costs should follow the minimum required contribution rules in order to 
maintain fairness and equity. The original Standards 412 and 413 were modeled after the 
minimum funding requirements of ERISA. However, over the ensuing years, minimum funding 
and CAS rules have diverged. In many cases, an additional deficit reduction contribution was 
required, but there was no corresponding CAS allowable cost. In many cases, government 
contractors have had to make contributions that have not been reimbursable over many years and 
have built up large prepayment credits that may not usable for many years in the future. Without 
harmonization, the PPA changes would exacerbate the problem of CAS costs not matching the 
contribution requirements. 


While some disagree with the mark-to-market philosophy, this approach has been required by the 
accounting profession for quite a while. Under rules issued by the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board and the International Accounting Standards Board, discount rates must reflect 
the current financial markets and smoothing of costs is limited. Now, that the PPA has adopted 
this approach for funding, CAS 412 and 413 should follow this approach. 


Thus, Standards 412 and 413 should incorporate the key principles of the PPA. 


CAS Harmonization: Mitigating Volatility 


The SDP requested comments on mitigating volatility because several provisions of the PPA, 
such as utilizing a market-based yield curve, may make it harder to predict and manage costs. 
While this is of real concern — for all pension sponsors and not just for the federal government, 
which assumes risk under cost-plus contracts, and for government contractors, which assume risk 
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under fixed-price contracts. Still, the PPA clearly requires that CAS costs be harmonized with 
the minimum required contribution. The effect of volatility can be minimized by amortizing 
extraordinary gains or losses. 


********* 


We are aware that several groups have already submitted comments with additional details. 
So as not to be repetitive in our comments, we point out that Segal is a member of the National 
Defense Industrial Association, and we concur in broad measure with its comments, as well as 
with those submitted by Messrs. Curtis, Friedman, Ma, McQuade, Rich and Tully, both of which 
are attached. 


We appreciate the opportunity to comment and look forward to participating in future 
discussions. 


Sincerely, 


 
 


Thomas D. Levy, FSA, MAAA, FCA, EA, FCIA 
Senior Vice President, Chief Actuary 
The Segal Company 


Jeffrey Litwin, PhD, FSA, MAAA, EA 
Vice President, Consulting Actuary 
Sibson Consulting, A Division of Segal 
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August 9, 2007 
 
 
Cost Accounting Standards Board, ATTN:  Laura Auletta 
Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
725 17th Street, NW 
Room 9013 
Washington, DC  20503 
 
Re:  CAS-2007-02S 
 
This letter represents our response to the Staff Discussion Paper issued on July 3, 2007 
by the Cost Accounting Standards Board pertaining to the harmonization of CAS 412 
and 413 with the Pension Protection Act of 2006.   
 
Background and Fundamental Principles  
 
All of the Cost Accounting Standards reflect the intent to maintain: 
 


(1) equity between the government and its contractors,  
 


(2) uniformity among the contractors in how reimbursable expenses are developed 
and when they are charged to the government, and  
 


(3) a timely match between when the charges attributable to a contract are incurred 
and when they become recoverable.   


 
When the two standards that address pension costs, CAS 412 and 413, were first 
developed in the 1970s and then later revised in 1995, the authors did their best to 
reflect the intent described above.  However, over the last twenty years, the financial 
community, including regulators, investors and accountants, have come to view 
pensions very differently than they had in the 1970s, when ERISA and CAS 412 and 
413 were first promulgated.  In particular, most regulators and legislators, both in the 
United States and abroad, have come to view pension obligations and assets as 
market-driven entities that are preferably measured on an immediate, marked-to-market 
basis.  This view differs greatly from the view held 30 years ago, when the long-term 
nature of the obligation made a “smoothed” view of assets and obligations appear 
preferable.  
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This change in view is attributable, at least in part, to the relatively recent history of 
pension defaults, which demonstrated that a smoothed approach works only if the plan 
sponsor remains viable during the most severe downturns.  Other factors that may have 
contributed to the prevailing market-based view include the fact that the pension assets 
and liabilities have grown significantly over the decades, both in absolute dollars and as 
a proportion of the sponsoring companies’ underlying business base, and a general shift 
toward market-based assessments of many types of intangible, non-fungible assets and 
liabilities. 
 
One result of this change in approach is the passage of the Pension Protection Act 
(PPA) and its requirement that CAS 412 and 413 be “harmonized” with the “minimum 
required contributions” determined in accordance with PPA.  This requirement implies 
that the actuarial approach used to determine pension costs under government 
contracts will become less smoothed and more market-based, which will almost 
inevitably result in a more volatile pattern of pension expense. 
 
Even if the expense does become more volatile, the fundamental principles still apply.  
Equity still needs to be preserved: if the government reimburses a contractor for a 
pension cost, there should never be an opportunity to charge the government again for 
that cost.  Conversely, if the contractor incurs a pension cost and meets the criteria for 
reimbursement, then the cost should be reimbursed.  And if the contractor contributes to 
a pension plan an amount in excess of the reimbursable cost, then the excess amount 
remains attributable to the contractor as a prepayment credit until such time as the 
contractor is reimbursed in future years.    
 
The “harmonization” requirement needs to be addressed within the context of the 
changed attitudes regarding pension liabilities and the resulting expense while still 
maintaining the integrity of the three CAS principles cited above.  
 
Harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 with PPA 
 
As noted in the Staff Discussion Paper, “Section 106 of the PPA instructs the Board to 
harmonize the CAS with the minimum required contribution ...”  Before addressing the 
specific questions posed in the Staff Discussion Paper, it is useful to first comment upon 
the overall goal of “harmonization.”   
 
We begin by reviewing the meaning of the term “harmonization.”  Merriam-Webster’s 
Online Dictionary defines “harmonize” as “to bring into consonance or accord.”  Black’s 
Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, offers the following definition:  
 


harmony.  Agreement or accord; conformity <the decision in Jones is in harmony 
with earlier Supreme Court precedent>. – harmonize, vb. 


 
Based on the preceding, we view the goal of “harmonization” to be this:  pension cost 
under CAS 412 should generally “conform” to the definition and calculation of the PPA 
minimum required contribution.  Given the inherent differences between government 
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contract accounting and minimum funding, however, some differences are inevitable, as 
discussed below.  Nonetheless, our comments are generally predicated on the notion 
that CAS 412 and 413 should be modified to bring the two Standards as close to PPA 
as is feasible. 
 
With that background, we now address each of the questions posed in the Staff 
Discussion Paper.  Our responses follow a common theme and hence are 
interdependent; as such, the responses to individual questions should not be 
considered in isolation. 
 
Question 1. Should the Board apply any revisions to all cost-based contracts and 
other Federal awards that are subject to full CAS coverage, or only to “eligible 
government contractors” as defined in Section 106? 
 
The Board should apply any revisions to all contractors for the following reasons: 
 
a. Conceptually, it would make no sense to have two different sets of pension 


accounting rules apply to contractors based on size.  Such a program would be 
confusing to contractors and government personnel alike. 
 


b. Two sets of rules could lead to unintentional negative consequences for the 
contracting parties.  For example, consider a competition between a small and large 
contractor competing for the same contract; if each was subject to different versions 
of CAS 412 and 413, the resulting differences in pension costs could skew the result 
of the competition. 
 


c. One set of pension rules would better meet the Board’s stated goal of achieving 
uniform accounting practices among contractors.   
 


d. Contractors who barely meet or barely miss the sales and/or business thresholds 
under Section 106 of PPA could move in and out of “eligible government contractor” 
status due to periodic swings in their government contracting business activities; in 
such cases it would be difficult or impossible to monitor compliance.  Likewise, 
acquisitions or divestitures could result in changes in status as an “eligible 
government contractor” as the test is formulaic in nature. 


 
Question 2. Does the current CAS 412 and 413 substantially meet the 
Congressional intent of the PPA to protect retirement security, to strengthen 
funding and ensure PBGC solvency? 
 
At the outset, even a cursory review of the fundamental differences between the current 
CAS and new PPA rules reveals that important and fundamental differences are present 
between the two sets of rules.  In addition, we believe that Congress has expressed its 
intent to “protect retirement security, to strengthen funding and ensure PBGC solvency” 
through the provisions of PPA generally; Section 106 of PPA appears unrelated to these 
matters.  Rather, the purpose of Section 106 seems quite clear – it is to provide equity 
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to government contractors by ensuring they are not required to make cash contributions 
that far exceed the amounts of pension costs that can be allocated to their government 
contracts. 
 
That said, we infer that the real question being posed here is this:  are the current CAS 
412 and 413 already “harmonized” with PPA so that revisions to the Standards are not 
needed?  If that is indeed the question, the answer is “no,” they are not currently in 
harmony.  We note that the statue explicitly states Congress’ intent that revisions to 
CAS 412 and 413 are indeed required to effect “harmonization.”  As the Staff 
Discussion Paper notes: 
 


In Section 106, Congress instructs the Board to: 
 


“ * * * review and revise sections 412 and 413 of the Cost Accounting 
Standards * * * to harmonize the minimum required contribution * * * of eligible 
government contractor plans and government reimbursable pension plan costs 
not later than January 1, 2010.” [emphasis added] 


 
If Congress believed there was a chance that the present CAS were in harmony with 
PPA, it presumably would not have directed the Board to make revisions, but rather 
would have instructed the Board to determine if any revisions were necessary.   
 
Question 3. Should CAS harmonization be focused only on the relationship of the 
PPA minimum required contribution and the contract cost determined in 
accordance with CAS 412 and 413? 
 
CAS harmonization should be focused on determining the annual cost under CAS 412 
and 413 in a manner that meets both the letter and the spirit of Section 106 of PPA.  
The Board that promulgated the original version of CAS 412 in 1975 drew heavily on the 
minimum funding provisions of ERISA, thereby ensuring that contractors could generally 
recover the full amount of their pension contributions.  That same principle – where 
contractors that fund their pension plans at the minimum required contribution level 
should neither gain nor lose from a cash flow perspective – should result from a 
harmonized version of CAS 412 and 413. 
 
    (a) Do the measurement and assignment provisions of the current CAS 412 and 
413 result in a contractor incurring a penalty under ERISA in order to receive full 
reimbursement of CAS computed pension costs under Government contracts? 
 
We are not clear exactly what the Board is asking in this question.  Certainly, the current 
version of CAS 412 and 413 can result in substantial cash flow problems for 
contractors, because minimum funding requirements frequently exceed pension costs 
determined under CAS 412 and 413, and this condition would be exacerbated under 
PPA in the absence of CAS harmonization.  Whether this would be considered a 
“penalty under ERISA” is not clear, however.  Current CAS 412 and 413 do not require 
funding in excess of maximum deductible limits, thereby protecting contractors against 
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the imposition of excise taxes.  We believe that similar provisions should be 
incorporated into the harmonized CAS 412 and 413. 
 
    (b) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise CAS 412 and 413 to 
harmonize with the contribution range defined by the minimum required 
contribution and the tax-deductible maximum contribution? 
 
We first note that Section 106 of PPA mandates CAS Board harmonization with only the 
minimum contribution; accordingly, a focus on the maximum deductible amount seems 
unwarranted.  From a practical perspective, if the Board concurs with the 
recommendations presented in this letter, we believe that it would be unnecessary to 
include a range other than that included in the present CAS 412 and 413 (i.e., that CAS 
pension costs can neither be less than zero nor more than the sum of the maximum 
deductible amount and prepayment credits).  Assuming the Board retains the current 
requirement that CAS pension costs be funded, however, we recommend that the range 
cited in the prior sentence and the current “assignable cost credit” and “assignable cost 
deficit” methodology be retained. 
 
    (c) To what extent, if any, should ERISA credit balances (carryover and 
prefunding balances) be considered in revising CAS 412 and 413? 
 
In our view, ERISA credit balances, which represent cumulative funding in excess of 
ERISA minimum contributions, represent an aspect of PPA that should not be 
harmonized with CAS 412 and 413.  Instead, CAS prepayment credits should be treated 
under CAS 412 and 413 in a manner similar in some ways to the treatment ERISA 
credit balances receive under PPA.  For example, the present CAS 412 and 413 rule 
that requires prepayment credits to be applied to reduce assets, which is similar to the 
treatment required under ERISA, should be retained.  To be clear, if the total assets for 
a plan were $1,000, and CAS prepayment credits were $100, the asset value used for 
CAS purposes would be $900.   
 
At the same time, however, there are fundamental differences between ERISA credit 
balances and CAS prepayment credits.  When ERISA was enacted, Congress intended 
pension plans to become adequately funded over a period of several years, and was 
less focused on the year-to-year variability in funded status.  Accordingly, Congress 
provided plan sponsors with funding flexibility – by funding more than the minimum 
amount in one year, a credit balance would be created that would permit the sponsors 
to pay less than the minimum in another year.   
 
The type of flexibility that was originally provided for ERISA minimum funding purposes 
– where contractors could exercise discretion over the amount of their contributions for 
a year – would be inappropriate for government contracting purposes (that is because 
this type of control would contradict the CAS Board’s goal of “consistency” in cost 
accounting practices).  In addition, prepayment credits represent amounts that a 
government contractor has contributed to a plan but has not yet allocated to 
government contracts as a pension cost.   
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For these reasons, prepayment credits should remain available to fund CAS pension 
costs but should not comprise an element of those costs.  Stated differently, CAS 
pension costs should equal the sum of (1) normal costs (such as the “target normal 
cost” under PPA), plus (2) amortization payments (such as the “shortfall amortization 
charge” under PPA), plus (3) appropriate interest adjustments; prepayment credits 
should not be applied to reduce the amount of the measured and assigned CAS cost.   
 
    (d) To what extent, if any, should revisions to CAS be based on the 
measurement and assignment methods of the PPA? 
 
To meet Congress’ goal of harmonization, as well as to minimize ongoing actuarial fees 
and the potential for disputes, we believe that the revised CAS should utilize the 
actuarial “building blocks” of PPA.  For example, the PPA “funding target” should 
replace the current “actuarial accrued liability” and the “target normal cost” should be 
used in lieu of the present “normal cost.” 
 
    (i) To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS based on rules 
established to implement tax policy? 
 
As was the case with our response to question 3(a) above, it is not clear to us exactly 
what this question means.  Because it is our understanding that the Board is revising 
CAS 412 and 413 solely to meet the “harmonization” requirements of Section 106 of 
PPA, it does not seem necessary for the Board to consider such a broad question at 
this juncture.   
 
    (ii) To what extent, if any, should the Board consider concerns with the 
solvency of either the pension plan, or the PBGC? 
 
As was the case in the immediately preceding point, the question posed appears to be 
beyond the mandate of the Board.  The requirements of PPA generally represent 
Congressional intent with respect to the solvency of pension plans as well as the PBGC.  
In our view, the Board need only be concerned with the requirements of Section 106 of 
PPA, which focuses on restoring balance between the PPA minimum contribution and 
pension costs under CAS 412 and 413. 
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Question 4. (a) Accounting Basis. For Government contract costing purposes, 
should the Board (i) Retain the current “going concern” basis for the 
measurement and assignment of the contract cost for the period, or (ii) revise 
CAS 412 and 413 to measure and assign the period cost on the liquidation or 
settlement cost basis of accounting? 
 
Before addressing this question, we first note that the Board seems to mischaracterize 
PPA.  Specifically, the PPA approach to ongoing minimum funding is not a “liquidation 
or settlement” approach.  Although PPA contains many requirements that differ from the 
historical approach to “going concern” accounting (as embodied in the present CAS 412 
and 413), and although some aspects of minimum funding calculations under PPA bear 
similarities to liquidation/settlement methodology, PPA nonetheless contains many 
attributes of ongoing accounting.1  We further note that the question as posed would 
suggest that the continuing evolution in “going concern” financial accounting would 
constitute a “liquidation or settlement” basis which, as a matter of logic, cannot be the 
case.2 
 
With that background, PPA has redefined the meaning of “going concern” minimum 
funding requirements under ERISA.  In our view, it would be absurd for the Board to be 
the only regulatory body requiring the use of “old” actuarial methodology.  For example, 
actuarial software would be required to produce liabilities under methods that would 
apply for CAS purposes only; system maintenance and training for the relatively small 
base of contractors sponsoring defined benefit plans would be expensive and the 
chance for errors would be high.  Audits would become more contentious, as 
government experts would share many of the same challenges that would face 
contractors’ actuaries.  Disputes would be inevitable because accepted industry norms 
(based on surveys conducted by actuarial firms) of “old style” actuarial assumptions 
would no longer exist, and the actuarial assumptions in question would be made for 
CAS purposes only.  The resulting cost and frustration could well encourage contractors 
to exit the defined benefit system.   
 
In summary, it is our view that the Board should adopt the new “going concern” 
paradigm defined by PPA in developing revisions to CAS 412 and 413.  For better or for 
worse, the world (i.e., Congress, the FAS Board and international accounting bodies) 
has adopted a new concept of determining pension costs for a “going concern”; it would 
be ill-advised for the CAS Board to decline to do likewise. 
 


                                                           
1  For example, PPA requires amortization of plan amendments, gains and losses, etc.; under 


settlement accounting, all such factors are recognized immediately.  Similarly, PPA permits asset 
smoothing; for settlement purposes, market values must be used. 


 
2  We recognize that many defined benefit practitioners believe that the recent changes in minimum 


funding and financial accounting requirements are ill-advised.  Any such concerns, however, are 
irrelevant to the task at hand because the new approaches to minimum funding and financial 
accounting represent fundamental “givens” in today’s business world. 
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    (b) Actuarial Assumptions. For contract cost measurement, should the Board 
(i) Continue to utilize the current CAS requirements which incorporate the 
contractor's long-term best estimates of anticipated experience under the plan, or 
(ii) revise the CAS to include the PPA minimum required contribution criteria, 
which include interest rates based on current corporate bond yields, no 
recognition of future period salary growth, and use of a mortality table 
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury? 
 
The Board, in adopting the PPA “building blocks” as described above, should 
simultaneously embrace the PPA actuarial assumptions.  Specifically, the assumptions 
used by a contractor for ERISA purposes should be mandatory for CAS purposes.  We 
note that this approach will ensure a far greater degree of uniformity than has existed 
under either of the prior versions of CAS 412 and 413. 
 
    (c) Specific Assumptions. Please comment on the following specific  
assumptions: 
    (i) Interest Rate: (1) For measuring the pension obligation, what basis for 
setting interest rate assumptions would best achieve uniformity and/or the 
matching of costs to benefits earned over the working career of plan 
participants?  
 
As stated in our response to question 4(b), the PPA interest rates should also be used 
for CAS purposes.   
 
 (2) To what extent, if any, should the interest rate assumption reflect the 
contractor's investment policy and the investment mix of the pension fund? 
 
Consistent with our response to question 4(b), the interest rate assumption would be set 
in accordance with PPA and there would be no need to consider the present investment 
policy and/or mix. 
 
    (ii) Salary Increases: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS 
exclude, permit or require recognition of future period salary increases? 
 
As stated in our response to question 4(b), the PPA assumptions should also be used 
for CAS purposes.  Consistent with the PPA, salary increases would not be permitted 
other than the one-year projection required for the PPA “target normal cost“ as well as 
the determination of the maximum deductible contribution under PPA which, as 
discussed in our response to question 3(b), should continue to be utilized in determining 
the maximum amount of assignable CAS cost. 
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    (iii) Mortality: For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS exclude, 
permit, or require use of a (1) Standardized mortality table, (2) company-specific 
mortality table, or (3) mortality table that reflects plan-specific or segment-
specific experience? 
 
As stated in our response to question 4(b), the mortality table adopted for PPA 
purposes would also be used for CAS purposes.  Thus, CAS 412 and 413 would not be 
required to deal with mortality assumptions, but rather would incorporate the minor 
degree of flexibility provided for by PPA. 
 
    (d) Period Assignment (Amortization). For contract cost measurement, should 
the Board (i) Retain the current amortization provisions allowing amortization 
over 10 to 30 years (15 years for experience gains and losses), (ii) expand the 
range to 7 to 30 years for all sources including experience gains and losses, (iii) 
adopt a fixed 7 year period consistent with the PPA minimum required 
contribution computation, or (iv) adopt some other amortization provision? 
 
It is difficult to understand how Congress direction to “harmonize” CAS 412 and 413 
with PPA would be served by utilizing any amortization period other than the 7 year 
period contained in PPA; for this reason, we recommend that 7 year amortization be 
extended to CAS purposes.  By eliminating discretion, this approach would also help the 
Board attain increased uniformity.  (In addition, please note the additional 
amortization/smoothing proposal discussed in our response to question 7(a)(i) below). 
 
    (e) Asset Valuation. (i) For contract cost measurement, should the Board 
restrict the corridor of acceptable actuarial asset values to the range specified in 
the PPA (90% to 110% of the market value)? 
 
Yes.  Consistent with the principles described above, we recommend that the total 
actuarial asset value for a plan (prior to adjustment for credit balances and 
prepayments) be identical for CAS and PPA purposes. 
 
    (ii) For contract cost measurement, should the Board adopt the PPA's two year 
averaging period for asset smoothing? 
 
Yes.  As stated in our response to question 5(e)(i), we recommend that the total 
actuarial asset value for a plan (prior to adjustment for credit balances and 
prepayments) be the same for CAS and PPA purposes. 
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Question 5. To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS to include 
special funding rules for “at risk” plans? 
 
In directing harmonization of CAS with PPA minimum funding requirements, Congress 
made no distinction between plans that are “at risk” versus those that are not.  
Accordingly, under the “building block” approach, no special requirements would be 
required for “at risk” plans under CAS (also see our comments on curtailments in our 
response to question 8(b)).  As would be the case generally under our proposal, the 
“building blocks” used under PPA would also be used for CAS purposes, regardless of 
whether the plan is “at risk” or not.   
 
Question 6. (a) To what extent, if any, should the measurement and assignment 
provisions of CAS 412 and 413 be revised to address contractor cash flow 
issues? 
 
It is our understanding that the purpose of Section 106 of PPA was to provide cash flow 
relief to government contractors.  Specifically, the goal of harmonization is to minimize 
the extent of negative cash flow that contractors would suffer due to PPA minimum 
funding requirements exceeding assignable costs under the current CAS 412 and 413.  
 
Under our proposal, no special provisions would be required in CAS 412 and 413 to 
deal with contractor cash flow issues; instead, the recommended symmetry between 
PPA and CAS, coupled with the predictability provisions in our response to question 
7(a)(i), should sufficiently resolve contractor cash flow concerns in a reasonable and 
equitable manner. 
 
    (b) To what extent, if any, do the current prepayment provisions mitigate 
contractor cash flow concerns? 
 
In concept, the current prepayment provisions mitigate cash flow concerns in that cash 
flow shortfalls are presumably temporary rather than permanent.  The problem with the 
current rules, however, is that “temporary” could mean many years or even decades.  
For many contractors, such a definition of “temporary” is barely distinguishable from 
“permanent.” 
 
    (c) To what extent, if any, should the prepayment credit provision be revised to 
address the issue of potential negative cash flow? 
 
Conceptually, no revisions to the current prepayment provisions would be needed under 
our proposal (notwithstanding, a technical point concerning interest on prepayment 
credits is discussed below in our response to question 9(a)). 
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Question 7. (a)(i) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA 
provisions impact the volatility of cost projections? (ii) Are there ways to mitigate 
this impact? Please explain. 
 
At the outset, it is important for the Board to distinguish between volatility and 
predictability, and to identify the precise problems that can result.  Due to the marked-
to-market nature of PPA, with the attendant reduction in smoothing versus the 
traditional ERISA or CAS rules, it is likely that more volatility will exist in the resulting 
calculations.  However, as explained below, it is our experience that the primary 
problem in practice over the last few decades has concerned predictability and the 
consequent impact on negotiated fixed price contracts.  Given the nature of PPA, and 
assuming that funding of pension costs will continue to be required under CAS, we 
believe that it will be difficult to address this issue through traditional means of 
smoothing pension costs.  However, a new CAS accounting concept – essentially a 
“pension cost stabilization account” – might yield a result that could satisfy the interests 
of both parties.  The concept is most easily illustrated through a numerical example.   
 
Suppose a contractor forecasts that its CAS pension costs will annually fluctuate 
between $0 and $100.  Such a result is clearly volatile.  However, further suppose that 
the contractor is able to accurately forecast its pension costs so that the amount of 
actual pension costs allocated to negotiated fixed price contracts is always equal to the 
amount that was forecast through the forward pricing process.  Although volatile, this 
hypothetical contractor’s pension cost would be predictable.  As such, the amount of 
pension costs actually allocated to all negotiated government contracts would be in line 
with expectations, and neither contracting party would gain any advantage due to the 
volatility.  In practice, however, it is the unexpected differences between actual and 
forecasted pension costs that yield what either party might view to be a windfall or 
shortfall on fixed price contracts. 
 
To address this, we propose a two-pronged approach to pension costs.  The first would, 
consistent with historical practice, govern the measurement, assignment and allocation 
of pension costs.  We acknowledge that our proposal to utilize PPA “building blocks” for 
the revised CAS 412 and 413 would likely result in pension costs that are more difficult 
to predict.  Accordingly, the second aspect of our proposal – the “pension cost 
stabilization account” mentioned above – is designed solely to address the predictability 
problem.  In general, we recommend that CAS 412 and 413 permit the parties to identify 
the difference between actual and forecasted pension costs for a year, and to amortize 
the portion of that difference associated with negotiated fixed price contracts over some 
reasonable period.   
 
Again, an example helps to illustrate the concept.  Suppose pension cost for a year is 
forecasted to be $100 but, due to favorable investment performance, is actually only 
$80.  Consistent with long-established principles, the $80 in cost would be assigned to 
the period and, if funded, would be allocated to cost objectives.  In addition, assume 
50% of the $80 pension cost (i.e., $40) is allocated to negotiated fixed price contracts.  
Although it is impossible to determine the amount of pension costs actually embedded 
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in the price of a fixed price contract, assume that 50% of the $100 forecast (i.e., $50) 
was included in the fixed prices.  Under this admittedly simplified view of fixed price 
contracts, the contractor would have recovered $10 more than expected (i.e., expected 
costs of $50 minus actual costs of $40).  Because this differential does not represent an 
element of CAS pension cost, and has not been contributed to the pension fund, it 
would be available to be returned to the government through reductions in the price of 
future negotiated fixed price contracts as explained below.  Note that our proposal 
applies equally if costs were higher than expected (i.e., if pension costs were actually 
$120 versus the $100 forecast, the contractor would be entitled to increased recovery of 
50% of the $20 difference, or $10, again through future negotiated fixed price contracts 
as explained below). 
 
Once the impact of unpredictable differences between actual and forecasted costs has 
been identified for fixed price contracts, we propose that the differences (which would 
be accumulated in a “pension cost stabilization account”) be amortized over a suitable 
period of years.  For example, the $10 differential described in the preceding paragraph 
might be returned to the government (or recovered by the contractor, depending upon 
whether forecasted pension costs were too high or too low) through annual pension 
forecast credits equating to a $2 impact on the prices of negotiated fixed price contracts 
for each of the next 5 years.  By amortizing these charges and credits over a period of 
years, the net amount of charge or credit will tend to be smooth, and favorable and 
unfavorable experience will tend to offset, thereby enhancing predictability of overall 
pension costs.  This same type of approach could also be used to address the 
disposition of a business unit or other segment closing that might require an equitable 
distribution of any unliquidated “pension cost stabilization account” balances then 
remaining. 
 
We recognize that this concept requires further investigation and modeling.  We also 
note that the revised CAS 412 and 413 may require additional direction to enhance 
uniformity and consistency in pension cost forward pricing practices.  Notwithstanding, 
this approach has the twin advantages of (1) permitting the Board to adopt a simplified 
version of CAS 412 and 413 that, by relying on the PPA “building blocks,” would be 
equitable as well as easy to administer and audit and (2) introducing a fair and auditable 
approach to correcting for the unexpected fluctuations in pension costs. 
 
In addition to the predictability issue, at the time any revisions to the CAS become 
effective, there will obviously be some differences between cost that had been 
previously forecasted under the current CAS and the revised cost that reflects any 
changes to the CAS.  These differences will comprise another element of previously 
unpredicted cost variation.  This would suggest that there should be a mechanism 
similar to the smoothing concept outlined above to deal with this transitional situation.   
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    (b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS assignable cost limitation be revised 
as part of the efforts to harmonize the CAS with the PPA? 
 
Other than utilizing the PPA “building blocks,” the assignable cost limitation does not 
require modification. 
 
    (c) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be revised to address negative 
pension costs in the context of cost volatility? 
 
Under our proposal, and consistent with current CAS 412, CAS pension costs would be 
required to be funded; as such, those costs should not be permitted to be below zero 
(because, once funded, the contractor would be unable to make a refund under present 
pension law).  Note that the second aspect of our proposed methodology as described 
in our response to question 7(a) above (i.e., the charge or credit resulting from 
variances between actual and forecasted pension costs) could be negative (i.e., could 
result in a credit to the government). 
 
Question 8. (a) To what extent, if any, would adoption of some or all of the PPA 
provisions affect the measurement of a segment closing adjustment in 
accordance with CAS 413.50(c)(12)? 
 
As is the case with our proposal generally, we believe that the PPA “building blocks” 
would apply.  Consistent with this approach, the PPA “funding target” would be used as 
the segment closing liability under CAS 413.50(c)(12).  We further note that any other 
result would be inconsistent with a harmonized version of CAS.  Specifically, assume a 
contractor’s experience always tracked its actuarial assumptions; this would result in 
assets at the time of segment closing that would equal the PPA “funding target.”  In 
such a case, it seems clear that the segment closing adjustment should be zero, 
because everything worked out exactly as expected.  In the absence of a plan 
termination (in which case the cost of annuities and lump sum payments should be used 
as the measure of liabilities), the use of any measure of liability other than the PPA 
“funding target” at the time of a segment closing would make no sense.   
 
In addition, please note our comments at the end of our response to Question 7(a), 
 
    (b) To what extent, if any, should the CAS 413 criteria for a curtailment of 
benefits be modified to address the PPA mandatory cessation of benefit accruals 
for an “at risk” plan? 
 
Because a “curtailment” under current CAS 413 represents neither the termination of 
the pension plan nor the termination of the contracting relationship, we recommend that 
the one-time settling up now required in connection with a curtailment be eliminated.  In 
this manner, annual CAS pension costs would continue to be measured, assigned and 
allocated for curtailed plans.   At a minimum, the PPA mandatory cessation of benefit 
accruals for “at risk” plans should be exempted from “curtailment” accounting. 
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Question 9. (a) Prepayment Credits. Should prepayment credits be adjusted 
based on the CAS valuation rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension 
fund's actual “return on plan assets” for the period? 
 
Consistent with our general recommendations, we believe that the PPA “actual return” 
methodology should apply to prepayment credits subsequent to the effective date of the 
revised CAS.  This approach will be less susceptible to error and would result in greater 
harmony between CAS and PPA. 
 
    (b) Contributions Made After End of Plan Year. Should the interest adjustment 
for contributions made after the end of the plan year be computed as if the 
deposit was made on the last day of the plan year or on the actual deposit as now 
required by the PPA? 
 
Consistent with our general recommendations, we believe that interest adjustments on 
CAS pension costs should be computed based on the actual deposit dates.  This 
approach will be less susceptible to error and will facilitate audits by ensuring symmetry 
between PPA and CAS amortization amounts.  This will also resolve the present 
inconsistency between the views of CMS (which presumes that contributions made after 
the end of a plan year be treated as if made on the last day of the year) and DCAA 
(which determines the difference between actual funding dates and FAR scheduled 
dates, even if after the end of the year; see DCAA Contract Audit Manual 7.605.2d.(2)). 
 
    (c) Collectively Bargained Benefits. (i) To what extent, if any, should the CAS be 
revised to address the PPA provision that allows the recognition of established 
patterns of collectively bargained benefits? 
 
We urge the Board to adopt the treatment accorded under PPA.   
 
    (ii) Are there criteria that should be considered in determining what constitutes 
an established pattern of such changes? 
 
We urge the Board to adopt the treatment accorded under PPA.   
 
Question 10. The Board would be very interested in obtaining the results of any 
studies or surveys that examine the pension cost determined in accordance with 
the CAS and the PPA minimum required contributions and maximum tax-
deductible contribution. 
 
We agree that this analysis should be an important aspect of developing revisions to 
CAS 412 and 413.  To accomplish this goal, we recommend that the Board tentatively 
resolve the major issues affecting harmonization in its deliberations prior to publishing 
an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking.  By narrowing the range of possibilities, it 
will be much easier for industry to model the consequences associated with proposed 
revisions and thereby provide the Board with actionable information.  Although we 
understand the need for a rapid promulgation process in order to meet the effective 
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dates imposed by Section 106 of PPA, sufficient time will be needed to complete a 
robust modeling effort.  For this reason, once the Board publishes its initial thoughts on 
harmonization, we recommend an extended comment period (i.e., at least 120 days) to 
allow industry sufficient time to digest the proposed approach, undertake modeling, 
analyze the results of the modeling, and provide suitable feedback to the Board. 
 
Question 11. In light of the changes to the PPA, should the Board consider 
including specific requirements in CAS 412 and 413 regarding the records 
required to support the contractor's proposed and/or claimed pension cost? 
 
We are not clear what information the Board is seeking here.  In particular, we are not 
sure what additional recordkeeping requirements might be prompted by CAS 
harmonization.   
 


*  *  * 
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The CASH Statement of Objectives goes on to state that "In accomplishing this
primary objective, the Board takes into account (1) the advantages, disadvantages,
and improvements anticipated in the pricing and administration of, and settlement
of disputes concerning contracts, (2) the probable costs of implementation,
including inflationary effects, if any, compared to the probable benefits of such
Standards, and (3) the alternatives available." We understand this to mean that the
CASH will actively consider different cost accounting methods as options, taking
into account the effect of each on pricing, as well as costs and efforts related to
practical application of the Standard. These are requirements of the CASH as set


(7<) forth by Public Law 100-679. We believe that the CASH will continue to require
'6'::-"- the support of interested parties in effectively evaluating alternatives during the


HOEING harmonization efforts, and we look forward to providing support to the CASH as
they request it during this process.


One final concept from the CASH Statement of Objectives that we considered is
that of fairness and equity. As stated by the CASH, "The Board considers a Cost
Accounting Standard to befair when in the Board's best judgment (sic) it provides
equitable allocation of costs to contracts and shows neither bias nor prejudice to
either party to affected contracts ...The concept of equity will be considered by the
Board when a Standard is written and/or amended." We understand this to mean
that the Standards set forth should not be so biased to the Government or the
contractor as to put to the other party in peril. We believe the relationship between
the Government and the contractor is one of mutual interdependence, that each is
critical to the other. Fairness and equity of the Standards balances the needs of
each contracting party to the benefit of them both. We believe this concept
underlies the reason for the hannonization requirement by Congress for the CASH
to revise CAS 412 and 413. While commercial companies have the flexibility to
choose to adjust their prices to mitigate the impact of increased cash contributions
to pension plans mandated by PP A, Government contractors cannot adjust their
prices because the measurement of pension costs for their contracts is set by CAS.


Our comments to this Staff Discussion Paper generally propose that contractors use
the same underlying methods and assumptions for developing the PP A minimum
contribution and the components of the CAS annual cost. Whatever rate curve the
contractor uses to develop the PP A's funding target will also be used to develop the
CAS liability. This will be true even if the contractor must use the PPA's "at-risk"
assumptions. The CAS liability and normal cost (also called service cost) would be
determined using the same method and assumptions and will be equal to the
liability amounts used in the PP A calculations.


Similarly, we propose that the asset value of the two sets of regulations will be
determined in the same manner and will be equal before adjusting for the prepaid
expense for CAS or the credit balances for PP A. Although the total asset value
before adjustments will be equal, the CAS actuarial value of assets will exclude
pension prepayment credits (which do not equal the credit balances for PP A). The


.,' PP A calculation excludes credit balances only under certain circumstances and for
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the crediting balances for PP A. Although the total asset value before adjustments I


will be equal, the CAS actuarial value of assets will exclude pension prepayment I
credits (which do not equal the credit balances for PP A), The PP A calculation
excludes credit balances only under certain circumstances and for certain purposes.
Because the assets after adjustments for prepayment credits or credit balances will
differ between the two regulations, the shortfalls (currently referred to in CAS 412
as the unfunded actuarial liability) will not be the same.


The CAS pension cost would include the normal cost (corresponds to the PP A's
0<: Target Normal Cost) and amortizations of the prior 7 years' shortfalls (corresponds
~~ to the amortization schedules described in the PP A). However, the actual amounts


BOEING of the amortizations would be different between CAS and the PP A.


Again, we believe that if the CAS cost is measured using the same definitions of
liabilities, normal cost, and assets that appear in the PP A, then a strong argument
could be made that harmonization has been achieved. Once the "harmonized" basis
is established using the same underlying methods and assumptions, the CAS can
add elements appropriate to determining CAS pension cost, rather than the
determination of a minimum cash contribution.


We do not recommend that CAS cost be equal to the PP A minimum required
contribution because we believe this would not maintain the Board's stated
objectives. Unless extensive transition rules were implemented, the results would
not be equitable to many contractors, and if such equitable transition rules were
implemented, the likely large short-term costs for the Government would be an
undesirable result.


Question 3(d)(i). To what extent, if any, should the Board revise the CAS
based on rules established to implement tax policy?


We understand this question to address circumstances in which current CAS cost
falls outside the range of minimum required and maximum tax-deductible amounts.
We believe the current CAS provisions for assignable cost deficits, assignable cost
limitations, and prepayment credits are equitable mechanisms for such
circumstances. However, we caution the Board that with the implementation of
PP A, such circumstances will be exacerbated and the existing mechanisms alone
would be inadequate to meet the objectives of the CASB,


If, however, this question is asking if the Board should revise CAS to be consistent
with tax policy, we refer to Section 106 of the PP A which explicitly mandates
harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 with the minimum required contribution under
PP A, not tax policy.


Question 3(d)(ii). To what extent, if any, should the Board consider concerns
with the solvency of either the pension plan, or the PBGC?


"
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Question 4(c)(i)(1). For measuring the pension obligation, what basis for
setting interest rate assumptions would best achieve uniformity and/or the
matching of costs to benefits earned over the working career of plan


participants?


U sing the rate curve specified by the PP A would achieve consistency among
contractors and be in accordance with prevailing economic thought. It would also
provide the best basis for matching costs to the benefits earned.


rX Question 4(c)(i)(2). To what extent, if any, should the interest rate assumption
~~ reflect the contractor's investment policy and the investment mix of the


BOEING pension fund?


We recommend using the rate curve approach specified by PP A, which would
achieve consistency among contractors and be in accordance with our proposed
method to achieve hannonization.


The generally accepted approach to investments for pension trusts is to minimize
risk to the assets, and such investments tend to yield lower earnings, though
possibly not as low as those prescribed by the PP A bond rates. This approach is
going to be reinforced by PP A to mitigate the volatility of potential funding
requirements. Thus, differences in investment policies and investment mixes
between contractors are likely to be diminished and returns on assets are likely to
be lower than in previous years as a result.


Question 4(c)(ii). For measuring the pension obligation, should the CAS
exclude, permit, or require recognition of future period salary increases?


Permissive recognition of salary increases would undermine consistency among
contractors and be contrary to the stated objectives of the Board, so we would not
recommend such an approach.


One could argue that to include salary increases in calculation of the obligation
would improve the matching of costs to contracts incurred. Since the actual
pension payments made after an employee's retirement are generally based on
earnings during only the last few years of employment, it is the future salary levels
for an employee that determine the pension payouts more so than the current salary
level, unless the employee is already within the last few years of employment.
Including salary increases would likely increase CAS costs, which could encourage
contractors to fund more than the PP A minimum because they would be able to
recover the additional funding amounts. However, mandatory recognition of salary
increases for determining CAS cost would move away from hannonization with
PPA.


.'
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necessary. Should an "at risk" plan fail to achieve adequate funding and be
tenninated, the existing provisions for plan tenninations in CAS would be
sufficient to address the circumstances.


Question 9(a). Should prepayment credits be adjusted based on the CAS
valuation rate or the PPA requirement to use the pension fund's actual
"return on assets" for the period?


rX We recommend that prepayment credits be adjusted based on the pension fund's
~~ actual asset returns as required by PP A. This is consistent with our proposal to


BOEING create a hannonized basis of the underlying methods and assumptions for CAS
with PP A.


Question 9(b). Should the interest adjustment for contributions made after
the end of the plan year be computed as if the deposit was made on the last day
of the plan year or on the actual deposit as now required by the PP A?


We recommend that interest adjustments be computed based on the actual deposit
dates as required by PP A. This is consistent with our proposal to create a
hannonized basis for CAS with PP A and would eliminate existing disparities now
in the dates used that leave opportunity for errors.


Question 9(c)(i). To what extent, if any, should CAS be revised to address the
PP A provision that allows the recognition of established patterns of
collectively bargained benefits?


We recommend a pennissive approach, rather than a mandatory approach, be taken
for recognizing established patterns of collectively bargained benefits for CAS
pension cost. The pennissive approach is required by PP A. This is consistent with
our proposal to create a hannonized basis for CAS with PP A.


Question 9( c )(ii). Are there criteria that should be considered in determining
what constitutes an established pattern of such changes?


We recommend using the same criteria as those used by PP A. This is consistent
with our proposal to create a hannonized basis of the underlying methods and
assumptions for CAS with PP A.


Question 10. The Board would be very interested in obtaining the results of
any studies or surveys that examine the pension cost determined in accordance
with the CAS and the PP A minimum required contributions and maximum
tax-deductible contribution.


We believe that it is imperative that the Board understand the ramifications of any
',' proposed standard in evaluating possible solutions to hannonization and appreciate
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software that supports the PP A methods. It would seem undesirable to the Board,
for a variety of reasons including record keeping, to base a harmonized CAS
calculation upon a former version of the ERISA calculation.


We appreciate this opportunity to provide the CASB information we hope will be
helpful in the harmonization of CAS 412 and 413 with PPA. As the Board
progresses in its efforts, we look forward to future opportunities to provide
additional information that may be useful for the Board's success in this
challenging task.


rz-L Sincerely,
BOEING


~J 0 l Michael D. Lem


Assistant Controller
Cost Accounting & Estimating
The Boeing Company


..
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